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PREFACE
Status quo of Harari Language
In preparation of this text I had consultation, to Ahmed Zekarya Qanmus who suggested me to
refer to Dr. Mogus Yegezu. I did refer and found Ceruli (1930) and Mogus (2010) to swim in
ocean of 80 years. Nothing and no doubt to say but I am gratified of Mogus’ opinion. Relevant to
the current text is the issue on language. I will have a word or two in context of Harari language
and more focused on teaching learning particularity to the conclusion of Dr. Mogus Yegezu,
Research on Harari language.
The research determined “to study Language Ideologies and Challenges of Multilingual
Education in Ethiopia and focused on Harari. Region”. He assessed Amharic, Qromo and
Harari language to view the opportunities offered that he did numerous interview, had gone
through relevant documents, and picked to study five types of schools: Heritage or Nature
Language Schools. Model, Elementary School, Dire Tayara, Gey Madrasa Elementary,
AwAbdal Elementary School, Yeshimebet school, and SOS elementary and secondary school.
For the relevancy of this, text I am interested to open pages on the Harari language. His data
involved participants, observation focus group, discussion and interviewing key informant, and
utilized questioner and assessed official documents. The conclusion on Harari language and
issues related to its pedagogy is remarkable.

Mogus appears curious to know and raises significant question and attempts to answer. “The
question to be raised, in the context of Harari, thus whether the policy implementation has
contributed to the success or failure of education using mother tongue as medium of instruction”.
A quest of Mogus, is so to so many interested group and Harari individuals.

In an interview he conducted and due response to whether the pedagogic advantage of mother
tongue, in that, facilitating function to teaching learning process promotes the language and the
culture of speaker or if it negatively affects the quality of education and limits mobility of
freedom and economic opportunities. He reached at that “the majority 91.7% of the response
were positive”. Besides a large majority 92.0% believed that the use of the mother tongue in
education promotes the language and culture of the speaker. (Emphasis underline Ali Naji)

First, teaching with mother tongue, that is, teaching Harari children in Harari language has
benefit. The researcher states the fact precisely.

“Besides the pedagogical advantages of

learning in the native or home learning in the early stages themselves are considered as fulfilling
an important identity forming and identity preserving function the minority communities such as
the Harari” (Mogus: 53)
To observe this fact to the endeavor of the value making, identity forming and preserving is
significant confirmation, of Mogus as established fact, saved his study research which is not
labeled into this or that or this of irrelevancy, amounts to sheer indication to Hararis ultimatum to
achieve specifically and shows Mogus as educationalist.
Second, teaching by mother tongue is a governmental policy of Ethiopia Ministry of Education
stated. “Cognizant of pedagogical advantage of the child in learning in mother tongue more over
it is also. In the light of UNESCO’S (1953) declaration and concern for linguistic human rights”.
The endeavors is pledged in. “The Millennium Development Goal of Education for all by 2015
promotes access to school at 3 km radials “and all children particularly girls and children
belonging to ethic minorities in fact truly have access to free and compulsory primary education
of good quality”.
This book is beneficial in that it tolls the bell to awaken concerned Hararis that this day is
approaching Harari remains and enjoys a lot of time to do the unbelievable to accomplish
Millennium goals to hit the nail on its head.
Third, the study persistent in the research text, that is based on the other hand, the data gathered
reveals the perspective the other side of the phenomenon to accomplish. “It can be inferred that
there are indeed problems related to the standardization of the language being used is in
primary education particularly problems related to vernacular development of and translation
of text books into mother tongue” (Mogus:90)

The anticipation, that might be assumed late for Hararis to discharges such responsibility is
straight forward to standardization as he mentions, “Some of the pertinent issues include, How
the lesson in language, teaching material should be organized, what content to be taught is, what
should be taught first::” (Mogus 127) Yes problem, material, organization contents etc
educational issues to be reviewed and even assessed to be edited facts of routines for
educationalists.
Mogus saves his conclusion from vague generalization, details and states the level of standard
spins around. “Supportive reference works and documentation form of dictionary, grammar
books, and text are not available for emerging vernaculars.” (Mogus: 148)
As a research work, offers explicit conclusion. “The major short coming of policy in the Harari
regions is to lack of built in mechanism to evaluate and re evaluate implementations strategies
this mechanism should therefore be designed.” (Mogus: 155) The bare facts of modus
operandum, there should be policy, implemented, prepare the mechanism to, evaluate and
revaluate it as a team of leadership.
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INTRODUCTION
Break Down of Harari Grammar is to introduce, orient and subsequently simplify to the end
users, few classical works of Gleaning in Harari Grammar (1965) and . The ma clause in
Harari (1970) by Wolf Leslaw;. The Harari Expression of While (1994) The Negative
Imperfect in Ancient and Modern Harari (1997) by Edwald Wagner, and Nominalization
and Adjectivization in Amharic and Harari (1983) by Gideon Goldenberg. These materials
are hardly available to reach to the needy student or teacher. Thus, to consider them
indispensable and provide proper exposure to be consumed by the concerned is the paramount
intention to deliberate the subject matter contained in this text book.

It is to enhance and promote the efforts of the current Harari writers such as Dr. Abduraman
Mohamed Qoram, N[] c=“” ›dc 2}˜ Ÿ=ታብ (1998 E.C). ›vÉ` G[] KËT]‹
(2003 E.C). Ahmed Zakarya and Girma Awgechew. The former has defined and clarified his
ideas, on Harari Grammar basically; and the latter attempted to produce communicative Harari
Grammar for learners. These materials are essential and encouraging that compelled me to
contribute some thing to promote the Harari language.

The third, I wanted to inject something into the Harari Grammar in the area of my professional
training, perhaps to knock the door to other similar professional to do so subsequently I
committed myself to disclose and deliver Break Down Harari Grammar in my own choice of
deliberations.

Although I deliver the text in English, I have tried to maintain Harari script directly with the
presumption Harari readers from the Harari script sequenced in title, model sentences and
exercises to attain the intended concepts of Harari Grammar. The just Harari reader misses
nothing but explanation about the language. There are new elements in the text such as
collocations, compound sentences and few paragraphing, elements in contrastive tables and still
presented with Harari sentences. In addition, I have introduced, and utilized numerous
pedagogical tables that I considered illustrative enough to bring out my efforts.
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It is to my privilege and discretion to make the text inclusive to facilitate participatory and
engaging exercise (drills) to the reader in activities, to furnish the text subject matter to achieve
real learning.

The pattern and arrangement of the text pedagogically developed from the simplest word to the
sophisticated subject of compound sentences and paragraph writing in ten chapters. I have
embedded the glossary for the terms, for the text that could also connect to the classical works of
Laslaw, Wagner and Giodenberg.

This text, Harari Grammar breaks it down to disclose the inherent features in ten chapters.
Extraordinary concentration need be given to ma clause, nominalization, adjectivzation and
Harar compound sentence as well the tenth chapter holds paragraphing of courses (with out
neglecting other chapters).

Finally in my deliberation, I have furnished my reader to benefit from two languages. The Harari
speaker gets a little of English language and so does the English speaker benefits from Harar
language per the intention of the text.
Criticism on the basis of pedagogical selection and gradation of the material of this text
criticisms are warmly welcomed to improve the editions and develop other texts.

Ali Naji
Author
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Glossary for Harari Grammar
 Recurring Terms in Harari Grammar
1. Adjectivization- is transforming any expression from any part of speech to an adjective
ehit (›=H>ƒ) sister noun, ihitezat (›=H>ƒ³Ø) possession adjective afar (›ð`) earth, noun
nechih afar (’ÜI ›ð`) modifier functional adjective.
2. Archaic vowel- a vowel sound from early (ancient) Harari presumably the fetha, kasra, and
demma sounds manifested in a, e, i, o, u, vowel (short and long)
3. Conjugate- schematic arrangements of the inflectional forms of verb, as in leta (K?×)
ilitakh- (›=K=×¦), nilitana (’>K=×“), yilitalu (ÃK=×K<), past, present and future verbs
respectively.
4. Copula- Helping verb of identity, functions as the connecting link (The complement) between
subject and predicate of preposition, verbs of presence (being and existence) are in
dimension of Copula.
5. Compound imperfect- expression to indicate the present or future in positive (affirmative) It is
simple imperfect in Harari with conjugated al (›M) as in example of yisebral
(Ãcw^M). Thus, the relative imperfect is simple imperfect as in example of yesebri

zal (Ãcw]³M)
6. Composite verb- a verb expressed with a fixed stem and the conjugated forms
baya (vÁ)- ‘said’ or asha- (›h) ‘made/did’ and khana ¥“ become
7. Germination – sequence of identical speech sound as in example of meanness.
Notice the sound /n/ followed by /n/ sound, considered as geminated.
8. Harari compound verbs- are the types of verbs comprising preverbs and verb such as baya,
(vÁ) asha, (›h) khana. (¥“) as the following examples comprising the parts in pre,

and the verb itself.
a. Huluf baya, (OK<õ vÁ) b. khata asha, (¤×

›h)

c. quy asha, (lÃ ›h) d. jinam khana (Í=“U ¥“)
9. Harari verb basic- the stem meaning +vowel +inflection affixed
 yi sabral

Ãcw^M

 yisebralu

Ãcw^K< sabara (cu^) - basic verb yi (Ã) and vowel lu (K<-)-suffix

Sabara (cu^) - basic verbs

yi (Ã)- vowel al (›M)- suffix
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10. Morphology- study and description of word formation of language (inflection, derivation
and compounding) to establish number, gender and possession etc in agreement
manifested in Harari context -zo (µ), hulu zo (male) - ach (-›‹) afochach
number, and le (K?) S]–@K? possessive gidirit (t) Ñ>É]ƒ gender.
11. Inflection verb variation in tense designate continuous state or incapability action – that is the
change of form that words undergo to mark with distinction to case, gender,
number; and of course a form in suffix of elements in variation too.
12. jussive- a word form, in verb in grammatical case, mood-(expressing command) as example
in Harari call them imperatives to correspond to current English
a) yasbar (¾eu`), tasbar (}cu`);
b) yeshemqi (¾g?Um) tesemqi (}g?Um)
c) yaglibti (¾ÓKwÖ=) tegilabti (}ÓKwÖ)
13. Phoneme- system of language that corresponds to similar speech sounds.
14. Phonology- study of speech sounds, the history, its theory… etc ideas inside the archaic
Harari vowel, to refer to what Garad Wagner Qoram, and Ahmad say long and short and long
vowel in their texts.
15. Phonetics- language aspect related to spoken language or speech, representing speech
sounds, classification; to the details of sounds vowels, consonants and diphthongs
16. Proto- an expression with idea relating to or constituting the recorded or assumed ideas of
language that is ancestral language or related language to mean the presumed and the
known.
17. Nominalization- form or drive a noun from verb or adjectives, by a process by which
any expression may be changed or formed as such into a noun (noun formation)
18. Relative imperfect – verb conjugated in the context of Harar ‘zal’ (³M) in
more or less tell idea of continuity.
19. Semantic- the study of meanings, historical theories, and detail ideas on relationship of
meanings in language.
20. Syntax- part of grammar that deals with word arrangements to form clauses, phrases, and
sentences with meaningful concept as the following examples.
a) azo soza yidigal ›µ f³ ÃÇ=ÍM:: He will come in the morning.
b) aba wanag gadala ›v ¨“Ó ÑÅL:: The man killed lion.
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21. Temporal Adverbs- time expressing words the English corresponding is Adverbs the
Frequency telling words in past and future time telling in Harari context
hoji (RÍ=) akha (›¥) gish (Ñ>i)…etc.
22. Verb of existence, (NM/›?K<U) prevalence – Abahal (›vNM)::
‘hal’ NM and ‘al’ in subordinate elum (›?K<U) [He isn’t. it isn’t] lijielum K=Í= ›?K<U::
23. Verb forms- variations of verb in action as in perfect, [imperfect] mood, jussive,
imperative as they appear in phrase, clause and sentences. Few linguists assert,
Harar has present and past but the future is expressed just by connecting temporal adverbs.

 Unique feature in writing system in Harari
In my reference to prepare this text, I have started from classical researches of Wolf Laslaw,
Enrico Cerellu, Edwald Wageners …etc. Not less I have gone through the materials by Harari
writers. Of all the linguistic transcription are clear and simple from Dr. Abdurahman Mahameds
Qoram, N[] c=“” ›dc 2 ˜ Ÿ= w (1998) , Ahmed Zekarya and Girma Awgechew ›vÉ`
N[] KËT]ª‹ (2003) The last two texts provide ideas on the transliteration of Harari sounds

on paper. Both share similar ideas on transliterating my notes in the current text. I hint the unique
feature of Harari word writing.

The peculiar feature worth mentioning are:A. Harari consonant sounds and vowels.


The vowels appear in short and long sounds



Stress is maintained and referred to as Öu=Ãp Öv (Qoram)



One sound enjoys to be vowel as well as consonant. That sound is (›) thus
function as vowel sound and consonant.

B. Representation on writing deserves attention, the transliteration looks different but not all:
a) Long vowel: Realize writing listen carefully to write as examples
unn ›<¨<” (stone), urri ›<¨<] (wild), sut c<¬ƒ light, fur ó¨<` rat/ mouse, fil òÃƒ

(face/ fiz òÃ´ proper Prolong the initial consonant and write what you hear unn ¨
from ›< , in the above u: sound transliterated by ¨<
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C. Stress
sadaba – cÅv, insult arat ›`^ƒ- tongue, alla ›ML God as the following consonant add
before the consonant and write.

Qoram explains, “²=N[] Öv‹ Ÿ<Á N[›ƒ N`òÁ‹u? S<ØÖ= S¤“²=¿¨< ²=ƒK=Á¿ N[]
Öv‡¨<

ÃN?ÃÓ’<³K<

N`òÁ‡¨<

›=S<¦

Úp+Á‡¨<

S¡}wu?

SN?Kp

Àƒð["M::

“Examples are the sounds ¨< and Ã in the above long vowel. ó¨<`: òÃ´
D. Ahmad explains the inside of stress, “¾T>[´S¨<” ÉUî ¾T>¨¡K¨<” òÅM G<K‚ SÇõ
’¨<:: ›ééóU w²¨<” Ñ>²? }’vu=” w‰ uS¨ŸM ¾T>Ÿc}¨<” ¾dÉe òÅM uTckÅU kØK<
Ÿ›“vu= Séõ

birign u=`]˜  /r/ sound doubled in `and ^
tila ØMK  i sound double/M/ K

E. In the explanation complexity is the prime feature, Ahmad too compromises to ease the
teaching learning. Here is how he eases.
“KN[] u}k[ç¨< ›ééó [³T> }“vu=ª‹ ŸLÃ vk[u’¨< SM¡ እ”Ç=¨¡K< u=Ç[ÓU ...
KTe}T]Á J• እ”Ç=ÁÑMÓM eKJ’ TÅ“Ñ`” KTe¨ÑÉ” ukLK< እ”Å ›T`—¨< Síõ ’¨< .

D. The Harari pronoun he and she are azzo and azze (›µ) and (›²?) However Abdurahman
Gearad uses huwa and hiya (Nª) and (NÁ) respectively that the current text uses one of the two
should not change meanings.
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CHAPTER TWO
HARARI DICTION AND CONNECTORS
2.1. Diction of Harari Language N[] Ûp+
This chapter is on aspects of the Harari dictions, metathesis words, Arabic Loan words, and
collocations contained in addition to samples. The chapter deals on the connectors of words with
the peculiar aspect in post positioners. I have tried to establish the basic footing that material
transliterated to illustrate in (Harari) script, with aim that Harari speakers take topics, models on
each and in any level benefit from the text Break Down of Harar Grammar and attempts the
exercises in Harari.

2.2. Leslaw’s Harari Etymological Dictionary and random samples.
To unfold the pattern of dictionary making from the published material, Harari Etymological
Dictionary, (1963) I exploit the opportunity to pick and provide few items in meaning and
collocation in, (suffix/ prefix) as elements of dictionary and yet, spinning around the sample
word. I picked few words relevant to current text dimension and utilize Harari script and provide
the lexical meanings in the general dimension, subsequently; extend to establish the collocations.
I have to ease in generic English reading to benefit the general public. For the purpose of
convenience I have applied, the word entry, reduced it to Harari script, offer general meanings,
accompany it to create collocation of the entry and the meaning of the collocations provided
respectively.
1. "afocha- ›ö‰

- neighbor, neighborhood, section of locality, association of neighbors
participating in various social activities such as wedding and funeral.

Collocation with ›ö‰


gar afocha (Ò` ›ö‰) with neighbor afocha,



afocha leta (›ö‰ K?×) joined the afocha



afocha tadabala (›ö‰ }ÇuL) became member of afocha.
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2. ‘al’- ›M

negation prefixed- (fixed before) a word.
aldelagi (›MÅLÑ>)-idle, Alta (›M ) not, zalbad (²MvÉ)with no acquaintance.

3. is… ›=e

isal (›=eM)-while he is , is ahad (›=c›NÉ) some,

isahad gir (›=c›NÉÑ>`) sometimes
isbalbalat (›=cuMuLƒ)-different ,
ismutti (›=c S<ØÖ=)-apart, separate;
shulu (›<cOMK<) in truth.

4. aw- ›¨<

father, proprietor of object (owner)

Collocation with ›¨<
awa ay (›¨<ª ›Ã) parents,
awa ay zelea- (›ª ›Ã ²K?L)-orphan
aw waldi (›ª ¨MÇ=) step brother
aw haji (›¨<PÍ=) husband
aw khatib (›¨<¤Ö=w) the immam
awach (›ª‹) the shrine(awabadir)
5. gir Ñ>` (time, if)

conditionality

Collocation with Ñ>`
salat gir (cLƒÑ>`) at noon, in mid day
anasa gir (›’dÑ>`) at least, in bare minimum
istan gir (›=cታ”Ñ>`) perhaps, maybe, probably
alta girum (›MታÑ>\U) or else, if not
bajih gir (uÍ=QÑ>`) often , frequently
abzah girum (›w³QÑ>\U) most, often
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6. sinan c=“”

language, word, speech, conversation

Collocations with c=“”.
sinan bejih (c=“” uÍ=Q) talkative, chatting box.
Harari sinan (ሐረሪ c=“”) language of Harar city.
sinanam (c=““U) quarellsome, verbally offensive.
tesenana (}c?’“) summoned by somebody or court.
asenena (›c?’“) spoke, uttered, articulated.
7. ta + ‘ ’
ta gir (ታ Ñ>`)- if it is, if so…
alta grum (›Mታ Ñ>\U)other wise.
alt anum (›Mታ’<U) in other option (choice).

8. tunsus- Ö<”c<e

wedding dances and songs performed in ceremonies.
tunsus gar (Ö<”c<e Ò`) the house of wedding .
tunsus metifeqar (Ö<”c<e Sƒôk`) dance by mugad.

9. tachina

Ü“

yesterday, the day before (ina-) as suffix (time).
sestina (c?c+“) the day before yesterday
ratina (^+“) the day before 3 days.
amna (›U“) last years

10. qahwa nQª

drink prepared from products of coffee leaves.
qutti qahwa (lÖ= kQª).
a drink from leaf of coffee.
hasher qahwa,
(Ng` kIª) drink from peel of coffee bean
kIª SNKp money contributed during mourning by mother afocha.
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N.B. In the above sample it is imperative to attain the collocation of Harari words prefixes as
well as variation in examples of such as ታÜ“ and ታ›=“. Besides word family provided in
time telling words with the meaning of the suffix ‘na’ “ as in examples of amna, (›U“) and
ratina. (^+“).
Exercise 2.1 Give the meanings for the following collocation in Harari script.
U”vÃ+”ታ¨< Ûp+Á‹¥u? ~¨<n³¦ S›“›‡ c=Ø/Ü

a) ²MvÉu?፣ ____________________________________________________________________
b) ›=c›NÉ፣ ___________________________________________________________________
c) ›=cታ” Ñ>`፣ __________________________________________________________________
d) ›=dM፣ ______________________________________________________________________
e)›Mታ’<U፣ ____________________________________________________________________

2.2.1 The Arabic Loan Words
A language takes something from other languages and it is equally true that other language take
words, phrases referred to as loan words. As technology is to the benefit with new concept
compels to take new word and incorporate it in to ones language.
Harari language is by no means an exception and subsequently takes and gives too. Harari,
according to Leslaw has a lot of words to share with Gurage categorically. Hebrew and Arabic.
Harari to the standard by convention/conference to communicate and establish the foundation for
pedagogic manipulation competent to express any issue accordingly urge the loan.
Few Arabic Loan Words from Leslaw, are picked to depict to reader, yet in Harari script and
embedded for collocation to enrich and benefit usage.
In the following two tables on single page, I have provided the word, the Harari script the
English meaning of the word, the word grouping in collocation, and the application in simple
sentence.
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Leslaws Arabic Loan Words in Harari
S.N Words

Harari

Meanings

1

battah

u×I

flat

battah enchi yetkhishesnahal

u×I ›=”Ü ¾ƒ¤=h’NM

2

hammal NTM

porter

hamal nibarot ta tagir yeqri

NTM ’>vaƒ ታÑ>` ¾p]

3

daim

Ç›=U

always

daim akhash bahin halkhu

Ç›=U ›¥gvN=” NM¤<

4

raha

^P

comfort

raha meleta tager tayarata

^P SK?× ታÑ>` ÖÁ^ታ

5

shama

gT

candle

shama berna yedil gumel

iT u=`“ ò´u? ¾ƒm\T@M

6

safata

có×

joke

Safata bajih yet amamnumel

có× uÍ=I Ãƒ›S’<T@M

7

tut

Ö<Ø

cotton

tut iraz qimchar yilal

Ö<Ø ›=^´ mUÜ` ÃLM

8

taqa

×n

roll

taqa abujedid wakhaba yelhol

×n ›u<ÏÇ= ¨¤v ÃKARM

9

ataur

›}`

bean

ater harshi tinayo inta

›}` N`g= Ö=’Ä”ታ

taeizia

ታ›²=Á

consolation taizia gar be hangur elum

ታ›²=Á Ò`u? N”Ñ<` ›?K<U

11

aqli

›pK=

intelligence aqli qibach yatmajal

›pK= mvß ¾ƒTÍM

12

firash

õ^i

mattress

tut firash yiriznal

Ö<Ø õ^g Ã]´“M

13

qatira

nÖ=^

sleepless

qatira mahder yitkhishumel

nÖ=^ TNÅ` Ãƒ¤=g<T@M

14

muz

S<´

bananna

muz qushash yadqal teqerah

S<´ lhi ÁÉnM }o^Q!

15

nazif

’²=õ

clean

nazif kalim yesuchal

’²=õ ŸK=U Ãc<‰M

16

yaqin

¾m”

certain

yaqin zita yiwaral

¾m” ²=ታ Ãª^M

17

wasiya

¨c=Á

last will

bad wasiya zimasnta

vÉ ¨c=Á ²=Sd”ታ

18

nisifi

’>cò

half

Nisifii gebeta yansal wa milea

’>cò Ñuታ Á”dMª T>K›

19

libanet

K=v’ƒ

incense

libanet muday alrekhum

K=v’ƒ S<ÇÃ ›M]¤<U

20

kanif

¢’>õ

latrine

kanif gedu yekharalu bayo

Ÿ’>õ ÑÆ Ã¤^K? vÂ

10

Collocation

Harari

Exercise 2.2 Define the following in your own Harari
T>”vÃ+”ታ¨< ÛpƒÁ‹¥u? Ö=^Q

a) ^P ______________________________________________________________________
b) ታ›²=Á ____________________________________________________________________
c) nÖ=^ _____________________________________________________________________
d) ¨c=Á ______________________________________________________________________
e) ›pK= ______________________________________________________________________
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2.3 Metathesis in Harari words N[] Ûp+ ˆ¥KA¨<ƒ
Diction formation by Metathesis as feature of Harari word formation is one aspect. "Metathesis
occurs frequently in Harari, it is formed either in original Harari words or loanwords in
Metathesis. So, Harari words with consonants in contact1, is the feature. The consonants are
reversed in position to establish Metathesis.
The metathesis in clear examples in words such as alwada, (›KªÇ) ahmara and (›UN^) turn
into (›¨LÅ) ›QS^ this feature of Harari words serves two purposes: the first, is the
awareness of word formation offers two words to prevail for single idea. Second, those two
words lead to the another feature of formal and informal words, in the category of spoken and
written Harari,
Here are the examples in word formation in Harari through metathesis
No

Words

Harari

Metathesis

Usage

Harari script

Meaning

1

qehuri

oI]

o[H>

agaberi qehri

›Ñu] oQ]

shepherded

2

wahri

¨I]

¨`H>

wahri beqed

¨N] u?kÉ

before a month

3

fohri

öQ]

ö`HN=

Forhi

ñÇ= ö`N=

worm

4

gidaged

Ñ>ÉÑÉ

ÅÑÅÓ

gidaged

Ñ>ÅÑÉ Ñ`w

to the wall side

5

ketemberi Ÿ}Uu]

}ŸUu]

Ketembri quful

lñM Ÿ}Uu]

Locked gate

6

aleheqa

›K?Nn

›K?kN

mehaleq alehaqa

SNKp ›K?Nn

lent money

7

qibla

mu=L

mMv

kim qilba fogn

Ÿ=U mMv ö˜

to north side

8

awfi

›õ©

›¨ò

awfi asha

›¨<ò ›h

forgave, excused

9

khazerani

¤²^’>

¤[³’>

raga khzarani

^Ò ¥²^’>

elderly hand stick

10

berti

u`+

uƒ]

berti belay

u`+ u=LÃ

without stick

1

Wolf Leslaw, Etymalogical Dictionary of Harari, 1963 page 9
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2.3.1 Facts & Figures: Analysis of Harari Vocabularies

W. Leslaw (1960) in Sketches in Ethiopian Classification
Harari Vocabularies source Data

About 2000 Root Harari Words

 370 Root Common Ethiopic Stock

37 Root Common to North Ethiopic or one of North East

 200 to NE in (South Ethiopian)

 215 Common to South Ethiopic

145 to Another South East

75 Common to South East 70 common to South East

40 only in East Gurage
50 can be added to East Gurage

660 From Arabic

217 Un identified
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Activity: 2.3 Discuss, with your friends, these two ideas
S]˜ vQ ›d’>vT N=ÃÁ‡¨< ›`ÑwÑ>
1. I need my readers to search the source for the following Harari vocabularies: molasa (VKd)
mah (SQ), meqetu (SkÖ<) and sinan (c=“”).
N=Á‹

ÛpƒÁ‹

SÇ=²=¿ Ãታ¨m’M; ታ¨l Ñ>`

›LÃ g=›=i+

T>dM óÛT

Ÿ=}w/Ÿ†u=.
Do you know the sources, of so give three a) ___________ b)____________ c)______________
Where are they from? If you know give three similar words from the source.
a) _____________________ b) _________________________ c) ___________________
2. Trace the sources for the four vocabularies in Harari diction; idoch (›=Ê‹),uga (›<¨Ò)

irr

(›=`) and bachi (u<ˆ).
N=Á‹ g=›=i+ Ûp+Á‹ ²=Ç=Ìx SÇ=ዚዩ Ãታ¨m’M; }¨lÑ>` ›LÃ g=›=i+ T>dM
Ûp+Á‹ óÛT Ÿ=}w/ኪ†u=.

2.4 Collocations: Harari word grouping
Collocations are word grouping, words that go together in sort of idioms. They are for learning
new word to give insight into other related words.
Collocations, as word group unit hint the word grouping, to articulate in single utterance in
speaking for natural sound articulation. Besides, Collocations facilitate, note taking from
speakers, assist to draft out lines to write on, jot down sketch ideas and note condensation for
Power Point on laptop. Students in higher education revise notes, answer question, with
collocations of ideas accordingly. Subsequently, in this text the endeavor is, to orient
collocations in Harari words. You have already collocation with asha (›h) and gar (Ò`). In the
tables hereunder used to illustrate the collocations with asha, (›h) and gar (Ò`) as and another
collocation formed by repeating the words for emphasis.
The Harari verb 'asha' (›h) and its collocation manifest numerous meanings where “asha”
prevails in combination of noun, the verb asha (›h) to mean “do”. In the table “Noun + asha”
the idea of performing the action of the noun or performing something with noun.
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Third group now “asha” (›h) with abstract nouns give idea of acquiring the quality of the noun.
Lastly concrete nouns in collocation, to express idea of performing an in addition to tell
connection.
The following table asha (›h) as collocation is illustrated in general term, in abstract, concret and
combination of noun and asha .

A. Terms
Harari
›=vÇ
1. ibada
2. absum
›ብc<U
ደረር
3. darar
4. nikhah
ኒካህ
5. gelge
ገልጌብ
6. izni
ኢ´ኒ
7. azli
አዝሊ
B. asha Abstract
1. sabri
ሰብ]
ሁዝኒ
2. huzni
3. quy
ቁይ
ሒስቲ
4. histi
\I ªÃ
5. ruhway
C. Asha with concrete nouns
ሱዋክ
1. sumak
2. sofa
ሶፋ
ቡፍ
3. buf
D. noun + asha
N=ርጊ
1. hirgi
ሲናን
2. sinan
òሪ
3. fire
መL
4. mala

ኢባዳ አh
አብሱም አሻ
ደረር አሻ
ኒ"ህ አሻ
ገልጌብ አሻ
ኢ´’> አሻ
አዝሊ አሻ

Collocation

Meaning
prayed
circumcise
do harm, injured
conclude marriage
conversed with
permitted, excused
depose

ሰብሪ አሻ
ሁዝኒ አሻ
ቁይ አሻ
N=ሰቲ አh
\IªÃ ›h

endured, toluated
condoled, in symphaty
angerly, furiously
envied
in apprehension

ሱዋክአh
ሶፋ አh
ቡፍ አh

brushed (teeth)
to sharpen metal
fan/ blew

N=ርጊ አh
ሲናን አሻ
ò] አh
መL አh

counsel on issue
quarreled verbally
bear fruit in effort
resolved to solution

N.B An abstract noun as entity is with out tangible body and yet depicts situation, type or
function. It is, on the other hand, the concrete noun entity we feel in our senses. Harari Zemaina
sum ²=Sእ“እc<U as example Ÿ=´ (lie) OMK< (true) Ÿõ+ (sad)
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Abstract noun ²=Sእ“c<U ›NÉ nU²K?ÃLS: ¤<”+µ¨< ›Ã’µ¨< T>Q[µ¨<
Á`³M }Qc=Ãwu? Ãታ¨m³M Ö=N=” g=›Ã”}:: Tእ“c<T‡¨< ›T”u? N?ÃË’@¿
Ñ>` g=›=g+ *ታÃu? S`SÉK? Ãƒð["M:: (1)›?Ã“፣(2) T>Q^፣ (3) ¤”+¨<
Á]Áˆ” }Ä :: Qoram

2.4.1 Collocations with gar (Ò`) in Harari vocabularies
Collocate with the noun "gar"
1. kitab gar

Ÿ=ታw Ò`

Magicians

2. amir gar

›T>` Ò`

Palace (royal family)

3. fal gar

óM Ò`

Fortune tellers residence

4. ashir gar

›g=` Ò`

Religious education (evening)

5. bilash gar

u=Lg Ò`

Empty and hallow grave

6. derbi gar

Å`u= Ò`

House for newly married couple

7. gey gar

Ñ@Ã Ò`

House built in Hararis style

8. tit gar

Ö=ƒ Ò`

Small room for children in Harar

9.afocha gar

›ö‰ Ò`

Place to attend afocha (wedding/ funeral)

10. ada gar

›Ç Ò`

Museum where artifacts displayed

Exercise 2.4 Could you give six collocations with gar.
ÃKእÃu? ²=k[u< Ÿ<ƒu? c=Ç=e+ T>dML‡ ~n³¦u? Ÿ=}w/u=
a) _______________________

c) ________________________ e) _________________

b) _______________________ d) ________________________ f) __________________
Exercise 2.4.2 Harari Metonymy
Metonymy is substation of the name of attribute or adjunct for that of thing meant. The Harari
metonymy maintains “u=-”” to connect two words to form the collocation. Realize how the first
repeats the second and connects with “u=-”” Few collocation are with the apparent lexical
meaning, but few of these collocations extend to another meaning.
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Ûp+ SƒÓ^Ñwu? Tእ“ S“¨Ø
Repeat the word for emphasis as collocation
1

muguadn mugud

ሙጉዳ” ሙÑ<ድ

burnt, irreparable

2

giliban glib

ጊK=ባን Ñ>K=w

on kneel, surrender

3

shurafan shuruf

g<ሩፋን ሹሩፍ

chipped, on edge

4

graban grab

ገርvን ገርብ

shared in half

5

buran bure

ቡራን ቡ`

spotted, marked

6

equdan eqed

ኤቀዳን ኤቀድ

face to face

7

birijan birij

u=]Í” u=]Ï

confused, restless

8

butusan butus

u<Ö<d” u<Ö<e

patched and matched

9

tubqan tubuq

Ö<u<n” Ö<u<p

chained, congested

10

quchan quch

lÝ” lß

torn apart, miserable

N.B. ²=+Ñ>^Ñu< Üp+Á‹ ²=ƒK=PNÆx¨< Su?Í ¾ƒ¤=hM::
Collocation for plural number by repeating the words and embed suffix ach ›‹on the second
word.
Word

Meaning

Collocations

Usages

Meanings

a) ’ÜQ

White

’ÜQ ’ÜN‹

’ÜI ’ÜI ×Á‹ Ç=Ì

The white sheep arrived

b) ÖÃ

Black

ÖÃ ÖÁ‹

ÖÃÖÁ‹ ›õ]"‹ Ñu›<

The black African left

c) ¾Ñc=

Shroud

¾Ñc= ¾Ñc=Á‹

¾Ñc= ¾Ñc=Á† ¾aQk“

The shroud must be away

d) S<K<Q

Chosen

S<K<Q S<K<P‹

S<K<Q S<K<N‡ ›K?Ö<¿

The chosen are picked

e) Ñ<Å`

Tall

Ñ<Ê` Ñ<Ê^‹

Ñ<Ê` Ñ<Ê^‹ Ãƒ¤hK<

The talls are wanted

Exercise 2.4.1Give three similar examples
ÀÃL›Ãu? ²=cÖ< ›?Ã“‹u? g=›=i+ T>dML‡ Ÿ=}w/u=
1) ________________________________________________________________________
2) ________________________________________________________________________
3) ________________________________________________________________________
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2.5 Harari (›ƒªÉÇ=) preposition and (›ƒªp]) conjunction
In metonymy we have gone through (-n) (-”) connector to word to word.
The connector chain facilitate flow of ideas, create smooth transition to enhance addition of idea
and link or provide alternatives. Harari connector such as /-a/ (œ) falls on the end of on the first
noun and connect to the next noun, as in (›Ò^ ¨[U) agra waram. Harari dominatingly
utilizes “wa ª” to connect in addition to bah vQ’ and ‘U ‘m’. It is unique to utilize post
positional to take definite position prepositions in the sentence as the connectors are utilized.
The peculiar feature in Harari connector indispensably urge to have ideas of post positioners, the
prepositions and the conjunctions Accordingly Prepositions are labeled ›ƒªÉÇ= by Qoram.
›ƒªÉÇ= ¿K<¨<³M c<U፣c<UN=Ò˜ ª c<U ÅuM ›?N?`u? ›=S<¦፣ ›?ÃkÉu?
¿u<¨<›=S S<MK<እc=“” ›<cÖ<u? ›LÁ‹vQ ÃƒªÅÉ¿³M N[ò ›?U Ûp+”ታ::
Qoram
The significant to Qoram ascertains the environments the prepositions prevails. In his words
›ƒªÉÇ=Á‹ prepositions Ÿ<K< c›U ÃK=Ù³M c<U (noun) c<U N=Ò˜ (pronoun) c<U ÅuL‹

(adjective)
Exercise 2.5.1 A. ²=cÖ< 5 S<MK<šc=““‹u? ›ƒªÉÇ= Áƒ[¤u<x ³K< Ûp+Á†¨<
›<ßT Ÿ=}w/Ÿ=†u=.

›ƒªÉÇ= Ûp+ SKÁK? ታNÃµu? iØ›<iv

1. ጊድር kKUu? Ÿ}v:: T>´L›Ãu? ›[È¨<:: a) ____________________ b) _________________
2. ›¤g ›¨<¤i vQ ’Ã.:: ›”Ÿ=M SÒL ›=K=×¦:: a) ________________ b) _________________
3. ÀÃ Ÿ=ታu< T>´LÃu? ›<`Ç=T kKS< Ÿuƒ ›<c<Ö<u? ›<`Ç=: a) ________b) ________________
4. Ç›=U ›¥g vN=” NM¤<፣ T>Í¤g< Ÿ=M+¤?}M¤: a) _______________ b) ________________
5. c<U¤gu? ÃÓKARM ðk`u=cT>Lu?! T>Í S”kM¤gu? ... ÜÑ`¤ሽ ÅTu?:
a)________________ b) _____________________ c) _________________
B. NUe+ S<MK<እc=““‹ ›ƒªÉÇ=³MvÁ‹ ቱn³¦ ÛpƒÁ‹u? Ÿ=}w/u=

(1)________________________________ __________________________________________
(2) _______________________________ __________________________________________
(3) _______________________________ __________________________________________
(4) ________________________________ _________________________________________
(5) _______________________________ _________________________________________
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2.5.1 Connect with /__a (›) wa (ª) form compound words Ûp+ ›ƒªp]
The first noun take ‘-a’ suffixed at the end of the word, to create favorable environment to take
the second noun and chain together the two nouns to form compound word as follows.

Nouns

Harari Vermicular

Meaning

1. agra waram

አÑራ ወ[ም

shield & spear

2. gara abat

ጋራ አባት

house and compound

3. awa ay

አª አይ

father & mother

4. qama baser

ቃማ በሰር

blood relatives

5. debeta qalm

Ç=ቤታ

ink and pen

6. ruha qulbi

ሩP ቀMቢ

heart & sprit

7. ehera eqed

›?N?^ ›?kÉ

one after another

8. ina geleb

˜%“ÑKr

in gliapse

9. abocha edoch

›x‰ ›=Ê‹

male and female

10. afa iji

›ó ›=Í=

hand to mouth

kLም

Exercise 2.5.1 Gives six similar examples.
K›ÃK? ²=cÖ< ÛpƒÁ‹ ²=ƒK=PNÆx T>dMK c=Ç=e+ S<MK<እc=“” Ÿ=}w/u=
a) ____________________________b) _______________________ c) __________________
d) __________________________ e) _______________________f) ___________________
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2.5.2 Harari post positioner ›ƒªp] Conjunction
Post position le (K?) be (u?) and berhae u?N?`...K?
Post positional are prepositions according to Leslaw that the positional relation of entitles
connected as expressed in Harari with postpositions. Although, words are connected with the
classical connector wa (ª) the connection does not suffice the meaning in clear communication
if they are not linked to post positoners. The characteristics of the word to word connection has
various aspects to draw your conclusion the exception to follow the deliberation.

The unique Harari Post Positioners and Meanings
(1) be (u?) in, on, by, with, at
(2) le (K?) 'to' , for
(2) bah (vQ) with, together
(3) hisbe (N=du?) approximately
(4) mabeiynabe' (Tu?Ã“u?) between, and

Harari post postitionrs are in adverbial phrases that describe location and time (temporal
adverbs)
1. ›ISÉ SÒL ›<c<Ö<u? ›¨<µ¨< ›Ñ–@¨<::_______________________________________
2. nNƒ c<wN=u? Ÿ=U NS_d K?Ø+:: _________________________________________
3. Í=“U ^Ñ>ው~ ›<”u? ðKo¿:: ________________________________________________
4. ›\´ ›\²=ƒ vQ ²=Á^ Ág<K? Ç=Ì:: __________________________________________
5. Ÿ=ታv‡ dUታT Ÿuƒ ታNÃu? g?Uk¿:: ______________________________________
The classical conjunction ›ƒªp]

term by Dr. Qoram is, defined as: ›ƒªp]

vÃ+...S<MK<እc=“” ›<cÖ<u? Ÿ=Mx› Úp+¾‹ N[Ò‹ ª S<K< c=“”“‹ ›Ö= u›Ö= ¾ƒK=NÆ¾
³M N[ò ›S<” Ûp+” ::

Accordingly words, phrases, clauses and sentences are joined together with the conjunction. The
unique connector of Harar grammar is ma (T) clause provides the best clarity. Now let us
elaborate these conjunction in sentences, concentrate on ideas.
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1) Ñ<+ NKe ª SeKQ ›m ›<c›=ƒ T>” ¾lUc=u? Ã}ôk[ÂRM::
ª and u?  NKc ª lUdu?
2) S”e K? Ã¦g³M S<ÒÉ ª ²=¨ÅÊ

¨_Ñ>ƒvQ Ãƒ"NLK<::

ª S<ÒÉª vQ ¨_Ñ>ƒvQ
3) ¨N‰‹ OLªN]` vQ: S<ÒÇ‹ ª ›Á‡U: NõLu? Ãƒ[¤vK<::
ª: vQ: ª: u?

 Rule number one when two nouns are connected with wa-ª the postposition is placed after
the second noun.
Both the connector and post positioner are underlined.
a. shaqut dukanach wa baser dukhanach be yesimohol.
gkØ Æ"“‹ ª uc` Æ"“‹u? ¾c=VJM::

They are sold in grocery and meat stores.
Notice the connector wa (ª) and second noun group in uc` Æ"“‹ the post position be (u?)
fixed to meaning. Wa ª connector and be u? post positioner.
b. hiliqi sadist wa sati be hulaf yilumel
N=Km c=Ç=e+ ª d+ u? OK<õ ÃK<T@M::

The number doesn’t exceed six and seven
Realize the two nouns c=Ç=e+ ª d+ and post position after d+ and the post position u?
c. The post positioner le (K?) to mean to, for
Oromoyach wa Somaliach le yesimohal
*aVÁ‹ ª fTK=Á‹K? ¾c=VJM::

They sell it for Oromos and Somalese.
 The Harari connector bah (vQ) is meant with, and together in meaning, trace the connector it
self and the post positioner underlined
a) Ayach geb wa disti bah alwada wa gar yitgiragebalu
›Á‹ Ñ@w ª Éc+ vI ›KªÇª Ò` ÃƒÑ>^ÑvK<::

Two nouns: Ñ@w ª Ç=c+: The second noun ›KªÇ
The post position: “vI”
The women go back and forth between kitchen and house with clay cup and pots.
Post positioner hisab be (N=cw u?) means-about or approximately
b) gider usuach soza koot sa wa shishte sa hisabe tab tab bayti yiglalu.
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Ñ>Ç=` ›<c›‹ f³ ¢*ƒ c›ª g=›=i+ d› N=dwu? Öw Öw vÃ+ ÃÓLK<::

The two nouns: ¢›ƒ d›ª g=›=i+ d›, The second noun g=›=i+ d›N=dw u?
The post position after the second noun: N=cwu?
The elderly begin to get ready about two o’clock or three in morning.
Post positioner mabeina be-(Tu?Ã“u?) means between.
c) ahad derma mugad wa qahat mugad mabeina be dud hal gir.
›GÉ Å`T S<ÒÉ ª kHƒ S<ÒÉ Tu?Ã“u? ÅÉ NM Ñ>`:…

If there is intimacy between young mugad and girl mugad….
Exercise 2.5.1.1 Pick out the post positioner
ÀÃN=Á‡ S<MK<እc=“”u? ›ƒªÉÇ= Ûp+Á‡ K=kUT Ÿ=}u¿::
1. T¨`Ç= ታÜ“ ›Ã²?vQ Ÿ=U ¢UxM‰ K?Ø+ v¿:: ______________ ______________
2. ›ð”Ç= T>i+µ¨< ¿lÖ?³M KNÊT ÜMT Ò`u? ›ÑÊ:: _________ ______________
3. ›ÅÒ`u? uÍ=Q Ñ@Ã Ÿ=ታv‹ c”Æp ›<eÖ<u? }qðLu¿:: _____________ ____________
4. ð[eSÒL Ñ<+u? ›e× ›?KÉ T@Öpu? ’ÜQ ›<” \Qpu? Ãƒ]›M:: _________ ____
5. ÀÃŸ=ታw ›K=u? Ñ@Ã ö˜ }Ñð^:: SÉ[d‹K? }c?›Ç:: ›NÉµ S<Ç=`K? }c×::____
Activity 2.5.2
1) ›ƒªp]ª ›ƒªÉÇ= Ãƒ[¤v³M c=Ç=e+ L›LÃ²=cÖ< S<MK<c=““‹¨< ]’@¿:
U”u? ÃƒKÁÁK<; T>”u? ›NÇ=”}¿; (Give similarity)
________________________________________________________________________________
2) S<MK<እc=““‹ cÇ=e+ ²=¿U ¢*ƒ ›ታÃ ²=c?œÆ U” ÃK¿NM;
________________________________________________________________________________
3) ›ƒªÉÇ=ª ›ƒªp] ›NÉ SMK<እc=“”u? Ãƒ[¤u=“K<;
________________________________________________________________________________

 Rule number two nouns form compound word they are not connected with ‘wa’(ª) and only
the post positioner ‘le’ (K?) to serve the meaning of ‘for’ that is sufficient to bring together the
nouns.
Mawta margegeb le S¬×እ

S`ÑÑwK? (get out and get back).

Notice le ‘K?’ preposition after the second compound word margegeble (S`ÑÑwK?)
 The exception for the “post positioner after the second noun” used after each noun and, the
first noun being followed by connector ‘wa’ (ª)
a) yim soman maboale wa arafa moboale int a
ÃU fS”Sx›K? ª ›[ó Sx›K? ›=”ታ
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It tells: This is during entering of Ramadan and of Arafa.
 Rule number three each noun can be followed by -‘m’(U)
and the first noun is without wa (ª)
b) Matwakhablem masemalem yidigu nar.
Sƒª¤wK?U Sc?TK?U ÃÇ=Ì “`::

They would come for buying and selling.
 Rule number four nouns combination the first noun is followed by wa (ª), and the other two
nouns by post positioner be (u?) that maintain meaningful connection to any reader.
c) yi kut be tastiwa fahnibe allaw ibada be huluf yashhol
ÃŸ<ƒu? }c+ª óI’>u? ›MLሁ¨< ›=vÇu? G<K<õ ÁjሆM::

Thus, they spend the time in joy, enthasiasum through the worship of Allah
The first noun: tasti wa (}c+ ª),The other two nouns (óI’>u?)and (›=vÇu?).
 Rule number five nouns with possessive suffixes pronouns are connected with both nouns, the
first noun is followed by the conjunction, wa (ª) and the post positionser is used on second
noun.
a) wijnete ze wa, aliqotze be zidija …
©Ï’ƒ²?ª ›M ›=qƒ²? u? ²=Ç=Í  ©Ë’ƒ²?- first noun ›M›=qƒ²?::

The ze (²?) is possessive and the post position be (u?) on the ›M›=qƒ²?u?
Due to her youth age and inexperience…
Post position used with both nouns (u?)
b) bad ziyule wa ruhzilewa yequnyuwa yanefayou hajaw yasanalu
uÉ²=¿K?ª \I ²=¿K?ª Ãቀ’¿ª Ã’ð¿ NÍ¨< የd“K<::

Rule number six the three nouns with connector underlined above, trace for the wa ª is the
statement.
 Post position with noun connected with (conjunction) or alternative or (disjunction).
a) nuus meter eman ahad meterbe yegul bohol
’<e T>+` ›=T” ›NÉ T>+`u? ¿Ñ<MxRM::

The alternative word connector ‘or’ ›=T” disjunction is placed between two nouns
(’<cT>+` ›=T” ›NÉ T>+`) and
post position (u?) with second noun [noun + ›=T” + noun] u?
b) tirazow hai immanu bred miybe yesebral.::
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Ö=^µ¨< NÃ ›=T’<U u[É T>Ãu? Ãcu^M::

Two nouns: NÃ and T>Ã Connector: ›=T’<U or alternative (disjunction)
Post position: T>Ãu?
He quenches his thrust with milk or water
c) gebeta eman sahnabe yisbohol

Ñuታ ›=T” dQ“u? ÃcxRM::

They serve it in bould or plate.
d). hamisti eman sadist qersh be aqara yukhbohol.
NT>c+ ›=T” c=Ç=c+ k`g=u? ›n^ ¿¦xRM:: With five or six birr one buys haqara.

Activity:2.5.3 Discuss and give examples: Read the above notes first formula to connect with
post positorers
ÀÃK›Ãu? ²=k[v ›ceu? Ç=’ƒ¥ ²=}¿ S<MK<እc=““‹ T>dMK c=Ø/c=Ü
1. Two nouns words connected with le.( Rule number one)
¢›ƒ c<T‹ “K?” u? ²=ƒªk\: _________________ _____________________________

________________________________________________________________
2. Two nouns connected with “wa” post positioner after the second . ( Rule number one)
¢*ƒ c<T‹ “ª” u? ²=ƒªk\ ¢›ታ˜ c<Uu?N?`K? ›ƒªÉÇ= ²=KNÆ. ________ _____
____________________________________________________________________________
3. Two nouns connected with out wa but both nouns suffixed with “__m”. ( Rule number three)
¢*ƒ c<T‹ “U” ÃÅwK<T ÃƒK=NNÉ³L‹# “ª” ²K?Mu¿::
____________________________________________________________________________
4. Three nouns the first with ‘wa’ the two by post postioner “be”. ( Rule number six)
g=›g+ c<T‹! T@ÑMc<U “ª” u? ²=ƒªk^:¢*ƒ “u?” u? ²=ƒªÅÇ‹.
____________________________________________________________________________
5. Two nouns the connector in between post positioner on the second noun. ( Rule number five)
¢*ƒ c<T‹ Ñ<+u? ›ƒªp]u? ²ƒK=NNÇ‹ª “u?” ²=ƒªÅÇ‹.________ _______
____________________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER THREE
HARARI CLAUSES (N[Ó)
N[Ó ¢*ƒ ¢*ƒu? ²=ÁÇ ³K< Ûp+Á‹ ›NÉ’ƒ Ã¤MlT ›NÉ ›?Ã’u? ²=ƒc?’’< c›
Ãƒ[¤<w³M }^*¨+” }:: Qoram

Due to complexity of the subject matter in Harar clauses, I handled them in two chapters. I take
the clause of Harari language such as the ‘while clause’, the inta (›=” ) and hal (NM) clause
with other related word grouping in relevancy, excerpt ma clauses which I discuss it separately in
the coming chapter. .
Clauses are word group to express concepts, ideas or topics as parts of sentences in general. The
main event in (gist) and the subordinated, to support or the equivalent two or coordinated events
in single sentence are clauses. Few clauses are complete sentences whereas most clauses are in
complete ideas by themselves. The essential clauses are embedded with the pronouns such as
who, why, which, where, that, etc.
The Harari “while” clause sal (dM), zal (³M), ess (›=c) and nar (“`) are the discussion in this
chapter in addition, to inta (›=”ታ) and hal (NM). I take the initial ideas, explain and provide the
elaboration in Harari. In my delivery I provide example in English letters followed by current
Harari script and include the meaning accordingly. May I start, if I may with the Harari (while
clause).

3.1 The While clause in Harari grammar
The Harari expression of while is, summarized by Edwald. Wagner. "In Harari two morpheme
for the expression of while are recorded in texts from the first half of this century sal (dM) and
in those from the second half as zal (³M…). Wagner goes, on ideas what he refers to as ancient
and old Harari clause and extends to define iss (›=c), ls-sal (›=dM) as well as kil (Ÿ=M) Wagner
deliberates as critical point of clauses in Harari language that we need to perceive words by
word.
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“In modern Harari, is (›=e) + sal (dM): combined isal (›=dM) is much more wide spread
is (›=c), is the normal conjunction which transforms copula sentences with hal (NM) and
ta ( ) into while clauses because the semantically competing kil (Ÿ=M) while can not be
connected with copula. Because the copula ta (ታ) does not interest us here, only
examples with hal may be given ”

In a controversial issues on the clause, Harari researchers argue on the basis of ancient Harari
and modern Harari while and so propose ideas on sal (dM) and zal (³M) clauses accordingly.
The basic difference here in is whether to use sal (dM) or zal (³M) in proper meaning of the
while clause in Harari.
3.1 Let us start with distinguishing the few recurring words
ÀÃ}PÃu? ³K<Ûp+Á‹vQ Ãƒªk[³K< Ûp+Á‹ Ç=uMu¿T Ÿ=}w/Ÿ=†u= T@ÑM Sእ“u? c=Ø
Ûp+

S›“እ

Collocation

a) nar “` ____________________________________________________________________________
b) sal dM ____________________________________________________________________________
c) kil Ÿ=M ____________________________________________________________________________
d) hal NM ___________________________________________________________________________
e) zal ³M ____________________________________________________________________________
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3.1.1 The Harari while (sal) dM and (zal) ³M function as connectors
A. While manifested (sal) dM (zal) ³M Realize the following expression in zal (³M) and sal
(dM) decide of for your self to the correct one.
Can 'sal' replace 'zal'?
a) yolzal ÄM³M yilital ÃK=×M
b) yolsal ÄMdM yilital ÃK=×M
 He walks (while) eating
The following three sentences elaborate the sal (dM) and zal (³M)
1. uga yewallzal buchim…›<¨<Ò ÃªK=³M u<ˆU...
Even a dog that roams on the road…
2. yirut sal qada

yudqal ¿ሩጥdልቀዳ ¿ድቃል::

He falls while he runs.
3. faresbe yiletsal qada wadaqa ፈረሰቤ ይልØዛል ቀዳ ወደቃ::
He fell down while he was on his horse.

Realize the Harari while clause in usage and to draw your own conclusions.
a) kil bito wandel yashzal bajih quchin ugach hal.
Ÿ=Mቢቶ ወንደል ያመዛል በÍ=Q ቀÜን ኡ¨ጋች ሐK<::

 There are many narrow roads that turns toward left.
b) isshishwa dus yasim zalu indochachum ahad gerebe yit rialu
›=g=iª ዱስ የሲምዛK< ›=ንዶቻቹም አNድ ገረቤ ይት]አሉ::

 Women who sell butter are seen on one side.
c) abochum indochum yasimzal tirakh. አቦቹም ›=ንዶቹም የሲምዛK< ቲራ¤<::
You see men and women selling.
d) mahawa yedijzalu wa yachiizalu yidgrabgbu naru.
መNª ¾Ç=Ì³K< ª ÁÜ³K< ÃÉÑ>^Ñu< “\::
They would take back and forth while the goods come in and go out.
e) zowekhabew fetit be yizihibzal gambrew yochal.
²=¨¤ቤው ðቲትቤ ይዚQቢዛል ËLv ጋምበሪው ዩጫል፡፡
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He leaves the galaba gate while he drags what he bought.

3.2. Inta (›=”ታ) and hal (NM) clauses state being and presence in present.
 The inta- ›=”ታ in the perfect tense with ma T clause. Notice the prevalence of inta
›=”ታclause from the given statements.
a) daiem melet mergegebzo yirama yesimazalinta ma lemedew.
Å›=U SK?Ö S`ÑÑwµ Ã^T ¾c=T³K=”ታT KSÈ¨<:: The clause is

yasimazalinta (¾c=T³K=”ታ): The meaning, that is what he sells.
b) suguya yelozal yeguri yetabe hima yequchach zalinta.
c<Ñ<Á ÃKA³M ¿Ñ<] ይÖwN=T ¿lÝÜ³K=”ታ:: yeqachach zalinta (¿lÝÜ³K=). ¾¿À

He who cuts in and pieces.
c) yisamatuma moy jameu huluf yashozalinta.
ÃdT~T VÃ ËT>›< OK<õ Áj³M›=”ታ::

To concretize the inta ›=”ታclause in the above sentences as in ¾c=T³K=”ታin (a) ¿lÝÜ
³K=”ታ(b) Áj³M”ታ(c) in the ³M”ታ and ›=”ታ appear in copula (verb of being or

existence).
B. Let us see the hal (NM) clause in the verb of existence as (copula).
a) ustuzo yigebma yiqihera zal usu hal ›<eÖ<µ ÃÑwT ÃmQ^³M ›<c< NM::
b) Addis Abababe haf yiloma gey yurdozal yisaferbozal koot auga hal.
›Ç=e ›uvu? Nõ ÃKAT Ñ@Ã ¿`Ç³M! Ãdð`v³M ¢›ƒ ›<Ò NM::

The integration of the copula inta (›=”ታ) (it is, he is) is in agreement inside the clauses with in
the application of tenses in clear applications in the following two sentences.
c) kusha yimelhubozal atayentama wahachach yeshelalaemuma yidijal
Ÿ<hU ÃSMOv³M ›ታÃ”ታT ¨N‰‹ Ãg=LKS<T ÃÇ=ÍK<::

Notice the underlined the ›ታÃ”ታ
d) akha laken beri kufut intama fizbe yitkhitatalazal zal yemuslumel.
›¥› LŸ=” u] Ÿ<õ+”ታT ò´u? Ãƒ¤=ታ}L³M ³M ÃScK<T@M::

kafut inta ma, Ÿ<õ+”ታT> yekhital zal.
The inta (›=”ታ) and hal (NM) sentences express being, existing and presence.
The structure with the inta (›=”ታ) and hal (NM) in conditional clauses.
[ First verb + relative perfect + ma. 2nd verb relative perfect +inta]
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e) Æ¡ u]¨< ÃKAT ò´ Ÿ=M TÒL ¿`Ê³K=”ታ::
(First verb relative imperfect +ma clause the 2nd verb + relative imperfect + inta/hal)
f) OÖ<` T@Öl ÃKAT ð[cSÒKu? ÃÇwK=³M g=›=g+ ›<Ò‹ NK<::

3.2.1 Inta (›=” ) and hal (NM) clauses in intransitive and in past
Have the high light of nar (“`) and inta (›=” ) in intransitive prefect (past) in the following
three sentences.
(1) yi halat zenarew bejih amat bequdin nar.
ÄNLƒ ²=“_¨< uÍ=Q ›Sƒ u?kÇ=” “`::

This situation had happened before seventy years.
(2) ye zikhanew darma wa wahachi tunsus gar be medabelzo sabaebbe zedja gedafabe inta.
Ã ²=¥’@¨< Å`Tª ªNˆ Ö<”c<e Ò`u? SÇuMዚዩ cuwu? ²=Ç=Í ÑÇፈu?ታ” ::

It happened due to the coming together of boys and girls in Tunsus.
(3) bajih ajaeeb zita shii bani adam yashawa yetisha le zeyfrakaw zerekhabe inta.
uÍ=Q ›Í›=w²=ታ

g=›= u’>›ÅU Áhª¾+hK? ²Ãፈ["¨< ²ƒ_¤ባ ›=”ታ:

It was due to his performance of many miracles, that human beings were unable to perform.
An aspect inside the pronoun "It" in connection to inta (›=”ታ) hal, (NM) and the verbs indicated
in the above examples and more examples in the next three sentences.
(4) yinebrozalum magala toyozo benta.
Ã’wa³K<U SÒL „የu?”ታ ::

(5) megalzina fizbe yimuqazal salat beherlent.
መÒK²=“ ò´u? ÃS<n³M cLƒ u?N`K?”ታ::
(6) alay ataye yihorozal alay wahachach dad ziyulem alta.
›LÃ ›ታÃ ¿Oa³M ›LÃ ¨N‰‹ ÅÉ²=¿K?U ›Mታ::
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3.3. Verb Jussive (›U] ›=j¨<ƒ) and Negative in (simple & compound)
Jussive verbs state order, command or instruction in senses of imperative action to be obeyed or
allow permission (let it, let him, let her…) Jussive are inclusive of subjective and mood. We
need to view the word group.
›ም] ›=j¨<ƒ ›NÉ S<MK<እc=“”¨< ያÓÇ=³MS: ¤<”+³¨<U: ›U] Sc×¨<
Á]³K< ›U] ›=j¨<ƒ ÂKARM:: ›U]›=j¨<ƒ Sƒx[Éµ T>h ›=j¨<ƒ *¨µ
SÅu²Ÿ<ƒu? Ãƒ“¨×M:: Qoram

A. Simple Imperfect verb jussive (imperative)
The imperative don’t have subject but assumed subject.
It is with the assumption of giving order as instance of verb to “break”, one drives the following
Sebar-(c=u`),

tasbar- (}cu`),

yasbar (¾cu`)

Jussive imperative Notice the underlined from Qoram
1. +uŸ +uŸ?Ã u=ØÖ= ]¤u=፣ u=Ö=µ¨< muÜS N`~ N=Ë]::
2. ›¨ ª ›Ã¤¨< ›ÓÇ=`::
3. T>eŸ=”K? Ç=LÒ c=Ø::
4. Exercise pick only the imperative.
ÀÃN^ƒ S<MK<እc=““‹u? ›U] ›=j¨<ƒ S<ØÖ=u= ›<¨<ßT Ÿ=}u/Ÿ=‰u=.
1) _______________ 2)___________ 3) ____________4)______________

Give order ›=U^” cØ
Expression

Harari script

Meanings

(1) akhak sebiar

›¥¦ c=u`

You break.

c=u`

(2) aze tasbar

›²?/ N=Á }cu`

She breaks.

}cu`

(3) azo yasbar

›µ/Oª ¾eu`

He breaks.

¾eu`

(4) akhash seberi

›¥i c=u]

You break (female).

c=u]
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B. Compound Imperfect \¦d Sc=× (›U]›=jƒ)
›=j¨<ƒK? \¦d NK¤ You are permitted
Expression

Harari script

Application

(1) tisabrakh

+cw^¦

›¥¦ +cw^¦ N=ÅÑ::

(2) tesabrat

+cw^ƒ

›²?/N=Á +cw^ƒ }QÅÓ::

(3) yesabral

Ãew^M

›µ/Oª Ãcw^M ÃሕÅÓ::

(4) thisabrak

+cw^¦

›¥¦/+cw^¦ Ñ@w+::

3.3.1 Negation (›M¤<”+) and framing negation in Harari
Negative categorically express the opposite, the contradiction or the denial of existence,
presence, or being as well as refuse the status of entities.
Few words to express negative tendency in Harari.

T@እ፣ T@እT@እ፣ Ngእ

›<\cµ ›uÉ

(no)/ (no,/ no),/ never, /not at all
No/No, no/ Never/ Not at all/Never and ever
A. Negative formation in nouns and verbs are maintained on prefixes of zay (²Ã), ay
(›Ã) and ye…m (Ã...U), Ã...T@M ye…mel
1. wrahri zeymelaa weqti be dilagaw aqenena.
ªQ] ²ÃT> L› ¨p+u? Ç=LÒ¨< ›k’“.

In time not more than a In time not more than month
2. ede aydej wa gey be yedleg
›=È ›ÃÈÌ ª Ñ@Ã u? ÃÅKÓ

 Don’t let him come here, he should work in Harar.
3. ede jidiyumel geybe yidalgal.
›=È ÃÇ=ÌT@M፣ Ñ@Ãu? ÃÅMÒM:: He does not come here he works in Harar.
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›µSMታ

›?K<U

²ÃT>Lእ

›M¥“U

›ÃÈÏ

›M+[¤vU

ÃÆÏT@M

Utilize the proper negative marker and write in space provided.
3.3 Few are in 4 variations others in two or three.
ÀÃ}NÃu? ²=cÖ< ጪp+Á‹u? ²=ƒ›?cd ›M¤<”+ Ã‹Š¦M³K< ›u?ËT ›M¤<”+ Š¦K=
T>dMK

: Ÿ}v a) ›MŸ}vU b) ÃŸƒu<T@M

1) “^

a) ________________ b) __________________c) ____________________________

2) NM

a)_________________ b) __________________c) ____________________________

3) }˜

a)_________________b) __________________c)_____________________________

4) }“

a) ________________ b) __________________c) ____________________________

5) Ç=Í

a) ________________ b) __________________c) ____________________________

c) ²ÃŸ=ታw d) ›ÃŸ=}w

6) Ç=Ì¤< a) ________________ b) __________________c) _____________________________
7) Ç=+

a) ________________ b) __________________c) _____________________________

8) Ç=Ï“

a) _______________ b) _________________c) __________________________

3.3.1 Attempt to answer
›LÁ ›<c<እ

vQ¾d•T ¾Ã`ÑwÑ<³M

a) Is it possible to draw conclusion categorically for negations?
›=M¤<”+¨< SŠ¤M Ãƒð[¡v³M ›<Ò‹ K›Ãu? ²=ƒokL ³Mታ ›?UÇ=/Ÿ=ተw
___________________________________________________________________________
b) Could(NM) hal, (}˜) tegn (}“) tena make up identical group?
"NM" }˜ ª "}“" ›NÉ ›?Ã’u? ›M¤<”+ ÃŠ¤K=’M;
____________________________________________________________________________
c) How about deja Ç=Í and deti Ç=+;
“K?× ª ¥c” ›=j¨<ƒ Ûp+Á‹K? ›M¤<”+ Š¦K=;

____________________________________________________________________________
d) Establish the proper opposite to bring out negations.*ል¤<”+ ጩpቲÁ‹ ŠÃ¦ሊT
Ÿ=}w/Ÿ=}u=
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a) ›x[Ç ______________

b) ›ƒK?SÇ _______________

c) }c?’“______________

²=cÖ< Ûp+Á‹K? ›M¤<”+ Š¦K=T u?N?`µ S<MK<እc=“” Ö=^Q
Ûp+

›M¤<”+

S<MK<እc=“”

a) ታ (ta) ___________

1)____________________________________________________

b) ›h (asha)_________

2) ___________________________________________________

c) v¾ (baya) _________ 3) ___________________________________________________
d) ¥“ (khana) ________ 4) ___________________________________________________
e) ðÖ“ (fetena) ______ 5) ___________________________________________________
B. Negation /and negative sentences in Harari are formed by connecting the negative markers.
The first example is positive and the contrast is in negative.
(1) Mahir studenta TN=` ›<cታÇ=”ታ::
Mahir studltam TN=` ›<cታÉ ›MታU:: / ›<cታÆSMታ ::
(2) Malika nursiente TK=" ’`c=”‚::
Malika nurse altem TK=" ’`c= ›K‚U::/ ’`c=SM‚
(3) Azzo/Huwa shafer inta ›µ/Oª g<ô]”ታ::
Azzo/ Huwa harashi altam ›µ/ Nª N^g= ›MታU/ N]g=SMታ::
 altegnum

enach altenam

እ“‹ ›M}“U::

›” ›M}–<U

we are not.

I am not
 akhakh altekhum (m)
›¥¦ ›M}¤<U::

akhakhach althkhum

akhash alteshum (f)

›¥¤‹ ›M}¤<U

›¥g ›M}g<U::

You are not.
}“/›M}...
Singular

Plural

1st

›M}–<U

›M}“U

2nd

›M}¤<U /›M}g<U

›M}¤<U

3rd

›MታU / ›M‚U

›M}¿U
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Verb “to have” in Harari Negative formation
NK“/ ›?L“U
\S<É

k` Singular

Plural (uÍÃQ)
›?L“U

›NÉታ˜ ›?L–<U
I haven’t

We haven’t

¢*ታ˜

›?L¤<U you haven’t

›?L¤<U

\SÉ

›?Mg<U you haven’t

You haven’t

\S<É

g=›=fታ˜ ›?LU He has not

›?K¿U

\S<É

They haven’t

›?K?U she has not

Describe want need in Harari
Negative
st

1

2nd
3rd

Singular (k`)Qur

Bejih Plural (uÍ=Q)

›=¤g<T@¦

’¤g<T@“

I don’t want

We don’t want

+¤g<T@¦ (m)

+¤g<T@¤< (p)

+¤ሹT@g (t)

You don’t want

Ã¤g<T@M

Ã¤g<T@K<

He doesn’t want

They don’t want

+¤g<T@ƒ

She doesn’t want

Now frame negatives with prefixes zey (²Ã) ay (›Ã) and ye –m , (¾-U).
ay deleg
›ÃÇ=KÑ

zey deleg

yedelgumel

²ÃÇ=KÑ

ÃÅMÑ<T@M
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Verb “work” negative
Fill the space only in Harari script
3.3.2 qõ ›ታÁ‡ “SÉKÓ” ›=j¨<ƒu? ›de ›<g<T Ÿ=}w/ Ÿ=†u=
Qur singular (k`)
1st

bejih plural (uÍ=I)

_____________________ _______________________
I don’t work

We don’t work

_____________________ _______________________
2nd

You don’t work

You don’t work

_____________________
_____________________ _______________________
3rd

He doesn’t work

They don’t work

_____________________ ________________________
She doesn’t work
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Exercise 3.3.3 (Negatives in variations)
Infinitive verb in Harari are provided below frame the negative with
zey (²Ã) ay (›Ã) al (›M) in present tense
A. ›M¤<”+ Ûp+Á‹ SŠ¦K? ²=cÖ< ›=j¨<ƒ Ûp+Á‹ ›deu? ›ƒTK<¿
Chick for appropriateness
Verbs

²Ã

›Ã

Ä T@M

1
SƒN?u` ____________

___________

___________ ___________

___________

___________ ___________

_____________

___________

__________

SUNØ _____________

___________

___________ ___________

___________

___________ ___________

(request)
2
SN?KÉ _____________

(complete)
3
SK?Ö

___________

(walk)
4
(strike)
5
SokM ______________

(mention)

Now Frame the negatives with pronoun in persons \S<É in singular and plural
Take one of the above five words
B. ›NÉ Úp+ \Q¥K? ’>cእT ›M¤<”+ Š¦K=

Qur (singular) k`
1

bejih (plural) uÍ=Q

st

2nd

(M)

3rd

(F)
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Recapitulation of Negatives in present and past

1

2

Present

Past

akha/ weqti ›¤ ¨p+

OK<õ ዛየ¨p+

etegablumekh ›?ƒÑuK<T@¦

altegebulkhum ›M+Ñ@uM¤<U

nelemdumena ’>KUÆT@“

allemed khum ›MKSÉ¤<U
allegebel shirm ›M+Ñ@uMg=U

tileemedumesh +KUÆT@g

alemedkhim

›MKSÇ¤=U

titgebelumekh +KUÆT@¦

allemed khum

›MለSÉ¤<U

titgebelumesh

3

+ƒÑ@uK<T@¦

titgeblumekh

yelemdumel

+}Ñ@uK<T@i
ÃKUÆT@M

alelmadshim ›ለSÉg=U
›MKSÆU
allemidum

tiselemdumet +KUÆT@ƒ

C. Variation to form negatives
a. Simple imperfect, prefixes ay (›Ã) forms negative jussive
(1) aysebar

›Ãc=u`

›µ (Oª) ›Ãc=u`:: ›NÉ ›=”ÜU ’>¤g<T@“::

(2) atsebar

›ƒc=u`

NÂ lK<›< ›ƒc=u`: ›g<^K? “`ÅN“::

(3) ayqebar

›Ãmu`

›ö‰u? ²=Vታ¨< ›Ãmu`T ÁàRM: ÃkuaT@M::

Negative formation patterns
1. Negative with prefix of zay (²Ã), applied in sentences
(1) zeyferka

²Ãò["

S`ò SÙ^ ²=Ãò[¡ T>” +LN¤;

(2) zaykhun

²Ã¤<”

g=›=i+ u=LÃ N[ƒ ²Ã¤<” NÍK? ›+Þ’p:

(3)zayemna

²Ã›=መ“

›NÉ ²¿nT ²Ã›=T“vQ ÃK=×M:: T>”Þ’o¤;

2. Simple imperfect in negation to express contradiction or rejection
yeferkamel

Ãð`Ÿ<T@M

(a) ›eታ´ ð[”d© c=“” Ãð[Ÿ<T@M (›}Þ”n)

yeshemiqumeh Ãg=ምlT@M

(b) ›ƒN?w^ ›NÉg=›=U ÃgUlT@M:: (ÃUÅ¥M)

yettawaru mel

(c) Sc“”u?: Sƒ"NKu? ÃጣወሩሜM:: (SÖ=µ¥’)

Ãጠ¨\T@M
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3. The ‘al’ ›M as prefix and ‘m’ U as suffix establish negative.
(1) al dijam

›MÇ=ÍU

›NÆ Ñ[wu?U ›<cእ ›MÇ=ÍU: ’>puÄሆ“::

(2) al blam

›MuKኣU

ò´u? ›Vc?¨< N”Ñ<` ›MuKኣU: Ã–>›=u?NM::

(3) al katabm

›MŸ}vU

c<UK? SƒÑ@uM u=LÃ ›MŸ}vU: ›MÅKÒU::

(4) al asemam

›ለአc?TU

SÒLu? ÃmßTU! ³Û¨<u? ›Kc?TU:: ›}ƒN?w^::

3.3.2 The Harari Expression of While and the contained arguments of researchers
Senior researchers on Harari got into different position Harari the English “while” clause is
expressed by inserting an (–s-) between the main verb and the auxiliary verb as in the instance
yikihursal (ÃmQ]dM) While he guards … On the other hand another researcher who studied
the Harari language says that(-za) ³ is inserted (ÃmN]³M) as the following examples in the
table. Which is which?
(zal) ³M or (sal) dM
(zal) ³M

(sal) dM

(sal) dM

yashiza Ág=³M

illitsal ÃK=ØdM

yilsal ÃMdM

yasemizal ¾c=U³M

yirutsal ¾\ØdM

yigizmisal ÃÑ>²T>dM

yezibizal Ã²=Qu=³M

yiqirsal ¿mQ]dM

yrgabgesal Ã`ÑwÑ>dM

tashizat ታh³ƒ

yashizal Ág=³M

yithibresal ¾ƒN=w]dM

A. To draw the line to the conclusion the researchers come to common terms, agreed to “zal” ³M
could be said they came to reality and so does Leslaw say, unlike idea of Cerulli, the sal, (dM)2 I
investigated the problems with several Harari speakers and none of them gave me the form with
“s” (dM) . According to Leslaw, their the ‘z’(³M) replacement by ‘s’ (dM) is due to devoiced
sound that became voiceless ‘t’ and assimilation of voice. “The assimilation surely can be
excluded. Cerulli quotes several forms in which no voiceless consonants can be founded all
around yilsal, (ÃMdM) yirgabgi, zal (Ã`ÑwÑ>³M) and yithibrisal, (ÁƒN=w]dM), the voiceless
consonants are quite far. 3

2

Leslaw ,Gleanings in Harar Grammar, p 154

3

Edward Wagner ,The Harari Expression of While, paper to Int. Conference of Ethiopian study 1323
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B. The significant ideas behind this controversy aims to indicate area where the contemporary
has to do research inside the Harari Grammar and come up with conclusive point. Is it due to
language developments as these researchers state as Ancient Harari and modern Harari that the
sal dM is replaced by (zal) ³M?.
C. Adding to the argument the late work of Wagner itself after a long time of Cerulli and Laslaw
comes to give us one of the two researchers ideas, holds and informs the distinguishing point of
Laslaws sal (dM) and (zal) (³M). In deed these controversial points are left for Hararis to dig
into and maintain and come up with covert ideas inside Hararis their own language.

3.4. Harar Idioms as clauses/ phrases ¨_Ó c=“”
¨_ÃÓc=“” ›NÉ’v` ›=S<¦ ¨K<É Ûp+Á†¨< ›LÃµvQ SƒªNwu?
Sƒ^¤wu?: ›LÃ Sእ“ ÃeÖ=Ÿ<ƒ V¨h”: }:: ... ²=ƒÇvK< Úp+Á‹u? ²=+L¿
Tእ“²=c×: c›... ›KÃ Ûp+ S¦KpK? ›de Ã¤<’>K? Ãð`ŸM:: ...”Qoram

As Laslaw studied and confirmed in his statement that “Harari has a certain number of idioms
that give us an insight into the culture of the country”. The peculiarity of the idiom in generic
term behind the direct word prevails meaning to go beyond the mere lexical definitions. I have
here picked very few sample of Harari idioms as entry provide direct meanings in English,
followed by the Harari collocations and the intended meanings of the established collocations in
rows and column respectively.
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3.4.1 A. Sample of Harari Idioms
Idioms

Direct Meaning

Harari script

Meaning intended

zimbitahir

clean fly

²=Uu=×H>`

over cry /murmuring

karsi unn

Stone stomach

Ÿ`c= ›<”

stubborn/ adamant

qurwa qenwa acha

develops

k`ª k“ª ›Ý

rude, pitiful/smearing

horn & tail
afa igi

mouth and hand

›ó ›=Í=

insufficient/ inadequate

faszow zeyqatri

does not

ðeµ¨< ²ÃnØ]

gossiper/ back biter

hold his fart
miraq zewhata

swallow spit

T>^p ²=¨N×

mature/ calm

ay ziwedta kutbe

naked as born

›Ã ²=¨KÇ

naked, undressed

anget aqanana

erect neck

›”Ñƒ ›n““

in confidence arrogantly

afar wanag

lion of soil

›ð` ¨“Ó

strong looking/ paper tiger

ina geleb

in glimpse

›=” ÑKw

instantly/ immediately

ina uzun zelela

with out eye and ear

›=“ ›<²<” ²K?L

Negligent/ blineded

yomal khamis

Thursday as his day

ÄSM ¤T>c

illegally obtained or gained

ÄU²=/ዚ¥ነሌ¨<

wealth

yom zekhanew

Ÿ<ƒu?

uff lahanda

Hold nose

›<õ KNÇ

became wealthy

quchin duf

Light wind

kÜ” Æõ

evil spirit

3.4.2 Collocation in the Harari Idioms (¨_Ó c=“”)
Qoram explains how Harari idioms are formed in his book N[] c=“” ›dc 2ታ˜ Ÿ=ታብ He say:
¨_Óc=“” ›GÉ Úp+ ›KÃµ vQ Sƒ^¦u? ›LÃ Sእ“እ ÃcÖ=³M” :: significance in ²=ƒL¾
Sእ“እ

²=cÖ< e›”ታ in the benefit be a source as new collocation. In the combination aw ›¨<

and wildi ¨MÇ= gives ¨MÇ= or ›¨< ¨MÉ’ƒ is formed with another meaning different from to
mere combination of ›¨< and ¨MÇ= :: The formation could be noun and noun, noun and verb,
and noun and adjectivized word with due meaning.
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¨_ÃÓc=“” ˆÃ¤KA¨<ƒ
1.Noun

Noun

Idiom

›<\e

Ñ@Ã

›<\c Ñ@Ã

To the head

Ò`

¨KÇ=

Ò` ¨KÇ=

Adopted

Ÿ`c=

S<K<እ

Ÿ`c= S<K<እ

2. Noun

Verb

Ò`

Ñu›

Ò` Ñu›

Retired

×c

SN×

×dSN×

Bankrupted

›QK=

¨ኸu

›QK=¨¤u

3. Noun

Adjective

c=“”

¨nkÖ

c=“” ዊnk×

Hair splitter

òƒ

¨ኻ¤u

òƒ ¨ኻ¤v

Pretender

’u=

cዳÅv

’>u= cÅÇv

Rude

Idiom

Idiom

Meaning

Pregnant
Meaning

Affiliated
Meaning

3.4.3 In the word grouping to form clause or phrase idioms of Hararis, one perhaps assume the
word groupings to ascertain gist (meaning). The establishments spinning around the natural
feature and functions of human body create nexus to tell behavior communicate meanings that
transcend the lexical or direct meanings, as idioms. I hold grouping in collocations to serve the
current topic for clarification. Here I project word grouping and the core word scripted in Harar
with intended meaning.
1. The idiom in harq N[p perhaps meant connection.
haraq zelela (N[p ²K?L)- with out support
haraq gezaa (N[p Ñ³›)- joined friend
haraqzo hachernta (N[pµNÜ]”ታ) in limitation
2. The arat (›^ƒ) core word (tongue) to imply talkativeness.
aratagna (›^}—) aggressive, talkative
sabah arat (›^ƒ evQ) noisy and talk a live
arat mashah (›^ƒ ShQ) noisy and offending.
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3. The domestic goat and its body parts depict restlessness and unstable, being at time offensive
dew qenawa (Å¨< k“ª) goat tail- unsteady.
dew aratzala (Å¨< ›^ƒ µL›)- talkative/ does not attend.
dew qur
(Å¨< k`) sharp, strong and alert.
4. The eye brow is in presumption to display impolite and rude character.
inn chiger zelela (›=”ÜÑ` ²K?L) without eyebrow, shameless.
inn chiger zeshelda (›”ÜÑ` ²=g?LÇ) smart and confronting.
5. Unwanted tendency names of human body such as the foot step (N`Ç).
hardaw zehafeso (N[Ç¨< ²=Nðf)-untraceable, unsteady.
harda nechih (N`Ç ’ßI) unfortunate, unlucky.
harda ruita (N[Ç \×) fortunately, lucky, with good omen

6. The stomach describing feeling (cruel or not)
kersi un
( Ÿ`c= ›<”) cruel, unkind
kersi dereq
(Ÿ`c= Å[p) in constipation
kersi melqaleq (Ÿ`c= SልnKp) the last child

7. The already discussed asha ‘did’ as in examples.
afar qeb qeb ash (›ð` kwkw ›h) got angry, (in fury)
uf chelleq asha (›<õÜKp ›h) fool one self

8. The passive verb to mean fait accomplice (irreversibility of phenomenon).
uzunzo be kasa zarada (›<²<”µu? Ÿd ³[Ç) doesn’t hear or listen.
kudzo be qinchi zebeqalebew (Ÿ<É²u? p”Ü ²=ukKu?¨<) merciless.
Uzun zine dila (›<²<” ²=’ÇL) known /popular.
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9. Words associated to human body
sin dewa (c=” Åª) meat as to cure teeth
chin fetaha (Ü” ðታN) tricky, cheater
afebe zeyucho (›õu? ²¿à) insult,
igi harir (›Í= N]`) grabbing, left full
10. The meqetu SkÖ< the sauce symbolize limit.
meqetube zegedera (SkÖ<u? ²=ÑÅ^) troublesome
meqetu seqela (SkÖ< ckL) prepare food
medqetu ashti (SkÖ< ›g+) made meal
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE HARARI MA CLAUSES
The Harari Ma (T) clause, complex as it is an indispensable to the substantial of Harari
grammar complies need to familiarize to the usage functionally, of benefit from the different
aspects to ascertain meaning and how it maintains tense and the detail statements which is
increasingly important to realize clear ideas and structure comprehensively to deliver it
separately in conditional (Ñ>`) clause, the coordinated and subordinated clause, and last the
chapter discusses the subject of ma clause, the mullet faceted feature of ma clause in Harari
grammar.

4.1. The Harari ma clause in semantic
In general usage the ma (T) clause tells interconnection of events and describes interrelated
events in single sentence, events interrelated in ideas, structurally in main and subordinated
clauses. In one main event liked to subordinate two clauses. The second aspect of ma clause is in
maintaining the tenses inside the single sentence in logical flow to bring out communicative and
persuasive sentences.
According to Wolf Leslaw, The ma clause in Harari, (1970), focuses on the grammatical
structure and states that “Harari frequently uses ma clause that is, a perfect simple, imperfect or
imperative with suffixed –ma followed by another verb in the perfect, compound imperfect or
imperative”.
The Harari ma clause is deep, wide and complex. It is deep in its communicative ideas it holds, it
is wide to cover numerous aspects of events in present, past and future, inclusively varied in
myriad structure. The agreement in verb forms and that structure controls of events with
realization of subjects of two clauses in ma clauses due from its compactness. Ma clause,
complex in ideas in single sentence in clauses even subtle which are similar and close to each
other.
The functions ma structure is of course multifaceted. The ma clauses is holistic in containment
and divergent in dimensions
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4.2. The Harari ma clause in conditional, gir (Ñ>`) sa (d›) and is…beherle
እeu?...N?`K?)
The ma clause of (Ñ>`) express conditional statements is apparent in Harari grammar. The gir
(Ñ>`) clause has the meanings of “when” to describe events sequences events in two clauses, and
ma clause pertinent in subordinate and connected by conjunction structurally. The ‘gir’ clause
with ma is either in perfect (past) or imperfect (present). To identify the two clause is important
imperfect and perfect with conjunction and the variation in conjunction are worth attentions.
The Harari conditional clause with ma T appears with (Ñ>`), sa (d›) and iss… beherle እc
…u?N?`K? clauses. I would start with (Ñ>`) and sa (d›) and then I take you to እeu?... N?`K?::
1) quran gey alharama yewalizal wal gir waiyzo .
l`›” Ñ@Ã ›MN^T ÃªMK=³M ªLÑ>` ªÃµ::

a)If he does not go to school and waste the day roaming about, woe to him.
2) yi ugaw kiltahai werdikhima kim quegnit wondil bakhi gir kim magala tuchakh.
Ã ›<Ò¨< Ÿ=MታNÃ ¨[Ç=¤=T: Ÿ=Uk–>ƒ ¨”ÅM v¤=Ñ>` Ÿ=U SÒL ~Ý¦::

If you go down this road and turn right you will approach to magala
b) The if clause describing the ‘sa cœ’ clauses.
A. Realize the ma clauses express conditions first in (sa d›)
1) gar zeboma qala mirkabu huluf zayo sa kil qengnet wandal yelohol.
a) Ò` ²x*T kLT>`"u< ²ሰሎd› Ÿ=M k–>ƒ መኚት ጋር ¿ቡኦሆM::

 When one enters the house and steps the stair case one turns toward the right conditional
clause (gir Ñ>`) in ma clause in negative, the marker underlined.
2) bunu mowqech be zeseboma zefedego sa bun firi wa hasharzo yet layal
b) u<’<ው Vqßu? ²?cxT ²=ôደÔ cአ u<” õ] ª Ng`µ ÃƒLÁM::

Sentences to illustrate ma clause with conditional “sa” dœ to mean when with the sequence
telling words.
3) ¨ልÇ‹ Ç=MÔƒvQ ²=Ñu›<T! Ã¨< ›Ã ²=^+ ሳ› ›<cOK< }e+ ይcS›?N?M::

The ‘sa’ dœ clause structurally goes with first verb in (simple imperfect) followed by ma clause
and the second verb in (relative imperfect).
4) T>hª Ò`²=¿u? ¿ÛT „Á ›<Ò‡ ²=SK›< e› Ÿ=M uÅau] ÃK=ÙRM::
5) ›õµ¨< ²=¤ደ•T NT>c+ Åmn N=dwu? ²=NÅÔ c› ²=ckKA ÃueLM::
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Notice the clause with out ma clause is the first verb (principal verb) (N[Ó) the main clause
and the subordinate in ma clause.(›<’<e N[Ó/Ãƒ_Ñ²=N[Ó)

[1] 1st main verb (perfect) +ma, 2nd subordinate verb +gir
The following sentences show the structure of the conditional (Ñ>`) clause. It is essential to
identify the two events to attain meaning.
a) kÜ” ›<Ò¨< ¨×¤=T ›”Å— S”ÑÆ Ÿ=MታNÃ ¨[Å¤= Ñ>` ð[c SÒL ~u<`Ç¤::
b) ¿›<Ò¨< }¤?}M¤=T Ÿ=M}NÃ ¨[Å¤=Ñ>` ›T>` ›<Ò¨< }TÏT ›`Ôu] ~`Ç¦::

Analysis in statement (a)main clause in ð[c SÒL +u<`Ç¦, in second verb.
In statement is the condition b) ›`Ôu] ~`Ç¦ are main clauses and second verb (¨`Å¤= Ñ>`)
and conditional clause.
B. The iss (እe).. beherle (u?N?`K?), tells events (after, when) self telling clause follows ma
clause preceded by iss… beherel is perfect aspect structurally. Pay attention to the following
model sentences
1. Ÿ<K<µU Ÿ=M Ò`µ ›=cÑu›T ›=cðÖ^ u?N`K? ©Í‹ ›QL‹ Ò` SªKM ÃÓLK<::
2. K<K<kቸ²=¿ ›=dg<T Nሳª²=¿ ›=ስÖð u?N?`K? Sቅ^እ ÃÓLK<::
3. ›õÖ=` ›=cuK›<T nIªU ›=c‡ u?N?`K? ScገÉK? ¿ÝK<::

Exercise 4.2 S<MK<እc=“” SŠÃ¤K?ª Ãደ`c=¨< Sƒ¤=ታ}K? Ç=’ƒ¥²=}¿ g=›=i+
SMK<እc=“‹ ›=e...u?N?`K?u? Ÿ=}w/ Ÿ=†u=
a) ___________________________________________________________________________
b) ___________________________________________________________________________
c) ___________________________________________________________________________

4.3 Ma clause express (gist) the idea of continuity
The Harari ma (T) clause express the succession, continuity of actions to replace the gerunds
which we correspond to “ing” in general English. The ma clause functions to maintain and
express circumstantial or adverbial situations in general ideas. Further, ma clause in adverbial
express duration or the continuous action. Besides, the ma clause depicts meanings of as to
finish, and terminate in definitive conclusions.
Clauses
Main N[Ó clause
›<’<e N[Ó
Ãƒ_Ó²= N[Ó

Sentences
S<MK<እc=“” Sentences
›<’<e S<MK<እc=“”
Subordinate

1. S<MK<እc=“”
2. Æu<M S<MK<እc=“”
Compound
3. ²=Æu<M ÆwM S<MK<እc=““” Complex
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A. The ma T clause of Harari in general grammatical structure it expresses an action that
precedes (comes before). Notice the two clauses and the ma clauses in particular the principal
verb.
1) Hamisiti bari afocha tahirega ma … afocha be mocha be at feraro
ሐT>e+ uሪ አፎቻ ተሄረÑማ አፎቻቤ ሞጫቤ አትòራሮ::
The expression tahirego

N?[Ô ma (took counsel) the action(taherego) precedes comes before ma.

The sequences (i) afocha teherego ›ö‰u? ተN?[Ô (ii) mochabe atforaro VÝu? *ƒò^a
Break down the sentence into ma clause and the principal clauses verb, to identify the main
and the supporting ideas, concentrating on the model example given .
N.B. The final verb with out ma will be called principal verb to refer to principle clause
2) asadin beri magala fizbe takh asha ma mutizole gider magala kut khana.
›cÇ=” x] SÒL ò´u? ታ¦ ›hT S<Ö=µK? Ñ>É` SÒLŸ<ƒ ¥“::

i Principal clause ›cÇ=”u] Ñ>É` SÒLŸ<ƒ ¥“::
ii. Ma clause- ›eÇ=”u] SÒL ò´u?ታ¦ ›hT ...
iii. The verb takh asha ( ¦›h) precedes ma T.(ò´u? ¦ ›hT)

Exercise 4.3 Now breakdown the sentences into clauses.
Ã}NÃu? ²=Ö[O g=›=i+ S<MKእc=““‹¨< N[Ó²=¿ K=ÁÁT Ÿ=ታw
3) awel zinarabewbe orkut azegageho ma chekhlo.
›¨M ²=“ረu?¨<u? *`Ÿ<ƒ ›´ÒÑRT Š¤KA::

Principal verb (N[Ó) clause _______________________________________________
Ma clause ›<’<e N[Ó __________________________________________________
4) bariyach huliquzum hamsit mekhnozo qara ma sati khana.
u]Á‹ N=Km²=¿U NUc=+ S¦“µ k[T d+ ¥“::

Principal verb (N[Ó) clause ______________________________________________
Ma clause ›<’<e N[Ó __________________________________________________
5) begih attay be tit tit magalach takafatuma gey takh zew zelenaqsu be alqeru.
uÍ=Q Ö=ƒ Ö=ƒ SÒL‹ }Ÿፈ~T Ñ@Ã ታ¦²?¨< ²ለ“kc<u? ›Kk\ም::

Principal verb (N[Ó) clause _______________________________________________
Ma clause ›<’<e N[Ó __________________________________________________
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4.4. The Habitual and circumstantial expressed in ma clause
The “ma” clause structure in the domain of the circumstantial or adverbial gist tell the time, in
duration or continuity of an action. The situation and manner are expressed in circumstantial in
what happens now and here. The adverbial ideas is to express the habitually repeated event of
every day phenomenon.
A. Here are models sentences to tell habitually.
a) ay tidalgema waldachzo taliqat አይ ቲደልጊማ ወልዳችዜው ተሊቃት::
The mother works and brings up her children.
b) shir ylloma meblile yetgebalhol g=` ÂKAT SwKእK? ÃƒÑ@uሎRM::
Be in circle and sit one self to eat together.
c) gey usu gey yilma yit trah bah ³M megalinte.
Ñ@Ã ›<c<እ¨< Ñ@Ã ÃMT ¾ƒÖ[Qv³M SÒL”‚::

The Harari calls himself and referred to it too.
d) bade gey iluma yitgragebiu vÈ Ñ@Ã ÃK<T ÃƒÑ>^ÑvK<::
They say oh my country, gey and come and go.
B. The ma clause in simple imperfect followed by several verb in compound imperfect as the
following model provided.
c) soza dukan yikeftima yitergal girgirabem, esat yedyal lukh torah yashal.
f³ Æ"” ÃŸõ+T ÃÖ`ÒM: Ñ>`Ñ>^u?U ›=dƒ ¾Ç=ÍM: K<¥ Ö<\ሁም ÁhM::

Notice example yetergal ÃÖ`ÒM !yedjal ¾ዲÍM and yashal ÁhM are balanced in present tense
to offer clear message of repeated occurrences.
4.4.1 The “ma” clause structure in gerundive (‘ing’) with meanings is depicting events to the
finish or to terminate. It is expressing continuous activity to the definitive finishing in similar to
the correspondence usage of gerunds ‘ing’ in English.
i) zebeseloma ziheldo sa… ዘበሰሎማ ዚN?ለÊ ሰ›…(in cooking and completing cooking)
ii) zeqabroma ze heldo sa… ²=kuaT ²=N?KÊ cአ (in burying and covering the grave)
(1) Zibeseloma zihiledo sa megel afochachle yequrbehal.
²ucKAT ²=N?KÊc› T@ÑM ›ö‰‹K? ¾k`uRM::
(2) Zeqaberoma zehiledo sa dua yashoma yigebalu.
²=kuaT ²=N?KÊc› Æªእ

ÁjT ÃÑቦሆል::
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4.4.1 The continuous and habitual in past.
The ‘ma’ clause function in describing continuous or habitual (past) and imperfect . The habitual
is the repeated occurrence of an event.
1) iss ahad gir mahawa yiesbuma yachu nar ›c ›NÉ Ñ>` SNª Ãcu<T ÁÛ“`::
2) qulachach gey legey yiwaluma hangulaz ziyu aksi be yit nawti nar.
kLÝ‹ Ñ@ÃKÑ@Ã ÃªK<T N”Ñ<ለ²=¿ ›ክc=u? Ãƒ“¨Ö=“`::

Notice the habitually expressed in verb for yisbuma Ãስu<T and ÁÛ the two events replace in
addition to adverb ›=c ›GÉ Ñ>` sometimes express the frequency of the repetition and still in
past tense.
Exercise 4.4 Give sentences of ma clause from ideas of continuity and habitually and past
habitually from your own. ÀÃL›ÃK? ²=Ö[O T>dMK‡ ›u?ËT Ç=’ƒ¤ ²=}¿ g=›=i+
S<MK<እc=“”‹ Ÿ=}w /Ÿ=†u=.
K)____________________________________________________________________________
N) __________________________________________________________________________
S) __________________________________________________________________________

4.4.2. Express contrast in ma clause in ideas and structure.
A. The ‘ma’ clause depicting contrast in two groups: (a) the clause in affirmative (positive) and
the principal in negative (b) ma clause in negative and the principal is in affirmative. Here are
examples the first clause in affirmative and the second in negative underlined.
a) Affirmative clause and the other clause in negative.
1) yit geb ma awzo bah ahad koot yilomel ÃƒÑ@u=T ›¨<µvQ ›NÉ ¢›ƒ ÃK<T@M::
2) Darma wa wahachi ahade yedabel ma tunsus yet fequromel
Å`Tª ¨Nˆ ›NÈu? ÃÇuMT Ö<”c<e ÃƒðkaT@M::

Notice yitgebema ÃƒÑ@u=T is positive yilumel ÃK<T@M as negative and in the same token
ÃÇvMT is affirmative where as ÃƒôkaT@M is negative.

b) The ma clause in negative and the principal verb in affirmative contrastively.
c) weldachzo aw aw baytiziyu yiferkamelma aw yelzal yesmal
¨MÇ†µ ›¨< ›¨< vÃ+²=¿ Ãð`Ÿ<T@MT ›Ö=µ ›¨<ÃM³M ÃcማM:: Here again yeferkumal
Ãð`Ÿ<T@M as negative contrasted to yesemal ÃcማM: is positive.
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4.5. Harari ma clause in coordination and subordination
Harari ma clause express sequence or succession within single statement in two clauses, equally
coordinated and the subordination where there is one main and another minor to support. In
coordination and subordination, persuasive clarity suffice to communicate profound meanings
contained. This task compels identifying the ideas in coordination or in the subordination. These
elements of meaning intended in structure maintained through tenses are the vital elements to
understand and apply in day to day reality. The “succession of ma clause, either in coordination
or in subordination are in relation to the principal verb.” We need to illustrate with elaboration
perfect (past).
Perfect (past)
a) yi umrizom afetzo sata ma mermarzobe unn wa roqe tora ma mechekhale gir gara ash
ÀÃ ›<U[µውቤ ›ôƒµው cÖT: S`S`µu? ›<”ª ao Ù^T: SŠ¦M Ñ>` Ò^ ›h::

b) sheik hashim hafabyuma seri haruma enchi sabaruma ela gar adigu.
g?¦ Ng=U Nõv¿T፣ c] N\T ፣›=”Ü cu\T ›=LÒ` ›Ç=Ì::

c) ahadyam abach zeyu taheregu ma shiek hashim inchi seribe aziyach kut yesebruma yediji kut
ayiziyule haruma emadu.
›NÉÁU ›v‹²=¿ }N?[Ñ<T: g?¤Ng=U ›”Ü c]u?፣ ›³Á‹Ÿ<ƒ፣ Ãcብ\T ¾Ç=ÌŸ<ƒ
›=Ã²=¿K? N\T ›?SÆ::

Imperfect (present)
1. abazimesh saam chayazow yineqlima ma mahawa zow yituri ma gar yagabal.
›v ²=Si ›d ጫየµ¨< Ã’pK=T SNªµ¨< ÃÖ<]T Ò` ¾ÑvM::
2. moy yasima zalu mehawachu yesimima yukhbba zalu yukhbima gar yigabal
VÃ ¾c=T³K< SNª‡ ¾c=T>T፣ ¿¦v³K< À¤u=T፣ Ò` ÃÑvM::
3. waldi iji migyistima yolu qesi yiqanim imman abat yuchima ma yiqbal
¨MÇ= ›Í= T>Ã ÃcÖ=T፣ ÄK<oc= Ãn’>T፣ ›=T” ›vƒ ¿ÜT ÃpvM::
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A. In the above statements a,b,c, Give the main clauses or the principal verb.
Exercise 4.5 g=›=i+ ²=ƒÖ[O Æu<M S<MK<እc=““‹u? (a,b.c) ›de K<¦ main S<ØÖ=
NÜ`u? Ÿ=}w/Ÿ=†u=.
a) _________________________________________________________________________
b) _________________________________________________________________________
c) __________________________________________________________________________
B. In statements 1, 2, 3, Write the minor clause.
Æu<M S<MK<እc=““‹ (1,2,3,)›<’eK<¤< S<ØÖ= K=kUT Ÿ=}w/Ÿ=†u=.
1) __________________________________________________________________________
2) __________________________________________________________________________
3) __________________________________________________________________________
C. Give past verb (a, b, c) OKõ³Á ¨p+²=¿ ›=j¨<ƒ Ãታ¨nM (a, b, c) Ö[N¿.
a) __________________ b) _____________________ c) _____________________________
D. Åu<M S<MK<እc=““‹1, 2, 3 ›¤እ ¨p+u?}›?TSÆ:: ›=j¨<ƒ Ûp+ Á‹²=¿ Ö=^Q.
1) __________________ 2) _____________________ 3) _____________________________
E. Harar ma T clause Ç=LÒµ ›ƒªp]”ታ connecting v¿ Ñ>`+ƒouK=’¦;
1. ›=T”/U” }ªk^ ________________________________________________________
2. T@እ _____________________________________________________________________

4.5.1 Subordination and conjunction of subordinate
The succession, the sequence of events subordination in ma clause is expressed in perfect (past)
and imperfect (present) applied. Leslaw explains, “In a succession of subordinate ma clause
connected by conjunction of subordination again a distinction must be made between ma clause
in the perfect and imperfect”. The sequence of events (succession) that the subordinate clauses
themselves are linked together with conjunction. More emphatic is to identify in that it is telling
the ideas with ma clause in past event and present event verbs.
Perfect (past)
a) mengisti delaga jemium talyani zihadageyeuma zeheledeyu gar ustu be yidelegal
S”Ñ>e+ Ç=LÒ ÍT>›<U ×MÁ’> ²=NÇÑ@¿T ²=N?KÈ¿ Òራች ›<eÖ<u? ÃÅKÒM::

Notice ²=NÈÑ@¿T as well as ²=N?ሌዴ¿ are in subordinate clause. The conjunction is be u?
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b) qima takhahalu gir ziqedemti ma qima zashtic zikhashta qesi mawkhable yit ferakhal
mT }"NK< Ñ>` ²=kÅU+T ቂማ ³g+ ²=¤gት oc= S¨<¤wK? Ãƒð[ኬN?M::

c) wijachle tab zasasho ma yasimole zisisqaqala waranseleyach nerana
©Í‹K? Öw ³jT የc=VK? ²=c=nkK‹ ¨^”c=K?Á‹ ’>^“::

The perfect verbs are yidelegal ÃÅMÒM፣ yitferekal Ãƒð["M and narana ’>^“ are in the
main clause ²=NÇÑ@À፣²=N?LÈ¿ (1) }"NKA፣kÅU+ (2) Öw³j፣ ²=c=nkK are verbs in
subordinate to express minor events to the main.
Imperfect Present
Sequence (succession) of verbs in imperfect (present) connected by conjunction are provided
two sentences find the connector conjunction for the realization.
1) waldiazeyu yeqanileyu ma aziyachum qoram sumbe yit qeqalu kut yikhashalu
¨MÇ=²=¿ Ãn’>K¿T ፣ ›²=Á‡U q^U c<Uu? ¿ƒokK< Ÿ<ƒ ¿¤hK<::

2) hifqibe yiturama garbe abat yachakat ayzo tekhshat
N=õmu? ¿Ö<^T Ò`u? ›vƒ ÁÝŸ<ƒ ›Ãµ +¤hƒ::

The above two examples are in (so that/ such that) to mean in order that connected by
conjunction be (u?).
Exercise 4.5.1 Break down two sentences each into clauses and indicate the connector
N=Á‹ ¢*ƒ S<MK<እc=““‡ m[›<¿T K=Á¿T ²=c× ›ታÃu? }NÃK? Ÿ=}w/Ÿ=†u=

i) Give the tense holder Harari expression clause main clauses habitually in sentence 1) and 2).
1) and 2) 1) and 2)
¨p+Á] Ûl+¨< óßT N[Ó ›Mታ” ›<”e N[Óu? L¾¿.
1) ________________________________________________________________________
2) ________________________________________________________________________
a) The preposition (›ƒªÉÇ=) in (1) ________connector(›ƒªp]) (2)__________________
b) _______________________

_______________________________________________

ii) Give the expression with the Harar ma clauses from your own experience or knowledge .
g=›=i+ “T” u?²=ƒªk\ N[Ó ~n³¤< Ÿ=}w/Ÿ=†u=.
a) ________________________________________________________________________
b) ________________________________________________________________________
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c) ________________________________________________________________________
iii) Give the function of main clause of sentences in 1) and 2)..
N[Ó S<MK<እc=““‹ ›<eÖ<u? Ç=LÒµ T>’>”ታ;
1) ________________________________________________________________________
2) ________________________________________________________________________
iv) Give in the function of subordinate clause in meanings.
›<”e N[Ó T>”ÃÅMÒM; U” ÃደwLM;
1) ________________________________________________________________________
2) ________________________________________________________________________
v) Give the conjunction. ›ƒªp] ²=}¿ NT>e+ Ûp+Á‹ ~q³¤<u? Ÿ=}w/Ÿ=†u=.
a) _______________ b) ______________ c) _____________ d) __________ e) __________

4.6 Subject of ma clause in structure
In Harari ma clause, Leslaw ascertains, the subjects of ma T clause and the principal verb
share the same subject. In other aspect “There are also examples in which the subjects of ma
clause and the principal verbs are different.
There are four aspects in category to clarify the subject of ma clause categorically. The first the
situation, where subjects of ma clause and the principal verb are different. The other side that
subject differs in subordinate clauses. (2) The generalized impersonal and the ma clause subject
is the same. (3) The subject of ma clause and plural and the principal verb are the same. (4) The
direct or indirect object of ma clause and principal verb are the same. We have one aspect where
subjects of the main and ma clauses are different but numerous aspects where subjects are
shared.
A.
 Subject of ma clause and principal verb are different in the following
a) athari yesati gendach tadabalu ma gey takhaliqti.
›ƒN] Ã d+ Ñ”Ç‹ }ÇxK<T Ñ@Ã }ኤሰስ+:

Two verbs, tadablum (}ÅuK<T) takhqtt (}¤Kp+)
In }ÅuK<T the subject is (Ñ”Ç‹), in }ኤሰስ+ the subject is (Ñ@Ã).
Then the two subjects are different
b) metfeqer yiqerma sinat fong tirgabgat .Sƒôk` Ãk`T፣ c=’ƒ ö˜ +`ÑwÒƒ::
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c) dimbachbe qamze yitfitateh ma waldim yamltema yitwaladal
Ç=Uvßu? nU²? Ãƒò

QT ¨MÇ=U ¾SMÖ=T Ãƒ¨KÇM::

In the three examples above, two clauses are contained in each sentence with two verbs and two
different subjects.
 The subordinate clauses and ma clause with different subject.
d) dÃ ²T” ²=ƒTÍT uÉ›<c<እ nÜu? Sƒu=ታ}” ²?ÑLc› Sƒ¨NØ ÃKARM::
e) N`ƒ ›Sƒu?፣ ›v‹²? ወKÆT ›²? ›M¨KÉ+ Ñ>`፣ Ò^‹²=¿ Ÿõ+ ÃcS›¾RM...

 The ma clause and principal verb in generalized impersonal have the same subject to be
shared.
(1) derma kusha toqusama sato gir . Å`T Ÿ<h ÙkcT cÙ Ñ>` }e+ ÃcT›NM::
The two clauses verbs Ùkd and cÙ.
a. Ÿ<h ÙkcT ma clause, subject .
b. cÙ Ñ>` principal, subject Ÿ<h.
The sentence in two clauses share the same subject Ÿ<h in subject of two clauses.
Abachze bah masa titgebema kuluziyum ahad nedebabe yolalu.
f) ›v‹²? vQ Se +ƒÑ@u=T Ÿ<K<²=¿U ›NÅ ’Åበu? ዩLK<::
g) ›w³Q Ñ>\U ÅLM ›<Òu? ÃpvT Sdu? ËLv ¿`ÇK<::
Abzah gurum delal ugabe yiqbma masabe jelaba yurdalu.

Exercise 4.6.1 In the above two sentences f. g above
L›ÃK? ²=ƒŸ}u< ¢*ƒ S<MKእc=““‹u? (f,g) Ãƒ[¤u< ³K< ›¨<Á] (subject) 4 Ÿ=}w.
i) What are the two subject in.
(f) a)_________________________________ b) ___________________________________
(g) c) ________________________________ d) ____________________________________
ii) How do you tell the two clauses. N[Ò‹ U”u? ’>LÁÀP“ (N[Ó ª ›<’c)
a) The main N[Ó ’>L³“______________________________________________________
b) The subordinate ›<’<c N[Ó (S<MK<እc=“”) ’>L³“ ______________________________
iii) What connects verbs in ma clauses.
¿L›Ãu? ²=N?Ë’@¿ Ÿ<ƒu? N[Ò‹ U”u? Ãƒªk^K<?
a) _________________________________________________________________________
b) _________________________________________________________________________
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iv) Identify the verbs in (f, and g) ›=j¨<ƒ Á] Ûp+Á‡ T>”u? ’>LÁÀሖ“;
main verb ›=j¨<ƒ Á] Ûp+Á‹.
1._________________________________ 2. _____________________________________
v) If two verb in g) are yiqbama comes yiqbal ÃpvM and titigebima comes tiqbat +pvƒ what
is the verb ________________________________________________________________
vi) a) ›<’<e N[Óu? ›?ÓK=T ›NÉ S<MK<እc=“” ŠÃ¦K=/ቼይኽዪ:
_________________________________________________________________________
b) “Ñ>`” ÃÓK=³Mu? ›NÉ S<MK< c=“” ŠÃ¦K=:/ቼይኽዪ:
__________________________________________________________________________
c) “d›” u? ²=ƒŠÃ¤KT cuw ÃUÇ=³M ›NÉ S<MK<እc=“” Ÿ=}u?:
__________________________________________________________________________
d) cuw ÃUÇ=³M N[Ó ›ƒoÉT>T ›NÉ S<MK<እc=“” ŠÃ¦K=:/ቼይኽዪ
_________________________________________________________________________________

Sequences of events in tense
No
1
Perfect

ma clause

Principal clause
Perfect

›cÇ=”u] SÒL ò´u? ታ¦ ›gT S<Ö=µ Ñ>É` SÒL Ÿ<ƒ ¤“::

2

Simple Imperfect

Compound Imperfect
Æ¡u]¨< ¾ƒTÏT vÆ ›<cÖ< ¿u<*RM::

3

Affirmative

Negative

›¨<²=¿ ›¨<vÃ+ ×v ¿Ãð`Ÿ<T@KT cUuK< ÃM³M ÃcT›M
¨MÇ‹ ÃƒÑ@u<T ›¨< vQ ›NÉ ¢›ƒ ¾ታjT@K<

4

Simple imperfect

Simple imperfect
kKÝ‹ Ñ@ÃK?Ñ@Ã ÃªK<T N”Ñ<L ²=¿ ›¡c=u? ¾“¨<Ö< “^

5

Imperative

Imperative
NÁ ›¥ Nõ uK<T SNª‡ ›<Û

6

Perfect

Perfect
›u ²=pvÁT

7

Imperfect

¨MÇ‹µ Æõ’< Ñ>`Ò^ ›h

Imperfect
²=Sh c› ÃÇ=Í=T ²=ÅKÑ@¨< N=dw ÁhM
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Coordination & Subordination
in
ma clause Harar grammar
ma clause Principal
Perfect

Perfect

1. uÉµK? ²=ƒ ¥}[K?T

ÅUµ¨< ²¢›K?”ታ::

2. ›=qƒª ታ¦µ¨< cÖT

vÉµ Ñ@ÃK? ÅKÒ::

3. ›v‹²=¿ }N?[Ñ<T

›=”Ü Ãew\T ¾Ç=ÌŸ<ƒ ›?SÆ¿::

Imperfect
1.²=³— e›U SŸ=“ ÁßT Scóóµ¨< ÃÓLM::
2.N”Ñ<` }ucK=! }k`u=T! ~ÜT Ö=ƒÒ`u? +ƒÑ@vƒ::

Exercise 4.6.2 Give the time for the following and express in phrase identify and give
similar explain time
¨p+ Á] S<MK<šc=““‹ Su?ÍT ¨p+ T@SÉ
1. u?kÉ (past) 2. ›¤

(present) 3, ›ƒN] (future)

›=j¨<ƒ ¨p+Á‹ LÃT Ÿ= w ›=c›NÉ
S<MK<እc=““‹

Ûmƒ

¨p+

T>dMK

a) SŠ¤MK? Ñ>` Ò^ ›h _____________________________________________________________
b) Sdu? ËLv ¿[ÇK< __________________________________________________________________
c) ¨MÇ=U ¾SMÖ?T Ãƒ¨KÇM ______________________________________________________
d) K<¥ Ö<\Q ÁhM __________________________________________________________________
e) ²=¤iታ mc= ~¦vƒ ________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER FIVE
HARARI GRAMMATICAL SENTENCE
Elements of sentence subject, (topic) the verb what happened to are understood from the written
and the spoken aspect significantly affected by its grammar a fact true to Harar grammar too.
The change in the grammar changes the meanings. For the purpose of convenience what I mean
and refer to as the structure is the grammar.

The structure of sentence contains the indispensable elements: first the subject, (issue, topic,
agenda or entity) the actor (›¨<) the verb (›=j¨<ƒ) referred to (the action) and third receiver of
action from the subject to the object (¾Ù¨]). The actor does the action that (falls) on the object
(¾Ù¨]). In another aspect a sentence could also tell being, existence and presence of an entity
in the helping verbs or Auxiliaries. All other elements in sentence serve the clarity and furnish
the style of beauty.

The flow in the word order, establishes the subject, verb, and the object (S-V-O) take us to
Simple Declarative Sentence in Harari language and its feature the unique in the elements of
Harari in the subject matter of the current chapter. .

N[] S<MK<šc=“”
Harari Grammar sentence
œ¨<
Subject

›=j¨<ƒ
Verbs

ÃÙ¨<]
Object

N[] S<MK<šc=“”
œ¨<
Subject

›=j¨<ƒ NKƒ
Predicate
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5.1 Harari Simple Declarative Sentence S<MK< šc=“”

S<MK<šc=“” vÃ+ Ûp+Á‹ ²=ƒeŸŸ<x¨<S ›NÉ SMK<እ
²=} Sእ“እ
ÃcÖ<x¨<³K=” }:: ÃƒcÖ=³M Tእ“µ¨<U c=“”µ¨< ¾c=”’<³K< ›<cœ‹Åu?
ÃƒoÃuKA¨<³M S¤’ NMv:: Qoram
“A sentences is minimum independent unit expressing thought or idea written or oral form. This
is a universal definition” (J.M.Y Simpson). The combination is inclusive in the bare minimum of
elements as pattern referred to as Simple Declarative Sentences. If we have to expand these
ideas, we embark on noun phrases both in subject and object, and verb phrases of course. Based
on this notion we limit our selves and discuss the Simple Declarative Sentence in Harar
Grammar.
An interesting and appreciable definition with self effort coined terminology on Harari Simple
Declarative Sentences comes form Dr. Abdurahman Mahamed Qoram. First to the definition Dr.
Qoram that states S<MK<እc=“” (complete sentence) vÃ+ Ûp+ (word) Tእ“µ¨< ²=ƒ cŸŸ<xS
›NÉ S<MK<እ

²=} Sእ“ ÃcÖ<x³M”}:: In the definition above, it is emphatic that such

structure ought to be, if and only if, accepted by the speaker. Notice words such as (Tእ“µ¨<)
and the meaning ÃƒouKA³M the accepted, are important to define sentence.

Tayech Sime, has arrived at, in her study on Harari language, a sentence and defined it from the
basic unit of syntactic analysis that contains noun phrase and verb phrase.
“Noun phrase in Harari”. According to Tayech Sime, quotations from D.D Bornstein. "The noun
phrase is the element of sentence, a group of words containing a noun or pronoun as a main
words.4 The definition takes us to the noun phrases in sentences of Harar Grammar. Let us focus
on noun phrase in Harari sentences.

4

D.D Bornstein An introduction to Frais formational Grammar P 55
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K=Í= Ÿ=ታw Ãk^M :: The boy reads a book.

1 liji Kitab yeqeral

Liji K=Í= is the noun phrase liji K=Í= (one word in this particularity).
2. geyahad gidir magalante Ñ@Ã ›NÉ Ñ>Ç=` SÒL”ቴ::
Harar (gey) is big city, gey Ñ@Ã is noun phrase.
3. yasmin eraz mechti

ÁcT>” ›=^´ T@ß+.

Yasmin washed cloths. Yasmin a single word (noun phrase).

The above under lined words are subjects (noun phrases) in actual single words in these example
luji (KÍ=): gey (Ñ@Ã) and ÁeT>” subjects in three Harari sentence are in s-v-o word order.
A noun in Harar is inflected for gender, number and possession. According to Wolf Leslaw. Here
are three examples for gender, number and possession.
1) aykha khudra wakhabti ›Ã¤ ¤<É^ ¨¤u+:: Your mother bought fruits (Gender)
2) aziyach khudru beleu
3) an lukh

ikat bakh

›²=Á‹ ¤<É^ uK›<:: They ate fruits. (Number)
›” K<¦ ›=Ÿƒv¦:: I write

letter.

Subjects in noun phrases of aykha (›Ã¤) aziyach (›²=Á‹) and (›”); wakhabti (¨¤u+ - she),
beleu (uK›< - they) ikatbakh (›=Ÿƒv¦). are verbs. Besides, inflection in noun (subject) occurs
in (›¥¥‹) the subject is ‘you’ plural in number; ›Ã¤, your mother (your) ¨¦u+ the subject
she (feminine) and (uK›<) the subject (they) and (uK¤<) I, are with subject.
An interested reader reveals the verbs and the due inflection in number and gender and attains
the subject contained. From the above examples, (uK›<) ate, (¨¤w+) -purchased (›=¤ƒv¦) I
write verbs are words referred to as main or stem verbs (action words).

In addition to the Harari verbs there prevail verbs functioning as helping verbs. Harar grammar
of maintain ideas of existence beings, or presence such verb in Harar are hal (NM)

ta- (ታ)

[(be) + tu-]}¿) , tekhu (}¤<) tegn (}˜) tesh (}i) in addition to nara-“^, inta (›=”ታ)These verbs are referred to as Relative Perfect/ Imperfect in Leslaw, Cerulli, Wagner…etc
expression I use as need and defined in glossary.
Here are few examples of Harari sentences in Relative (Helping verbs).
(1) abayo

sinanam

(2) gambri hchir

inta

inte ›vÄ c=““U ›=”‚ :: The women is talkative.
ÒUu] NÚ` ›=”ታ ::

The door is short.
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(3) meregne

ide be nara

S]–@ ›=Èu? “^ ::

My friend was here.

(4) an stuz tegn ›” ›<eታ´ ›=”}˜:: I am a teacher.
(5) eraze akhakh debe hal ›=^²? ›¤¦Çu? NM:: My cloth is with you.
(6) koot qubiyach azo de be naru ¢›ƒ lu=Á‹ ›µÅu? “\ There were two tombs there.

Here the Harari helping verbs ‘to be’ (}˜), hal (NM) and nara (“^) display the inflection for
number, gender, etc. It is convenient too to realize subjects in three persons of pronoun already
used the first person I (singular) and we (plural), the second person, you (male) you (female) and
you (plural), the third person holds he (masculine) she (feminine) and they in plural number.
Here is the noun phrase (pronoun) in realization of Relative (Helping verbs) in copula, be, being,
(}˜) ( NM) and (“^).
According to Qoram (›¨<) is subject and the inclusive predicate is (›=j¨<ƒ NKƒ). He
maintains subject predicate approach to break down sentences. The following 3 example
illustrate.
E.g 1) kKÝ‹ Ãƒôk^K<:: The children play.
2) kKÝ‹ ›vƒu? Ãƒôk^K<:: The children play out door.
3) Ã„Á: kKÝ‹ SÉ[c ›vƒu? ¢›ƒ › Ãu? Ãƒc?›ÆT Ãƒôk^K<:: children in this
area group in two and play in school yard.
In each sentences above the underlined part are subjects (›¨<) and the reaming parts are
predicates (›=j¨<ƒ NKƒ) of sentences to take Dr. Abdurahman’s terminology.
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A. First person
I
tegn
}˜

you (male)
tekh }¦
tesh }i
(female)

we
tena
}“

you
tekhu }¤<
(plural)

he
ta ታ
she
te ‚

They
teyu }¿

B. Second person
halkhu
NM¤<

halkhi
NM¤=
halshi
NMg=

halena
NM“

halu
NK<

halti
NM+
hal
NM

halu
NK<

C. Third person
narkhu
“`¤<

narkhi “`¤=
narshi “`g=

narna
“`“

narkhu “`¤<
narkhu

nara “^
narti “`+

naru “\

5.2. Harari Verb ›=j¨<ƒ
›=j¨<ƒ
S<MK<እc=“”
›<cÖ<u?
ÃƒÅበK<T:
S<MK<እc=“’<
ËUT>እ
¾ŸULK<::S¡SM²=¿¨< À[¦x¨<³M ›´²=Á‹: Sx¨<*²=¿u?” }:: Qoram

Verb phrase in Harari grammatical sentence
The second element to understand in Harari Simple Declarative Sentence is the verb,
(›=j¨<ƒ)specific action telling word (the verb phrase from preceding explanation)that contains
basic verb, compound verb and the auxiliary. Basic verbs in Harari contain the meaning. (S “)
As we need it, the verb phrases can be broken down into the stem verb/ and inflectional affixes.
One identifies the stem and the affixed to have the bare basic verb.
Let us take two action words as stem of verb (secha-c=†-drink) and (asenena-›c?’“-spoke) to
view the elements and realize the inflection in gender, number as well as in tenses.
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 The verb sech (c=†) as verb (›=j¨<ƒ)
Verb
Secha 1

esechakh

c=†

I drink

Harari
›=e‰¦

Verb

Harari

5 tisechakhu

+c‰¤<

You drink (plural)

2 nisechana

’>c‰“

6 yesechal

We drink

Ãc‰M

He drinks

3 tisechakh

+c‰¦

7 tisechat

You drink.

+c‰ƒ

She drinks.

4 tisechash

+c‰g

8 ycsechalu

You drink

Ãc‰K<

They drink

The Harari basic stem hal (NM) Harari Basic verb (c=†) drink with al (›M), at (›ƒ) akh (›¦),
ash (›g) akh (›¦) alu (›K<) and ana (›“). The suffixes vary according to number (singular and
plural) gender (masculine and feminine) and present verb (imperfect).
The verb asenena (›c?’“) in present and past offered below in table is to show the
variation of suffix in number and gender.

Verb

Harari

Meaning Intended

Asenena ›c?’“
1 asenakh

›c=“¦

I speak/

2 nesinana

’c=““

we speak/

3 tasenakh

}c=“¦

you speak (male)/ ›¤¦ Ñ@Ã c=“” }c=“¤::

4 tasinash

}c=“i

you speak (female)/ ›¥g Ñ@Ã c=“” }c=“i::

5 tasinakhu

}c=“¤<

you speak (plural)/›¤¥‹ Ñ@Ã c=“” }c=“¤<::

6 yasinal

¾c=“M

he speaks/ Oª Ñ@Ã c=“” ¾c=“M::

7 tasinat

}c=“ƒ

she speaks/

N=Á Ñ@Ã c=“” }c=“ƒ::

8 yesinalu

¾c=“K<

they speak/

›²=Á‹ Ñ@Ã c=“” ¾c=“K<::

›” Ñ@Ã c=“” ›c=“¦::
እ“‹ Ñ@Ã c=“” ’c=““::
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Harari Compound verbs exist conjugated (inflected)
 It is to the analysis of the action telling Harari verb into pre verb as in example. Lakam KŸU
comes before, and how the verbs vary in conjugations according to tense, number, and gender is
contained in the following table.

S.N

Preverbal verb

Harari

Meaning intended

1

lakam ilakh

KŸU ›=L¤

I approach ›” ›¥¤Ñ[w KŸU›=L¦::

2

lakam nilana

KŸU ’>L“

we approach ›=“‹ Ò`§ KŸU’>L“::

3

lakam tilakh

KŸU +K¦

you approach ›¥¦ ›=“‹ Ñ[w KŸU +L¦

4

lakam tilash

KŸU +Lg

you approach ›¥i ›²? Ñ[w KŸU+Lg

5

lakm tilakhu

KŸU +L¤<

you approach ›¤¥‹ ›=“‹ ö˜ KŸU+L¤<

6.

lakam yilal

KŸUÃLM

he approaches ›µ ›²?ö˜ KŸU ÃLM

7

lakem tilat

KŸU +Lƒ

she approaches ›²? ›µÑ[w KŸU+Lƒ

8

lakamyilalu

KŸU ÃLK<

they approach ›²=Á‹ ›=“‹ Ñ[w KŸU ÃLK<

Harari Basic verbs
 Verb (’c›) action word (›=j¨<ƒ Ûp+)
Meaning
S.N

Basic verb

(Harari)

contained

Tense

1

yenesal

Ã’dM

He takes

Present simple

2

tinasat

+’dƒ

She takes

Present simple (f)

3

tinasakh

+’d¦

You take (m)

Present

4

tinasash

+’dg

You take (f)

Present future

5

inasakh

›=“d¦

I take

Present

6

yenasalu

Ã’dK<

They take

Plural (f)

7

tinasakhu

+’d¤<

You take

Plural

8

ninsana

’>’d“

We take

Plural
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5.3 Harari Compound Verbs
One of the intellect who studied the Harari language and documented it states "In Harari
compound verbs consist of preverbs and verbs, baya ‘say’ asha ‘do/make’ , and khana ‘become’
In Harari compound verb the element called preverb is invariant element when ever the
compound verb is conjugated, in short word baya- (vÁ) asha (›h) and khana- (¤“) are parts of
the verb as elements to make the stem verb compound.

5

 ba ya vÁ
shetet baya (g}ƒ vÁ), halew baya (NK¨< vÁ), and khana

baya (¥“ vÁ)

 asha ›g
haf asha (Nõ ›g) , lakam asha (KŸU ›g) and fetah asha (ð}I ›g)
 khana ¥“
jinam (Í=“U ¥“), aqil (›mM ¥“) and qoram khana (q^U ¥“)

Notice stem verb, preverb and other elements to perceive the mechanism compound verb
formation including the inflection in number and gender. Tayech Sime’s example serves the
purpose

5

M.L.Bender, In Tayech Sime, as quoted in the paper page 72
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 Preverb OK<õ is provided in the following table, huluf (OK<õ) is conjugated in time
(Tense), in number singular/plural and gender, (feminine/masculine)

No

Compound verb

Harari

Meanings

1

huluf ialakh

OK<õ ›=L¦

I pass

2

huluf nilana

OK<õ ’>L“

We pass

3

huluf tilakh

OK<õ +L¦

You pass (m)

4

huluf tilash

OK<õ +Lg

You pass(f)

5

huluf tilakhu

OK<õ +L¤<

You pass (pl)

6

huluf yelal

OK<õ ÃLM

He passes

7

huluf telat

OK<õ +Lƒ

She passes

8

huluf yalalu

OK<õ ÃLK<

They pass

 In similar token yeqin asha (¾m” ›g) is conjugated (inflected)
No

Yeqin asha

¾m” ›g

Confirm

1

yoqin

ashakh

¾m” ›g¦

I confirm/

›” ¾m” ›h¦::

2

yoqin

nashana

¾m” “h“

We confirm/

›=“‹ ¾m” “g“::

4

yoqin

fashakh

¾m” ታg¦

You confirm(m)/

›¤¦ ¾m” ታh¡::

5

yoqin

tashsh

¾m” ታhi

You confirm /

›¤g ¾m” ታhg::

6

yoqin

tashakhu

¾m” ታg¤<

You confirm (p)/

›¤¥‹ ¾m” ታh¤<::

7

yoqin

yashal

¾m” ÁgM

He confirms/

Oª ¾m” ÁhM::

8

yoqin

tashat

¾m” ታgƒ

She confirms/

N=Á ¾m” ታhƒ::

9

yoqin

tashakhu

¾m” ታg¤<

You confirm (p)/

›¥¥‹ ¾m”ታh¤<::

10

yoqin

yashalu

¾m” ÁgK<

They confirm/

›²=Á‹ ¾m” ÁhK<::
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 The (¥“) khana is the third element to establish the Harari compound verb to mean “become”
(S¦“) to illustrate with example aqil (›mM) means smart.
No

Verb preverb

Meaning

1

aqil ikhunakh

›mM ›<¤<“¦

I become smart/

›” ›mM ›<¤<“¦::

2

aqil nikhunana

›mM ’¤<““

We become smart/

›=“‹ ›mM’¤<’<“::

3

aqil tikhunakh

›mM ~¤<“¦

You become smart/

›¥¦ ›mM ~¤<“¦::

4

aqil tikhunash

›mM ~¤<“i

You become smart (f)

›¥g ›mM ~¤<“i::

5

aqil tekhunakhu

›mM ~¤<“¤<

You become smart (p)

›¥¥‹ ›mM~¤<“¤<::

6

aqil yekhunal

›mM ¿¤<“K<

He becomes smart/

Oª ›mM ¿¤<“M::

7

aqil tikhunat

›mM }¤<“ƒ

She becomes smart/

N=Á ›mM }¤<“ƒ::

8

aqil yekhunalu

›mM Ã¤<“K<

They become smart/

›²=Á‹ ›mM Ã¤<“K< ::

Reader can develop the substance of the compound verbs from the following three
examples.

vÁ፣ ›h ፣ ¥“
(1) fetah baya

ðታI vÁ

disappeared

(2) quy asha

lÃ ›h

got angry

(3) batil khana

vÖ=M ¥“

errored

›QL‹µu? ðታIvÁT N[« Ñv›::
›=SMT“ lÃ ›h: N=^ƒµ¨<U ›uL::
³M›nu? vØM ¥“: ›ö‰‹ዞvQ }nu×::

The simple declarative sentence is the skeleton, the structure of the Harari sentence in
grammatical unit of expressing idea, issue or entity. The third item of declarative sentences is the
object; (the direct and indirect object). The general feature by John Dale as quoted in Tayech
Simes paper, identifies the kind of objects "The kind of verb which obligatory requires an object,
noun phrase is a transitive verb. ”Tayech goes on to inform that, verbs that occur only in
sentences where an object noun phrase is required is (but not direct object noun phrase) we call
transitive verbs6 . To substantiate and provide what John Dale illustrations as the constituent of
verb phrase in Harari, the following shade light a into the structure to extract the object of
transitive verb.

6

John Daly, A Course in Basic Grammatical Analysis , as quoted by Tayech Simes
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1) aba

ashin

ljile

setew ›v

›g=”

K=Í=K? cÖ?¨<::

The man gave shoes to the boy.
2) awe

waraqa anle

gefarulugn ›«

¨[n

›”K?

Ñó\K<˜::

My father sent me a letter.
The verbs seleuw (cÖ?¨<) and geferulugn (Ñð\M˜) are transitive verbs with ashin (›g=”) and
wereqa (¨[n) are objects respectively.

5.4 Few features in Harari verbs (integrated)
The following table give the glimpse for gleaning feature of verb inflection to clarify and
associate terms and create synergy to Harari verbs. The illustration picks five verb stems and
conjugate them to compound imperfect, present, future third person pronoun, infinitive and
passive form verbs in column and rows. The two aspects to form negatives as optional are
indicated in time dimension of present time that could also extend to future tense. The basic
difference of present and future tense according to researchers, is that, the future utilizes the
temporal adverbs, that is, the time telling adverbs. It is also realized that third person He and she
(ye) e-) male and for female are maintained. First one definition in Harari on infinitives.

Infinitive
N=`n*¨ƒ ›<LÃ ›<’e ›=j¨<ƒ‹ Ÿ<ƒµ ›=j¨<ƒ SƒªKÉd Ãƒ[¤w³M” }::
Ûp+µ Sƒx[Éu? T>MNÉ SÉuMu? \S<É NV¨` gender ª N=Km V¨[›?K?
¾ƒð["M::
S¦h! x¨›- Sx¨› Ãƒ¨KÇM::
Qoram
T>dMK ¤g ÃM³M¨<
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Action verbs Á–> ›=j¨<ƒ in conjugation
S.N



 Compound

Θ Present

3rd person

Infinitive

Passive

imperfect

future

pronoun

form

form

yesebral

ayseber

yesber

mesbar

subar

Ãcw^M

›Ãc=u`

¾cu`

Seu`

c<u<`

tisabrat

tesebrumet

tasbar

Seu`

+cw^ƒ

+cw\T@ƒ

}cu`

yequflal

ayaqofli

yeqofli

meqofl

quful

¾lõLM

›ÁqõK=

¾qõK=

SqðM

lóM

tquflat

yeqoflumel

teqofli

}lõLƒ

}lõK<T@ƒ

}qõK=

yekefal

aykfat

yekeeft

mekeft

kufut

¾ŸõታM

›ÃŸ=ðƒ

¾Ÿðƒ

S¡ðƒ

Ÿ<óƒ

takfetat

yekaftumel

tekft

+Ÿóታƒ

+Ÿõ~T@ƒ

}¡ðƒ

yeshmqal

ayashemqi

yeshemqi

meshemq

shumuq

Ãg?UnM

›Ãg?Um

¾g?Um

Sg?Sp

g<S<p

tishemqat

yishemqal

tshemqi

+g?Unƒ

}g=UlT@ƒ

}g?Tm

yesitral

aysetri

yesteri

meseter

sutur

Ãc=ƒ^M

›Ãc?ƒ]

Ác=ƒ]

Sc?}`

c<~`

tisitrat

itisltrat

tesetri

+c=ƒ^ƒ

›ƒc?ƒ]

}c?+]

Negative

Male / female

to + verb

“ed” verb









Affirmative

Action Verbs Á–> ›=j¨<ƒ
Á–> ›=j¨<ƒ (Nõ+ ›=j¨<ƒ) ›NÉ T>MNÏ u=LÃ ›=j¨<ƒµ ²=ƒŸ}v c›
S<MK<እc=“” ÃcÖ= ³K=” }::
Qoram
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5.5 Verb imperfect (present/ future/) with inta '›=” '
The elements in helping verbs or auxiliary verbs to be categorically describe status, being and
presence. The researchers Leslaw and Cerulli name them as, “The copula”, by referring to them
as “verb of presence” and “verbs of existence”. I would attempt to unfold “inta”,(›=”ታ) nara,
(“^) and hal (NM) concepts discussed already.
The following four sentences illustrate inta (›=”ታ) as verb
1.yelemdubo zalum gar zina eherbenta.
¾KUÆx³K<U Ò`²=“ ›?N?`u?”ታ::
2. yewer yahmal zal lumud ntena yel zalachbeita.
Ã¨` ÁQTK³M K<S<Ç=”}“ ÃM³K‹ u?”ታ::

3. derse yemuqazal shist wahrach beherlent.
Å`c= ÃS<n³M ሺኢሽቲ ªQ]‹ u?N?`K?”ታ::

4. University melmud mehaleq khishona mute lem alta::
¿’>y`c=+ SMSÉ SNKp ¤=j“SÖ=K?U ›Mታ::

Wolf Leslaw has an interesting description related to inta.(›=”ታ) “In an inta sentence, that is the
relative perfect or imperfect followed by the copula inta ( it is,) or in a hal sentence, that is the
relative perfect or imperfect followed by the verb of presence hal…The elements inta and hal
play the role of the principal verb.”
What Laslaw describes the peculiar feature the helping verb could change to action (past) the
relative imperfect is with the present time and possibly extended to future. To illustrate Leslaws
conclusive situation that inta (›=”ታ) and hal (NM) play the role in the mechanism of changing
to action (principal verb), urges the curiosity to pick and elaborating sentences. Notice the
contrast.
1). azo /huwa/ badezole tekhatera.
›µ / Oª xÉµK? ተ¤}^::
1a) azo badzole zitkhatant.
›µ vÉµK? ²=ƒ¥ተ^”ታ::

2) azo/huwa badizole demzow aka.
›µ / Oª ባÉµK? ÅUµ¨< ›¢›::
2b) azo badzole demaow zekointa
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›µ vÉµK? ÅU²¨< ²¢›”ታ::

We take the wisdom of expressing ideas in active verbs “principal verb” in first sentences the
conversion to high lighted the differences. Second, the ideas that inta, (›=”ታ) hal, (NM) nara
(“^) statements too are in a merit to express ideas through framing of cleft statement to the
benefit of emphasis for persuasions.
Notice how inta (›=”ታ) changes to action verb
1.ye qediya zetrakhabew sitin amat bequd nar.(intial)
ÀÃ kÇ=Á ²=ƒ[¤u?¨< c=+” ›Sƒ u?kÉ “`::

Sitin amat bequd ye qudia trakhaba. (clefted statement)
c=+” ›Sƒ u?kÉ ÃkÇ=Á }^¤v::

2. yelem doma yidelgo zalum muhandisnet inta.
ይKUÊT ÃÇMÔ ³K<U SN”Ç=c’ƒ ›=”ታ::
mahandisneta yelemduma yidellu (clefted)
SN”Ç=c’ƒ ÃKUÆT ÃÅMÒK<::

3. megala toya be nta yinebrazal SÒK „Áu?” Ã’w^³M::
azo megala toyabe yenebral. (clefted)
›µ SÒL„Áu? Ã’w^M::

Exercise 5.5 Change to action words
N=Á‹ S<MK<እc=““‡¨< ›=j¨<ƒ²=¿ ›“¨<Ö=/Ü
L›ÃK? ²=cÖ<T>dML‡ ›u?Ë¿
1. ameshna gey medresabe yetlemdonor.
›Sg“ Ñ@Ã SÉ[cu? ¾ƒK=UÊ “`::
___________________________________________________________________________
2. firmach tarikhziyo sitin amet bequd tara khaba.
ò`T‹ ታ]¦²=¿ c=+” ›Sƒu?kÉ }ረ¤u::
___________________________________________________________________________
3. kutub sinet testi wa fahni yistezalnta.
Ÿ<~w c=’ƒ }c+ª óQ’> ÃcÖ=³M”ታ::
__________________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER SIX
HARARI GRAMMAR TENSES
Tenses in Harari + ›=j¨<ƒ ¨p+
›=j¨<ƒ S<MK<እc=“” ›<cÖ<u? ²=x›T ›<c<*‹ ²=ƒ“ð›<x¨d PKታ‡³ ›=eÖ<u?
›NÊµ ¨p+Ã” }:: ›NÉg=›= S¦’K?፣ S”u` +K? T>Q[L›Ãu? S«Ãc”K?
¨p+NK:: mØÖ? g=›=ÃU Ã¤<“³M ¨p+u?Ã” }:: ›=j¨<ƒµu? ²=ƒÑKÖ }Qc=Ãw
S‹ ኻ’፣ ›UT” Sˆ Ã¤<“M ፣›UT” Sˆ¥“T” “`vÃ+K? Ãƒð["M::
ÃÁ‹U ›=j¨<ƒµ ¨pƒ Á‹¨<Á^K< vÃ”+” }:: Qoram

Tenses are discussed within the dimension of verbs, that determine in the make up of conjugation
or inflection. Harari language blend tenses, "There are two aspects in Harari the perfect aspect
and the imperfect aspect. The perfect aspect is shown by the verb with out prefixes of person
markers while the imperfect aspect is by the verb stem with prefixes of person markers7. The
perfect is the action completed (past), where as the imperfect is the still going on that the present
in general.
6.1 Past tense NK<õ³ ¨p+
NK<õ ³Á¨p+ u?kÉ ²=ኻ“¨<: ›UT” ²=ÅKÒ¨< ¾k’>³M ›=h¨<+” }:: OK<õ³Á
’>K=³’c ›NÅc?¢”É ›Ul`[u? ›=UkKQ ³Á ¿¤<’>K? Ãò`"M:: Qoram

 Perfect aspect (past verb with action words). NK<õ³¾ ¨p+ ›=j¨<ƒ Ûp+Á‹
1) weldach letu ¨MÇ‹ K?Ö<:: /¨MÇ‹ ታÜ“ K?Ö<::/ ¨MÇ‹ ታÜ“ሶ³ Ÿ=UÑ@Ã K?Ö<.
The children went to Harar.
2) abdi bela ›wÇ= uL›:: /›wÇ= Lk” ’Ç=cœ uL›::/
›wÇ= Lk” ’Ç=c› ›NÉc› u?kÉ uL›::

3) jinam murayat sabara Í=“U S<^¾ƒ cu^:: Í=“U RÍ= f³ S<^¾ƒ cu^::
 Í=“U RÍ= fµ c<wN= S<^¾ƒ eu^:: The mad broke mirror.
4) abdayo burtkhan quchachte ›vÄ u<`~¥” lÝß+::
›vÄ Lk” ²M q[[u? kÅU+T u<`~¥’< qÝÝታT uKታ::

7

Tayech Sime, Syntax
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The woman slashed orange.

An additional aspect to show the past tense is through the auxiliary verb "nara" “^ Identify
the auxiliary form of verb in sentences.
1.Stuz nedebabe nara ›<cታ´ ’Åvu? “^::
›<eታ´ Ö=ƒ ’ደuu? “^:: /›<cታ´ NÍ= f³ Ö?ƒ’ደvu? “^::

 Teacher was here on small nedeba.
2. eqadach mesamat be naru ›?kÇ‹ SሳSƒu? “\:: /vÉ›?kÇ‹ ታÜ“ SdSƒu? “\::
›=kÇ‹ ታÜ“ T>g?ƒ ÆS<U ScSƒu? “\::

 Leaders were in meeting the whole evening yesterday.
3. qahat titgebelbe narti

nNƒ +ƒÑ@uMu?“`+:: nNƒ f³ +ƒÑ@uMu? “`+::

›” ²=¨Ö¤< c› nNƒ +ƒÑ@uMu? “`+::

The girl was sitting when I left.
In the first part we saw action verbs and helping verbs in the second in bath cases the time
dimension is past.

6.2 The imperfect aspect
Present and … tense ›¥š ¨p+ ÁW
›¥¥ ¨p+ ’>L³“፣ ›¥¥እ Ã¤<”³M PÍ¨< Á]³M ›=j¨<+” }:: ›¥¥ ¨p+¨<
Á]³M ›=j¨ƒ ›T”u? ²=k[u ¤’ Ñ>` S<Ö=Øƒ } ›Mታ” Ñ>` V¨< ©Kእ ¨p+
xQ ÃƒTNÖ=K? Ãð`"M:: Qoram

The “imperfect aspect” according to the labeling (›vÉ` N[] c=“” KËT]‹) of Ahmad
and Awgechew, is are verbs describing events in present time, in complete, expressed by verb
stem with prefixes of person markers. The present tense is marked by auxiliary verb hal (NM)
"there is" occurring with independent verbs. The auxiliary verb of the present marker is a suffix
when it occurs with independent verb only and a word when post position /-be/ is suffixed to the
independent verb. Sentences of inta (›=”ታ) “being” and hal (NM) in the context of tenses and
direct word order appears to maintain standard sentence.
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 The inta (›=”ታ) sentence state being or status
1) yi ligi ziqinta ÃK=Í= ²=m”ታ :: This boy is strong .
2) abda hakim inta ›v NŸሚ›=”ታ :: The man is doctor.
3) meregne Haramaya be professor inta.
S]–@ N`TÁ ዩኒቨርሲቲቤ ýaôc]”ታ::
 The hal (NM) sentence states presence or possessions.
1) gidir gar haleyu Ñ>É` Ò` HK¿:: They have big house.(possession)
2) nedebe kalim nutufube hal. ’Åvu? ŸK=U ’<Ö<õu? NM::
There is carpet spread on nedeba. (presence)
b) abba yeketbebe hal ›v ÃŸƒu=u? NM:: The man is writing.(presence)

i. yalozal ahad shum hali?
ÀKA³M ›NÉ g=›=U NK=;
ii) awikha min yaslibe hal?
›¨<¥ T>” Ág=u? NM;
iii) meregnakha ahad shiben halu.
S]—‹¥ ›NÉ g=እu?U NK<;

i) minkut inta?
ii) yelazal kutinta?

T>”Ÿ<ƒ ›=”ታ;
ÃL³M Ÿ<+”ታ;

iii) hoji weizo nimkuta RÍ= ©Ãµ T>”Ÿ<+”ታ;
iv) azo kutinta ta

›µ Ÿ<+”ታ;
Ò` NK¤<;
Ã”w\x³M Ò` NK¤<;
Ñ@Ã SÒKu? Ò` NK¤<;
²={ ›?Ã“ Ò` Ñ@Ã SÒLu? NK¤<;
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Future tense ©K=š ¨p+
©Kእ ¨p+: Ÿ=M›?kÉ Ã¤<’>³M ›=UT” ÃƒÅKÓ³M ሐË¨< Á[³M ›=i¨<~¨<
ዊሊእ ¨p+ ÃKARM:: ©K=እ ¨p+¨< V¨<[እK? ›=jƒውት ÅvL‹ ’>ÅwL“::
Future tense in Harari can be realized from ideas given in specific time in point of time in
relative time dimension in Qorams one second period of time present or future present tense is
close or near to future and present tense maintain relativity. Event by the lexical meanings the
root word “wrote” tell past whereas ‘will write’ to tell future. The future tense clear in temporal
adverbs.
a) aba kilabach kataba. ›v Ÿ=ታv‹ Ÿታv::
The man writes books.
b) liji resalla yeketbal.
The boy writes (K=Í= [dL ÃŸƒvM) The boy will write a letter.
liji resala yckatbelenta K=Í= ]dL ÃŸƒu=K?”ታ.
In the Harari context the future tense is shown by the temporal adverb included in the verb
phrase according to (Tayech Sime and Ahmad Zakarya). Temporal adverbs assumed indicative
of future time as gish (Ñ>i) atehari (›ƒN]) (Ÿ=M ›?kÉ)… In Abdurahman Garad summary
notes Lenta K?”ታ is maintained as to the application to future tense.
©K=š ¨p+ Á]³E" S<MK<šc=““‹
(1) huwa/ azo

soza

yidjial Oª/ ›µ f³ ÃÇ=ÍM:: He will come in the morning.

(1a.) huwa/azo soza yidegilenta Oª/ ›µ f³ ÃÇ=Í=K?”ታ:
(2) quhat athari tibuat

kNƒ ›ƒN] ~u<›ƒ:: The girl will arrive later on.

(2a.) quhat athari tibuelenta . kNƒ ›ƒN] ~u<›=K?”ታ::
(3) an eddebe itgeblakh ›” ›=Èu? ›=ƒÑ@uL¦::

I will sit here.

(3a.) an idebe etgebelenta. ›” ›=Èu? ›=ƒÑ@wK?”ታ ::
(4) liji Arabi yikatbal

K=Í= ›[u= ÃŸƒvM

The boy will write Arabic.

(4a.) liji Arabi yektbelenta K=Í= ›[u= ÃŸƒu=K?”ታ::
Ideas with out temporal adverbs in general common sense could suggest tense although
ambiguity prevails as instances. Oª/›µ/ ÃÇ=ÍM:: kNƒ ~u<›ƒ:: ›” ›[u= ›=Ÿƒv¦
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illustrative enough to ascertain future by their ideas. Precision and persuasion urge to use the
temporal adverbs. such as soza (f³), athari (›ƒN]), and implied of future as in the last two
examples.
The temporal Adverbs +¨p+ ›=j¨<ƒ ÅuM Adverbs ›=j¨<ƒ ÅuM do come with verbs .
The adverbs ›=j¨<ƒ ÅuM are defined as

›=j¨<ƒ ÅuM S<MK<እc=“” ›<ስÖ<u? Ÿ=Mx¨› ›=h¨<~¨< ¾u=Ã`“³K=” }::
ÀÃvÃ+U ›=j¨<ƒ ÅuM+ ›=j¨<ƒ ›NÉ g=›= ÃLM: }Qc=Ãu<U Ãc×M::
Qoram

We realize so many type of adverbs +¨p+ ›=j¨ƒ ÅuM Adverbs of time, place manner and
frequency adverbs are in categories.
ኢg?ƒu? ›<Ý::

+¤<”+ ›=j¨<ƒ

Manner

Ÿ=ታu<

SƒÑ>^Ñw

Frequency

V›Ã Ÿ=U N[« ÃK=×M::

+¨p+

Time

SÉ[cu? ›¥ Ç=Í=¤<::

¤<”+ ›=j¨ƒ ÅuM›=g?ƒu?! kLQu?! Sƒ^¨Øu?፣ SƒvKMu?: ›¨<u?:
SƒÑ>^Ñw ›g¨<ƒÅuM Ÿ<K<e›፣ ›=c›NÉÑ>` ›NÉÑ>\U: ›w³Q Ñ>`
+¨p+›j¨<ƒ ÅuM Ñ>i: ታ›=“:RÍ=: u?kÉ ›¥› ›U“ c?c+“...
Exercise 6.1
+¨p+ ›=j¨<~ óßT ›LÃu? ›“¨<× S<MK<እc=“’< NÍcu? Ÿ=}w/u=.
1. ›v ›¨< ›¨< Ÿ=LÁ: a×:: ____________________________________________________
2. ¨MÇ= ¿\Ö=³M Ò` x›::_____________________________________________________
3. ›« kLQu? Ç=LÒu? ¨Ö<::____________________________________________________
4. ›=N=‚ cu+ cu+ Ñ@Ã ~O^ƒ::______________________________________________
5. K=Î T>g?ƒ T>g?ƒ Ndª Ái—M:: _____________________________________________
6. ›” ›NÉ Ñ>\U Ëu<+ ›MNር¤<U:: __________________________________________
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Contrastive table in past, present and future through verb be
Past (u?kÉ)

Present (›¤)

a)›” u?kÉ(›¨M) ©Í=”“`¤<::

a) ›” ›¤ "+w”}˜::

I was kid before.

 I am a writer now.

b) ›¤¦ u?kÉ ©Í=” “`¤=::

b) ›¥¦ ›¥ Ç¡}]”}¦::

 You were kid before

 You are doctor now.

c) ›¥i ›¨M ©Í=” “`g=::

c) ›¥g ›¥ ¨Nˆ”}g::

You were kid before

 You are matured now.

Future (Ÿ=M›?kÉ)

a) ›” Ÿ=M ›?kÉ
S<Ç=` ›<¤<“¦::

I will be a director
b) ›¤¦ Ÿ=M ›?kÉ
T’@Ë` ~¤<“¦::

You will be a manager
c) ›¤g Ÿ=M ›?kÉ
›Ã ~¤<“g::

You will be a mather
a) ›” ታÜ“ uf uK¤< ::

a) ›” ›¤ Lk’@¨< *L¦::

a) ›” ›ƒN] Ÿ=ታw ›=k^¦

b) ›¤¦ c?c+“ ኡኻት uK¤=::

b) ›¤g ›¤ V} +cói::

b) ›¤¦ Ñ>g Ñ@Ã +K×¦

c)›¤g ^+“ Æcª ÇK” uKg=::

c) ›¤¦ ›¤ ›=^´ +có¦::

c) ›¤g f³ SÉ[d +K=×g

6.3 Pseudo Object Suffix Pronoun in Harari Grammar
Leslaw in his Gleaning in Harari Grammar (1965) discusses ‘Pseudo object suffix pronoun’ and
its function in Harari grammar. The pseudo is the pretending act like object in the structure of
sentence within the Harari grammar in this context.
“The perfect denotes a completed action is more or less equivalent to past tense. The imperfect
may denote an incomplete action to the present tense or action that has not started yet equivalent
to the future tense”.
›=j¨<ƒ ¿Ö<¨]: ›NÉ ›=jƒ¨<ƒ ²=ƒ[¤u e› ›=j¨<ƒ ¾ƒouM³M ›wu ›=T”
g=›=¨< ›=j¨<ƒ ¿Ö<¬] ’>KN“::...ÀÃ vÃ+U ›=j¨<ƒ ²=¨Åku?À¿ ›=j¨<ƒ
ÀÖ<¨]Áˆ”: }¿:: ›=j¨<ƒ ¿Ö<¨<]Ã¬ Ù¨\¨< V¨kK? T>’¨< ›=U” T’<¨<
SƒN?Ãu`u? ’Ñ—K? ’>ð`"“::

Qoram
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From Leslaw the concept pseudo-object suffix pronoun is “an object suffix pronoun” with an
intransitive verb or passive verb explained in the context of ti (+) ta (ታ), inta (›=”ታ) it is or
hal (NM) he is inside the copula in relative perfect or imperfect with in the auxiliary verb.

I take Leslaw’s initial example, reduce it to Harari, and yet remain in the same ideas with in
subject- verb-object in Harari Grammar. I group the examples in tenses with intransitive verbs
and still extend the same process to passive verbs. The peculiarity, the core, idea persists on the
pronoun “it” which is integrated in verbs and that is to identify the relative perfect and imperfect
verbs accordingly.

The helping verbs in past (relative perfect) in discussion of the helping verbs that state being,
existence and presence is the ideas where we search for integrated or appears pseudo.

A. Intransitive verb relative perfect
 ÀNKƒ ²=“_¨< d+ ›c` ›Sƒ u?kÉ “`::

 It was 70 years ago that the situation was… (it, zenarew). This situation was before seventy
years. The pronoun "it" is embodied and functions as the suffix ²=“_¨< verb nara (“^) an
intransitive verb. Notice how it came to the frontal position of the sentence for the purpose of
emphasis to express the situation (ÀNKƒ). The pronoun “it” is integrated in ²=“_¨< as any
other pronoun that replaces the noun here halat NKƒ is the situation.
The speaker could express himself in normal subject, verb, and object: with out missing any idea
except he remains in less emphatic intensity cleft it as follows d+ ›c` ›Sƒ u?kÉ ¿NKƒ
“^:: To learn this grammar it is to my choice I facilitate to turn an occurrence in helping verbs
and convert to action words with out messing element to clear object.
Nevertheless it certainly depicts the core message.
 Ä ²=¥’@¨< Å`Tª ¨Nˆ Ö<”c<e Ò`u? SÇvM²=¿ euwu? ²=Ç=Í ÑÅó u?”ታ::

It happened because boys and girls mixing in the house of wedding festivities (it, zekhanew)
The usual clefts in the s-v-o to the equivalence reads as:
Å`Tª ¨Nˆ Ö<”c<e Ò`u? SÇvMµ cu?wu? ²=Ç=Í ÑÅó ¥“:: No ideas, message or theme

is missed and yet remains less emphatic to of that the intial statement.
 uÍ=Q ›Í›=w ²=ታ g=›= u’>›ÅU Áhª ¾+hK? ²Ãó["¨< ²=Ñ@²T”ታ::
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It is because he performed many miracles that human beings were un able to perform it or to
have performed (it, zeyfrekarw) Again we transform this sentence in to the pattern to s-v-o.
u’> ›ÅU Ágª ¾+hK? ²Ãò`Ÿ¨< uÍ=Q ›Í›=w ²=ታ g=›= ጌዘመ::

In the above three examples the verbs are: ²=“_¨< in (1) ²=¥’@¨< (2), and ²Ãò[" (3) hold the
inta (›=”ታ) clause, inherently depicted in pseudo object suffix pronouns. The second contrastive
statements driven from the initial provide the clear and proper action verbs to the point of
(contrast). I have remained in my discretion to provide the second cleft sentences the events past.
This device reveals the integrated object that appears in “it”.

B. Intransitive verb with relative imperfect
The following illustrative sentences differ from the above in tense, in the dimension that is,
relative to be auxiliary verbs and imperfect in present or it might be extend be to future.
 ¾ƒK?UÇ³K<U c<Ñ<É›Øu] SÉ[cu?”ታ:
It is in the suqtat berci school that he teachers.(it, yetlemdazalum)
To reverse the pseudo object to real object, we could have c<Ñ<Ç›Øu] SÉ[cu? ¾ƒK=UÇM.
He teachers in suqtatbewri school.
 SÛ’kµ Ã³ÃÇ³M ›ª‹²=“ ª ›Á‹²=“ k`“‹ u?”ታ::
It is specially among those equal in age to our fathers and mothers that it worries increasingly( it,
yezaydazal)
›ª‹²=“ª ›Á‹ ²=“ k`“‹u? SÛ’pµ Ã²ÃÇM::
dilaga yefachazal yezayd mehaleqlem altwa…
 Ç=KÒ ÃðÝ³M Ã³ÃÇ= SNKpK?U ›Mታª......
While he goes to another place, it is not for the better wage……(it, yefachozal)
Ã³ÃÇ= SNKpK? ›Mታ Ç=KÒ Ãóà³M:...
The pseudo object suffix pronouns are, in the above examples are in ¾ƒK=UÇ=v³M in (1)
Ã³ÃÇ³M (2) and Ãðà³M all depict the pseudo object ‘it’, in the manifestation of inta
(›=”ታ) clause in present tense (imperfect). The second statement the are derivation from the
initial to clarify or provide options, that also being out the disguised object.
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C. Transitive (Passive) verb inta ›=”ታ stem in relative perfect
 The passive voice structure as a statement is emphatic of the event other than frosty actor.
The object starts sentence when furnished but the statement remain communicative, despite
subject presumably either not important or unknown, either way, the communication is effective.
Contextually the Harari ta ( ) stem the communicative sentence that enshrines to enjoy the
absence of the usual object but prevail in clear pseudo object suffix pronoun ‘it’. I will provide
the statement with pseudo object suffix pronoun to be focused on and provide the contrastive
usual expression to the benefit of option to communicate without missing the grain of facts.
a) c<Uµu?”ታT ²=ƒKkT@¨< ÃcÙRM::
It is in his name that was collected, so given to him (it, zitleqemew)
The object is ‘it’ integrated in ²=ƒKkT@¨<: (c<Uµu?” }KkT::)
²=ƒKkT@¨< ÃcÙRM:: Bath }KkT and ÃeÙNM are passive verbs in past.
b) ²=ƒŠ¤K?¨< ›T>` ’<` ²T”u?”ታ::
It was in the time of Amir Nur that it was built (it, zechekhalew) (²=ƒŠ¤K?¨<) ›T>` ’<`
²T”u? }Š¤K::
c) ²=¡] Ÿ=ታu ²=ƒŸ}u?¨< Ñ@Ã c=“”u? ¾¤’>TU...
Even though the Zekr book was written in Harari….. (it zitketebew)
Ñ@Ãc=“”u? ²=¡] Ÿ=ታw ÃƒŸ}u=TU...
 The 'ta' ( ) stem in imperfect in tense, time scope either in present or imply future.
1. +ታ¨n³~U N[` c<Uu?”ታ (it, titawaqbazat)
The name of Harar, that it was known.

N[` c<Uu?”ታ +ታ¨n³ƒ::

2. ›<c<እ *`Ÿ<ƒ }c+ ¾cS›³Mu?:...
Because people feel very pleased…(it yesamazal)
*`Ÿ<ƒ }e+ ›<c<እ ÃcT›µM:..
3. ›=c+Š¤KK? NUc+ ukL ›Sƒ ¿l^M:: (it, istechekhalele)
It is close to 500 years since it was built .
NT>ስቲ upL ›Sƒ እc+‚¤KK? Ãl^M:
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Notice the passive titaweq bazatum (+ታ¨pv³ƒ), yesemazal (ÃcT›³M) esstichekhaltile
(›=e+Š¤LK?) are passive inclusive with in the context of present time. I better conclude with
Leslaws words “The object suffix pronoun in our example with transitive and intransitive or
passive verbs could be interpreted probably as an internal direct object.

Exercise 6.3 Give the difference of meanings in Harari script
Sእ“LÃT Ÿ=}w/ Ÿ=}u=
(1) a) ›Í›=w ²=ታ g=›= }^¤v:: b) ›Í ›=w ²=ታg=›= ›^¤v::
____________________________________________________________________________
(2) a) ²=ƒŠ¤K?¨< ›T>` ’<` ²T”u?”ታ:: d) ›T>`’<` ²T”u? }ŠÃ¤L::
______________________________________________________________________________
(3) a) ²=ƒŠ¤Lu?¨< ²T” ታ¨n:: b) ²=ƒŠ¤Ku?¨< ²T” ›‚¨n::

__________________________________________________________________
(4) ÀÃN=Á‹ S<MK<እc=““‹ u? ›=j¨<ƒ ÃÖ<] Ãታ¨m“M::
_____________________________________________________________________________
(5) ›=j¨<ƒ Ág= u=]˜u? Ãታ¨m’M::
____________________________________________________________________________

6.4 Harari verbs imperfect (Simple present/future)
(µ-zo), (²=¿-ziyu) as suffixes with inta (›=”ታ) express prevailing or not completed events
Take the integrated verb derivel root verb and decide the suffix
1) yebehzizo

ikhiy

gar inta ÃvQ²=µ

›=¦Ã

Ò`ታ” ::

Most are cereal stores.
yebahzi, (ÃvQ²=) bazaha (v³N) is the verb -zo suffix
2) yansiziyum bariqachi be yitrakhabalu Á”c=²=¿U u] nÜu?

Ãƒ[¥vK<::

Few are beyond the gate in rural area.
yansi, (Á”c=) anasa (›“d) is verb ziyum ²=¿U-their (possessive suffix)
3) ziqarach misha garziyu yaqanalu ²=k^‹ T>h

Ò`²=¿

¾k“K<::

The remained move to their place (home)
ziqara (²=k^) – remain, qura (k^) ach-›‹ plural suffix ²=k^‹ the remaining.
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4) miyzitoru

wacharach ziyu nirayuhuna T>Ã ²=Ù\ ¨Ú^‹²=¿ ’>[¿R“::

We see their donkeys carry water.
zetorach, (²=Ù^‹) tora, (Ù^)
(a) indochachbem fizbe zitawaqach koot intayu
›=”Ê‰‹u?U ò´u? ²=ታ¨n‹ ¢›ƒ ›=”}¿::
There are two women who are will known among the women.
zitawoqach- (²=ታ¨<n‹:) tawaqa (ታ¨n)-verb
(b) azo kusom zimotachle yeborde yilal “›µ Ÿ<ƒµU ²=VታችK? ¾x`Ç=” ÃLM::
He says, may it like wise reach for the dead.
zemotachle ²=Vታ‹K?-for the dead mota (Vታ)- verb
(c) yi ziquqaleneyach sinanachu ¿ ²=okK’@Á‹

c=““‡

The language we mentiond ziqeqelneyach.
ziqeqalach-(²?okL‹) qeqala-(okL)
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Harari verb imperfect
(Simple present)
Break down and extract the root verb from compound
Æ"”

dukan
1

ÃÅMÑ>³L‹ yidilgizalch
-zalch ³K‹

metwakhable

2

S}ª¤wK?

 delega Ç=KÒ is verb

ÃÇ=Í=³L‹ yidigizalach
-zalach ³K‹ dija Ç=Í

uÍ=Q

bagih

3

ÃkIT>³K‹ yeqahmizalach
-zalach ³K‹

kw]

qubri
4

 qamha kSN

Ã¤]³L‹ yekharizalach
-zalach ³K‹ khara ¤^ .. verb

metwakhable
5

Sƒª¤wK?

Ã¦g³K‹ yekhashhizalach
zalach ³K‹ wakhaba ¨¥v.. verb

N.B.
 Harari verbs in the table are Ç=KÒ# Ç=Í# kSP# ¤^# ¨¤v...
 Compound verb ÃÅMÑ>³L‹# ÃÅÏ³L‹# ÃkIT>³K‹#Ã¤[³L‹# Ã¤i³L‹.
 Tense events above are simple present (imperfect) not past tense.
The suffix in 5 examples ach (›‹)  ³M›‹ indicate plural number to agree to
subject accordingly.

1) If the writer maintains the relative in helping verbs, what are relative perfect and imperfect.
Exercise 6.4
›=j¨<ƒ Ág= Ûp+Á‹ S”u`+ S¦“ Sƒ`¤w Á]³K‡ Ö=^Q.
a) ›¤ ¨p+ Á] _____________________________________________________________
b)OK<õ ³Á ¨p+ ___________________________________________________________
2) Is this terminology used in classroom English class?
›=j¨<ƒ Ág= ÜmƒÁ‹ ›LÃ c=“”u? Ãታ¨m“K<;
Yes. ›=Ãታ¨nK<_____________________________________________________________
No.T@Ãታ¨lT@K<____________________________________________________________
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RECAPITULATION TABLE OF TENSES
PAST TENSE (PERFECT ASPECT)

 Simple past l`[ OK<õ ³¾
1. ŸTM ¢Uù¾}` ¨¥v::
Kamal bought computer.
2. S<ÒÇ‹ ðk` ›Û::
Mugads sung new song.
3. S<Ç=` Ñ@Ã ö˜ K?×::
Director went to Harar.
 Past perfect (past in past )
\Op OK<õ ³¾
1. ŸTM ¢Uú¿}` ¨¥u “`::
Kamal had bought computer.
2. S<ÒÇ‹ ðk` ›Û” “`::
Mugads had song new song.
3. S<Ç=` Ñ@Ãö˜ K?× “`::
Director had gone to Harar.
 Past continuous
SUc`u? ²=“` NK<õ ³¾
1. Sx›? c› ነሺደ ÃÖ?’u<” “`::
When I entered he was listening music.
2. ›µ Ÿ=ታw Ãk]u? “`::
He was reading book.
3. ›« SÉ[cu? ¾ƒK=UÆ “`::
My father was teaching in school.
 Aggregate three time event .
1. ŸTM ¢Uù¾}` ¨¥v::
2. ŸTM ¢Uù¾}` S¨<¤u? “`::
3. ²=x¤< c› ŸTM ¢Uù¾}` Sƒª¤wu?“`::
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PRESENT TENSE

 Simple present
1. ¨MÇ‹ Å`c=²=¿ ÃŸƒvK<::
Children write notes.
2. ¨MÇ= Å`c=µ¨< ÃŸƒvM::
The boy writes notes.
3. T¨`Ç= Å`c=²?¨< +Ÿƒvƒ::
Mawredi writes her notes.
 Present continuous.
1. ¨MÇ‹ S¡}wu? NK<::
The children are writing notes.
2. ¨MÇ= S¡}wu? NM::
The boy is writing notes.
3. ›” S¡}wu? NM¤<::
I am writing notes.

FUTURE TENSES

Simple future
1. ¨MÇ‹ ›}N] ›=^´ ÃT>ÝK<::
Children will wash cloths later on.
2. Å`c= T>g?‚Ã Ãƒ›?ÑLM::
Her will start in the evening.
3. ›” Sc“” Å[c= ›ƒK=UÇ¦::
I will teach conversation.
Future continuous
1. ¨MÇ‹ ›=^´ ÁUÛu? NK<::
Children will be washing closes.
2. Å`c= T>g?‚Ã Ãƒ›?ÑLM::
Our class will be starting.
3. ›” Sd’” Å`c= ›ƒK=UÇ=K? NM¤<::

Variation
1b ¨MÇ‹ ›ታN] ›=^´ ÃT>ÛK?”ታ::
2b ›²? Å[c=²?¨< T>g?‚Ã +ÓK=K?”ታ::
3b ›”: Se“” Å`c= ›ƒK?UÇK?”ታ::
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I will be teaching conversation.

6.5 Grammar, contained in Harari Riddles (deba deba Åv Åv)
Harari riddles reflect the society that produced them,. Riddles do have a numerous themes to
pass not only for children, but also for adults . The very feature compact expressions with
popular words for simplicity bestow them pedagogic feature. I am attracted to the language
aspect specifically their containment of elements of grammar.
The language usage in its particularity of the pedagogical nature favors to serve my purpose to
utilize and approach with in the grammatical structure of Harari language. One can use the
riddles as resource of teaching and learning material, to deliver language teaching and realize the
cultural dimension.
I consider them specific to illustrate simple present tense (universal truth), qualities of repetition
in emphatic and persuasion that could create powerful tool effective in written language.
Besides few expression draw the lines of parallelism in stylish quality in word grouping of
balance structure. Riddles with contained ideas hint to writer, the “would be writers” provide
grammatical ellipsis presumably avoided, removed verbs or nouns omitted as the already
understood in the horizon of the Harari language prevail as requirements in selected riddles.
Finally, I included the “ma clause” from the riddle to reinforce the already discussed ideas.
Here under are five points in category of Harari riddle picked as samples to trace the
grammatical construction. The context I focused on to create nexus is to the orientation of
terminology used to explain something in shade of the grammar. Thus, I remain in my own
discretion to the few examples enshrined with explanations, yet I deliberated them in two
categories transcribed in Harari script. I provide the grammatical elements in table followed by
riddles that depict style for writing.

.
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B. Analysis of Harari Riddles for tenses and writing devices

Structural Terms of Grammar with ideas in Riddles
Grammatical Elements

1

2

Relative perfect

(it is …)

Examples form Riddles

bila fetit ze zegedo (u=L ð+ƒ ²=²?ÑÊ)

Past verb of copula

Stretched without string

Present affirmative (positive)

dechi be yegdrizal (Åˆu? ÃÑÉ]³M)
bigger than earth

3

Negative Present (not to…)

uss zeydganqa (›<c<እ ²የƒÒ—) unreachable

4

Simple imperfect (It is)

hay be nechih (NÃu? ’ÜQ) whiter than milk

(Auxiliary verb (²=ታ) omitted)

To mean NÃu? ²=ÁÇ ’ÜQ (²=ታ)

Compound imperfect

yolal yesechal (ÂLM: Ãc‰M)

yo…al, ye… sachl..

that eats and drinks

Impersonal imperfect connected to

qetetu be yequflu (kÖÖ<u? ¾lõKA)

5

6

That closes with splinter
7

Possessive suffix pronoun 1st person

mishet bun achkhu (T>g?ƒ u<” ›ß¤<)

›ß¤<  ›” ›ß¤<

I spread coffee bean at night.

person belonging/ connected to
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108

Contrast noun/noun, verb/verb

mushet bun achekaum maltu qe betkho

T>g?ƒ/T›M~

T>g?ƒ u<” ›ß¤<T T›K~ kuØ¤<

›ß¤</kuØ¤<
9

Copula ‘he is’,

uruso tay aratzo qeh

ellipsis verb zeta ²=ታ (omitted)

(›<\f ÖÃ :›^ƒµ oQ)

›<\e/›^ƒ

The head black, the tongue red.

ÖÃ/oQ
10

11

‘There is, there are’

sasa darma ustube ahad aruzit

(verbs of existence, and being)

dd Å`T ›<cÖ<u? ›GÉ ›\²=ƒ

halti NM+ omitted

One bride among thirty boys

Contrast Adverbs

afbe yemeri meqetube yitimi

ÃS]/ ÃÖ=T>

›õu? ÀS] SkÖ<u? ÃÖ=T>
Delicious in souce bitter in mouth

12

13

Contrast nouns

Ijibe yezero, afbe yeleqmo

›=Í=u?/›õu?

›=Í=u? Ã²a ›õu? ÃKpV

Ã²a/ÃKpV

Disperse by hand gather by mouth

Contrast parallelism balanced

meqetu mulu unqa,

expressions

meqetu mulu shebt
SkÖ< S<K<

›<”n SkÖ< S<K<

guƒ

Full bowl popcorn full bowl grey hair

C. Stylish expression for emphasis or persuasion throw a mat on floor to the benefit of Harari
writers. The tools from riddles are devices of repetition and frame parallelism in sentences
structure. The affirmative (positive) verbs to commence, yet to terminate in negative to achieve
emphasis.
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 Repetition of  positive verbs and end in Θ negative
a. yolal, yesechal gaf yashumel ÄLM # Ãc‰M # Ñõ Ág<T@M::
The entity eats, drinks, but doesn’t defact.
b. mi yesechal, aduyashal yasinumel T>Ã Ãc‰M #›Æ ÁhM #Ác=’<T@M::
It drinks, excretes yet doesn’t utter.
c. yesechi yesechi zeytif Ãcˆ # Ãcˆ # ²ÃÖõ::
That drinks, drinks doesn’t quench.
d. yetgebi

yetgebi zeydilaga

Ã+Ñ@u= # ÃƒÑ@u=# ²ÃÇ=LÒ::

That it sits, sits doesn’t tire.
e. yitergo yetergo

zeytihelad ÃÖ`Ô ÃÖ`Ô ²?Ã+N?KÉ::

Sweep, and sweep doesn’t complete.
 Parallelism in structure of word grouping, (balanced expressions) in type and tenses
a. ahad gir yuhuatahal ahad girum tuf yelahal
›NÉ Ñ>` ¿Q×NM !›NÉÑ>\U ~õ ÃKNM::...
At time swallows at another spits.
b. afbe belechuzo, kersibe amutazo ›õu? uL‡µ Ÿ`c=u? ›S< µ::...
Festivtly in word but sad in the hearts.
c. hayze halal baserzemo haram NÃ²? NLM uc`²?V N^U:
The milk permitted (allowed) the flesh prohibited (not allowed).
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CHAPTER SEVEN
PRONOUNS c<U N=Ò˜

7.1 Pronoun defined and the persons
A. The Harari Pronouns
c<U N=Ò˜ c<U ›ታÃK? ’>ƒ“ðእv³’ Ûp+Ã”ታ
:: c<U N=Ò˜ ’>ƒ“ð*³“
›NÉ SMK<እc=“” ›<cÖ<u? ›NÉ c<S<¨< SƒÑ>^Ñu<¨< SƒoÃ[NK?”ታ }::
Qoram
In the usual explanation, in description or expositions, repetition amounts to boredom urges to
use objective and possessive and other forms of pronouns
Subject forms of pronouns in three persons, from the narrators angle, first speaker speaks about
himself (in singular and plural), second person directly speaks to (in singular and plural number)
and identifies male and female. In the third person, pronoun speaker directs his articulation to
about absentee (male and female) and in plural number inclusively. The unique in Harari
pronoun maintain male and female. The second person ‘you’ too realistically maintains in
number. The third person as usual in in singular and plural verbs. The third person singular he
is azo (›µ) and option is huwa (Oª), similarly she, azze is in option to hiya N=Á.
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Persons (\SÉ) in Harari pronouns

›c?Ã’>

1st person, speaker speaks about himself
Singular (k`)
Plural (uÍ=Q)
an ›” (I)
enach ›=“‹ (We)
2nd person , speaker speaks to some one


¾c=•

akhakh ›¥¦ (male) you
akhash ›¥g (female) you


²K?M

akhakhach
›¥¥‹ (you)

3rd person , speaker speaks about absent people
azo ›µ (He) Oª huwa

azeyach

aze ›²? (She) N=Á hiya

›²=Á‹ (They)

NB. Focus on the second person gender masculine and feminine

B. Generalized Pronouns
Indefinite Pronouns & number
a. only,
alone mutti (S<Ö=)
hebal
(N?uM)
hebelach (N?uL‹)
hebelu
(N?uK<)
hebelachu(N?uL‡)
b. atti be atti
(›Ö=u?›Ö=)
with one another
c. dufun Æñ” all

Exercise Pick the indefinite pronoun and prepare your own list. Read the sentence and give your
own conclusion to attain meanings.
c<U N=Ò˜µ¨< ›<ßT Sš“µ¨< eØ/Ü
a) ›NÉµ ›LÃµ¨< Ñ>`Ò^ Vh NMv::

a ______________ _______________

b) ›’ ›NÉg=›=U ›=¤g<T@¦::

b ______________ _______________

c) uiui SNKp NKiª Ö=ƒ ›=Qƒ¤iK? c=Ü::

c _______________ ______________

d) አሀድ²=ታ Ndª ›Ç=ÍT Ÿ<KµU }e vÂ¨<::

d ______________ _______________

e) ›NÉµ Ç=ÍT ›NÇ”›NÉ ²=ታ c=“” ›c?’“::

e _______________ _____________
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7.1.1 Verb pronoun suffix c<U N=Ò˜ šj¨<ƒ Ûp+Á‹
Singular (k`)
(I)
an ›”

First person

Plural (uÍ=Q)
(We)
inach ›=“‹

1. an gish gey ilitakh ›” Ñ>g Ñ@Ã ›=K=×¦::
I will go to Harar tomorrow. The verb ›=K=×¦ is suffixed with “¦” indicate the subject (I).
2. inach gish gey nilitana. ›=“‹

Ñ>g= Ñ@Ã

’>K=×“::

We will to go Harar tomorrow. The

verb ’>K=×“ suffixes ““”show the pronoun (We). Prefixes (›=),and (’>) come before verbs in
illitakh, ›=K=×¦ and nilitana ’>K=×“ inform the subject understood from these prefixes.
Singular (k`)
You ›¥¦ (m)
akhakh/ akhash
›¥i (f)

Second
person

›¥¦ Ñ>g

1. akhakh gish gey tilitakh

Ñ@Ã

Plural (uÍ=Q)
You
akhakhach
›¥¥‹

+K=×¦::

You will go to Harar tomorrow
2. akhakach gish gey tilitakhu ›¥¥‹ Ñ>g Ñ@Ã +K=×¤<::
You (plural) will go to Harar tomorrow.
3. akhash

gish

gey tilitash ›¥g Ñ>i

Ñ@Ã

+K=×i::

You will go to Harar tomorrow
The verb tlitakh, +K=×¦ tcletakhu +K=×¤< and the prefix for both verb is ti /+/ doesn’t
indicate the pronoun.
The verbs with suffix pronoun tilitash (+K=×g) and the suffix (g) show the pronouns she
(›¥g) we don’t consider the prefixes.
Singular (k`)
He, Oª/ ›µ
she N=Á/ ›²?

Third person

4. azo gish gey yilital ›µ

Ñ>g

Ñ@Ã

Plural (uÍ=Q)
They ›²=Á‹

ÃK=×M::

He goes to Harar tomorrow.
5.aze gish gey tllitat ›²?

Ñ>g Ñ@Ã

+K=×ƒ::
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She will go to Harar tomorrow.
6. azeyach gish gey yilitalu ›²=Á‹

Ñ>g Ñ@Ã ¿K=×K<::

They will go to Harar tomorrow.
The verbs with suffix are yilital ÃK=×M tilitat

+K=×ƒ yllitalu ÃK=×K< indicate subject

pronouns he, she, and they respectively.

Exercise Find the number in singular and plural indicating the person for the following Harari
sentence. First give the person in pronoun and their the number with (m) for male and (f) for
female to associate masculine and females.
ÀታNÃu? ²=cÖ< 5 S<MK<እc=““‹¨< 1) c<UN=Ò‹ 2) NMm 3) NV¨` Ÿ=}w/Ÿ=}u=
S<Mc<እc=““‹
1) ›” ›T>`”}˜

1) c<UN=Ò˜ 2) N=Mm (k/u)

3) NS¨<` (¢/እ)

T>` ›wÇ=gŸ<` ”}˜:: 1_____________2__________3_____________

2) ›¥¦ ðÆK= ¥”¤= Ÿu=`vQ }ÒÅM¤=::1_____________ 2__________3_____________
3)Ñ@Ã vÃ+ ›<c<እ²?# Æõ²?ª ታ]¦²?” :: 1_____________2__________3_____________
4) ›²=Á‹ mÖ=²=¿U ›Ç=c ›uv N\ª T”ÃÉKÒ:: 1______2__________3_____________
5)NKc=~ ›=Qƒ¥ Ÿ<ƒu? SN?Í ›Ç¥”ታ:: 1____________ 2__________3_____________

N=Mm(k`/ uÍ=Q) NSV` (¢/እ”c+)
Harari collocation in atibe ati (›Ö=u?›Ö=) to mean one another or each other.
Verb

Harari

Meaning

Meaning

One another

1. mehate

SNÖ

kick

}TNÖ<

›Ö=u?›Ö= }TNNÖ<

Kicked each other

2. sedede

eÅv

insult

}dÅu<

›Ö=u?›Ö= }cÇÉu<

Insulted each other

3. wedede

¨ÅÇ

love

}ªÅÆ

›Ö=u?›Ö= }ªÇÆ

Loved each other

4. qebeta

kuÖ

dispute

}nvÖ<

›Ö=u›Ö= }pvuÖ<

Confronted each other

4. hafeqa

Nðk

hug

}Nðl

›Ö=u?›Ö= }Ióðl

Hagged each other

Notice the prefix “}” in derivation Harari that vowel /a/ after the second consonant sounds
T/d/ª/n/and /N/
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Break down of ›Ö=u›Ö= each other or one another to view from Dr. Qoram I will take
them. start with + (}) change the starting consonant to be followed by /a/ vowel/ to establish
derivation,
Act (verb)

Be each other

Derivation

Meaning

1. ’¤d

(}) + “¤d

}“¤c

Bite

2. ÑÅL

(}) + ÒÅL

}ÒÅK

Fought

3. Ñð^

(}) + Òð^

}Òð^

Corresponded

4. ÒSK

(}) + ÒSK

}ÒSK

Folded

5. SNÖ

(}) + TN×

}TN×

Struck

Exercise: Five words and the first in atibe ate ›Ö=u?›Ö? five in negative are provided here
under. Give meanings in Harari
1. Ûq+Á‹K? Ñ@Ãc=“”u? T›“²=¿ ›<`Ç=/Í= Sእ“²=¿ c=Ø/cÜ
T>dMK:- }p^[O›NÉµ ›LÃµ¨< ›=”µ¨< N?Î¨<:
a) }cÇÅu< __________________________________________________________________
b) }ÓÇÅK< __________________________________________________________________
c) }`ª¨Ö< __________________________________________________________________
d) }Óóð\ __________________________________________________________________
e) }UNNÖ _________________________________________________________________
2. S<MK<šc=““‹ Š¥KA¨<ƒu? S¡}w c<U N=Ò˜ + ›=j¨<ƒ Ç=uMK<T Ÿ=SK<¿
T>dMK:-

N=Á‹ ¢*ƒ kNታ‹ Ò`

›<eÖ<u? }ß^[l::

a) ›ƒTNÖ< _________________________________________________________________
b) ›ƒv[Æ ___________________________________________________________________
c) ›ƒðKS< __________________________________________________________________
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7.2 Possessive Pronouns ³Ø’ƒ Á] c<UN=Ò˜

³Ø’ƒ Á] c<U N=Ò˜
›NÉ g=›= ›=U” SNª ›NÉ ›<c<እ Ç=’~¨< Á]³K¨< ³Ø’ƒ Á] c<U N=Ò˜
ÀKARM::
Qoram
Pronoun that indicate ownership or belongingness are indicated by suffixes. Pronoun in three
persons in singular and plural in male & female are suffixed respectably I take the noun kitab
Ÿ= w book and suffix be (u?) it to show possessions.
The first I is suffixed with person for singular sina(c=“) /zina(²=“)
Singular (k`)

Plural (uÍ=Q)

a. kitabe Ÿ=ታu?

kitabzina Ÿ=ታw²=“

b. gare Ò_

garzina Ò`²=“

Nouns Ÿ=ታw and Ò`
c. kitabkha Ÿ=ታw¥

kitabkho Ÿ=ታw§

kitabkhash Ÿ=ታw¤g
d. garkha

In second person the noun gar Ò` to
(house) and kitab Ÿ=ታw (book) maintain

Ò`¥

garkho Ò`§

the suffixes accordingly.

e. garkhsh Ò`¤g

3rd g. garzo Ò`µ

(²=¿) are suffixed with noun gar (Ò`)

Ò`²?

gar ze



Suffixes

1st

e (›?)

zina (²=“)

2nd

kha (¥)

kho (§)

khash (¤g)
3rd

In third person zo (µ), ze (²?) , and zeyu

gar ziyo Ò`²=¿

Zo, ze

Ziyo

(µ), (²?)

²=¿

dufan
dufane
dafnzo

Çó”
Æó’@
Æó”µ

dofeze
Æó”²?
dufeakho Æó”§

bed
dufanzina

Æó” ²=“

dofen zio

Æó”²=¿
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Indicate belonging
›”³Ø

My own

 እ“‹³Ø

Our own

 ›¤¦ ³Ø

Your own (m)

›¥g ³Ø

Your own (f)

›¥¥‹ ³Ø

Your own (p)

›µ³Ø

His own

 ›²? ³Ø

Her own

›²=Á‹ ³Ø

Their own

Realize the be (u?)-(›?), zina (²=“) kha (¥) khash (¤i) kho (§) zo (µ) ze (²?) and zeyu (²=¿)
are possessive suffixes attached to Harari pronouns to inform ownership.

7.3 Demonstrative Pronouns ¾k’> c<U N=Ò˜
A. Pronoun that indicate or show position in distance or near.
(i) this ÄÁ/Ã that Áእ
these ÀÁ‹ ሒያች those ¾›‹
(ii) here (›=È) there (›µÈ) over here (›=ታ}Ã) over there (Á›ታÃ).
ÀÃu? ²=cÖ<: T@ÑM N`òÁ‹ S<ØÖ= Ÿ=}w:: c<UN=Ò˜

1.Ãðk` Ñ@Ãc=“” ©p] GL::

l^ / \Np

c<

l

\

This song has Harari rhyme.________ _______ ______

2. ÁእÅu? ³M ’<ÓÇ ›=È ÃÇ=ÍM:: That guest comes over here. ________ ______ ______
3. NÁ‹ ›QL‹²=—¨< ’>pu¿R’:: These are our relative, we wait them .______ ________
4. Á›‹ ¨N‰‹ ›\´ SªKMu? NK<. Those girls are inviting for wedding.______ ___
5. ›k’˜ uM ›ÃÈu? NK<; Would you tell where they are. _________ _______________
c<U N=Ò˜ Pronouns
c<UN=Ò˜

Types of pronoun

Examples
Ÿ<~w Ç=’‚ SMታ::

1. ¾k’>c<U N=Ò˜

Demonstrative

Áእ

2 ¾ƒN=w]c<U N=Ò˜

Interrogatives

T’< Sc“” +¥g¦;

3.³Ø’ƒ Á]c<U N=Ò˜

Possessive

Ÿ=ታu?¨< Sp^እ ›Mð[¤<U

4. ÃÓKÓK=c<UN=Ò˜

Relative

²=’c¥¨< ›ÈÏK˜
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¾m’> c<U N=Ò˜ ›NÉ g=›= l`[’ƒ ›=U \Qp’ƒ ²?«Ãc’ S¤’ ›=T”
›MS¦“¨< Á]³M c<Uµ¨< À¤<”³K=”ታ:: ¾k’>c<U N=Ò˜ ¢*ƒ ›ƒታÃu?
Ãƒc?Ã›ÇM:: ›NÉµ ²=ƒ«Ãc“ (²=ƒታ¨p) ¢*ƒታ˜µ V¨¦ ²M+«Ãc’ (²M
ቲታ¨n”) }:: Qoram
¾k’>c<U N=Ò˜
ÀÃ

¾እ

ÃÁ‹

¾›‹

¾ƒ}

¾›}

ÀÃÁ‹

¾›‹

›NÉ

ÀÃŸ<³M

›ƒ}

›=ƒ+

Near l^

Distant \Np

1. Singular

1. Singular

 yi ÀÃ (this)

ya ¾እ (that)

2. Plural

2. Plural

 hiyach N=Á‹ (these)

yaach Á›‹ (those)

 ede ›=È (here)

azode ›µÈ (there)

B. Referential words in Harari meaning
1. zo (µ) (the)
2. azzo kut (›µ Ÿ<ƒ) (thus)
3. azzo kut som (›µ Ÿ<ƒfU) (like wise)
Exercise
ÀÃ}NÃu? ³K 5 S<MK<እc=““‹u? ¾k’>c<U N=Ò˜ ²=Š¤Lu?Á‡
(1) c<UN=Ò˜ S<ØÖ= (2) NK=mª k`/ uÍ=Q (3) l^/\Op.
c<UN=Ò˜ N=Mk (k` uÍ=Q) \Qn
1. ÀÃ Ÿ=ታw: Ñ@Ãc=“”u? }Ÿ}vª N?Í::1.______ 2._________3. _________________
2. ¾እ Ÿ=ታw Ñ@Ã ታ]¦ ¾ƒK=T>ÇM:: 1. __________2. _________3 _______________
3. ÀÁ‹ Ÿ=ታv‹ ›=c›NÉK? N?Mk¿T ›c× ›<iu¿:: 1._______ 2.______3 _______
4. NÍ=e Ÿ=ታw ›=Èu? Ãƒ[¤vM:: 1._________ 2._________ 3.__________________
5. u?kÉ ²=]’@¨< Ÿ=ታw ›µÈu? Ã’w^M:: 1.___________ 2._________ 3.__________
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³Ø’ƒÁ] c<UN=Ò˜ S<MK<እc=“”
ÀÃ ›=^´ Ñ“ò” ታ

This cloth is a trouser

Ñ“ò¨< ›« ›”K? ¨¤u<M˜

Father bought it for me

Ñ“òµ Ç=”‚”ታ::

It is my trouser.

›”³Ö=”ታ::

It is mine

ÀÁ‹/N=Á‹ S¡}w K<Q” }¿
›cታ´

እ“‹K? c?›Æ“

These are writing plates
Teacher distributed for us

K<N‹ Ç=’ƒ²=—” }¿

They are our plates.

›=“‹ ³Ö=”}¿::

They are ours.

ÀÃ K=wh ÍŸ?+” ታ::

This coat is a jacket

ÍŸ?~¨< œ” cØ¤<¦

I gave it to you

ËŸ?ƒµ Ç=’ƒ ¥”ታ:

It is your jacket

›¥¦³Ö=”ታ::

It is yours.

ÀÃ K=vh kT>c=”ታ

This is a skirt

kT>c< ›vÂ ¨¤u<K<g

Mother bought it for you

kT>cµ Ç=”ƒ¤g=”ታ

It is your skirt

›¥g³Ö=”ታ::

It is yours.

ÀÃ q^U Ç=LÒ”ታ

These are fine jobs

Ç=KÒ¨< ›” ›Ñ˜¤<K<¦

I got them for you

ÅKÒµ Ç=’ƒ¤”ታ

They are your jobs

›¥¦ ³Ö=”ታ::

They are yours.

ÀÃ Ç=LÒ

›<cታÉ’+”ታ

This is a teaching job

›<cታÉ’ƒ Ç=KÒ¨< ›” cØ§::

I assigned him to teach

እcታÉ’ƒµ Ç=’ƒµ”ታ

It is his job

›µ ³Ö=”ታ

It is his.

’`c=’ƒ Ãƒ[¤vM

Nursing job is available

’`c=’~ Ç=LÒ¨ Å¡„` cÖ?::

Doctor assigned it for her

’`e’ƒµ Ç=’ƒ²?”ታ::

Nursing is her job

›²?³Ö=”ታ::

It is hers.

›µ ›ታÃu? Ãƒ[እ³M SNKn‹”}¿
SNKn‹ LmÁ‹u? }cS~
SNKn‹ Ç=’ታ‹ ²=¿”}¿
›²=Á‹ ³Ö=”}¿::

There are coins
They collected them
They are their coins
They are theirs.
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7.3.1 Relative Pronouns ÃÓKÓK= c<U N=Ò˜ who, that, which zi (²=)
Speaking in references to the already known noun in general (indefinite and definite), and
providing additional information to the main idea are established with relative pronoun ÃÓKÓK=
c<U N=Ò˜. Few of the elative pronouns are who, which, that, where, when, why, whom
establish relationship to subject or object. Besides these pronouns are utilized to frame clauses as
instance tinabrebaezak atay (+’w]v³¦ ›ታÃ) “where you live”, zetheberkhagn surachu
²ƒN?u`¤˜ c<^‡

that you asked and iqiqlibazakh sabab (›=mmK=v³¦ cuw), ‘why I

mention’ etc are few example.
a)

zidija aba

²=Ç=Í ›v (person who came)

zinasakha kitab ²=’d¥ Ÿ=ታw…(book that you grabbed)
zimalikha gar

²=SKI¥ Ò` ….(house which you chose)

The following examples sentences hold relative clauses (underlined).
1) ÃcÖ=³M ›LG<”ታ:: He who gives is Allah.
2) ²=¤g¤˜ c› እÇ=Í¦. When you need me, I will come.
3) NÃ ²=KPÇ Ñ@w }cu^. The cup that contains milk broke.
4) \Qµ¨< Ñ>`Ò^ Ág³K< ›LG<U Ñ>`Ò` ÁgNM::
He who helps him self is helped by Allah.

Noun + suffixes in possessives
khad ¥É Ones
1. gelach khad bah metra ekhashakh Ñ@L‹ ¥ÉvQ

Sƒ^› ›=¤h¦::

I need meeting with my own friends …
2. gar khad bah yasanohoka Ò` ¥ÉvQ ¾d•RM "!
You discuss it with ones family.
3. marign khad bah yitheregholbelay! S]˜

¥ÉvQ ÃƒN?`ÔRM u=LÃ!

You counsel with ones friend.
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Emphasize with Reflexive Pronoun in Harar c=“” ¾Öwm c<U N=Ò˜
c=“” ¾Öum c<UN=Ò˜ ÆwK?Ã ª ²=ÅwK?Ã Æu<K?Ã ’>c=ÅN“:: ÆwK?Ã c<U›”
›<\¨c?: ›=“‹ ›<\¨c=“: ›¥¥‹ ›<\e§... ²=Æu<K?Ã ÇwK?Ã c=“” ¾Öwm¨<
SƒÇKÓK? Æu<M c=“” ÁÖwm LÃu? ›=Ë¨< ÀL³K<¨< g=›=g=+ \S<Éu?U SÉuM
ÃÅMÑ>K? Ãð`"M:: Qoram
›” ›<\c? እËu?: / እ“‹ ›<\¨<c²=“ / ›Í=²=“u?/ ›¥I›<\c¤g ›=Í=¤iu?

Qur singular k`

bejih plural uÍ=ÃQ

1st an uruse

enach uruszina ›=”“‹ ›<\c²=—

I my self ›” ›<\c?

We ourselves

2nd akhak uruskha ›¤¦ ›<\c¥

akhakhach uraskho ›<\c¥

You your self

You your selves

akhash uniskhash ›¥i ›<`c¦i
3rd azo uruszo ›µ ›<`fµ

azeyach uruszeyy ›²=Á‹ ›<\e²=¿

He himself
azze urasze ›²? ›<`c²?
She her self

Realize the emphatic pronoun from these sentences
A. ¾Öwm c<U N=Ò˜ ÆwK?Ã
1. ann uruse tidijikut emadkhukh.
›” ›<\c? +ÇÍŸ<ƒ ›?SÉ¤<¦::
I my self told you to come.
2. enach uruszigna takhalnama emednew.
›=“‹ ›<\e²=— }"NM“T ›?SÉ’@¨<::
We our selves agreed to and told him.
3. akhash uruskhash nemdahana bashi ma emedsha.
›¥g ›<\c¤i ’>UÇN“ vg=T ›?SÉh::
You your self (f) agreed and said we tell him.
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B. ¾Öwmc<UN=Ò˜ ²=ÆwK?Ã ÆwK?Ã
a) ann uruse ejebe setkhulch ›” ›<[c? ›=Îu? c<Ø¤<¦:
I myself by my own/ (in my hand) gave it to you.
b) azzo uruszo ejizobe setesh ›µ ›<\eµ ›=Í=µu? cÖ?i::
He himself by his own/ (in his hand) gave it to you ….
c) azeyach urusezyu ejizeyube aqebeduna ›²=Á‹ ›<\e²=¿

እÍ=²=¿u? ›kuÆ“::

They themselves by their own/ handed for us …

Now complete the following only in Harari to emphasize strongly.
QÀÁ‹ Ûp+Á‹u? ›?ÓK=T SMK<እc=““‹ SŠÃ¤Mu? N?MÇ=
1) ›¥¦ (singular) ____________________________________________________________
2) ›²?________________________________________________________________________
3) ›=“‹ ______________________________________________________________________
4) ›¥¥‹ (plural) ______________________________________________________________
5) ›¥i _____________________________________________________________________
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7.3.2 Interrogative Pronoun ¾ƒN=w] c<UN=Ò˜
Questions are framed by wh questions to give information, and Yes/no questions to ask
agreements or disagreements.
A. WH Question Pronouns
Question
1. yaa minita? ¾እ

T>’>”ታ;

What is that?

Response
yaa tufahanta ¾እ ~ðQ ”ታ ::
That is an apple

2. yee ninita? ÀÃ T>””ታ;
What is this?

yee burtakannta ÀÃ u<`~¥’> ”ታ::
This is an orange.

3. hiyach minachinteyu? N=Á‹ T>“‡” }¿;

heyach khukhintyu N=Á‹ ¤<¤=”}¿::
These are peachtress.

What are these?
4. aziyach minachentyu? እዚÁ‹ T>“ˆ” }¿;

aziyach ayachntyu. ¾œ‹ ›ÃÁ‹” }¿::
Those are mothers.

What are those?
5. edebe min hal? ›=Èu? T>” NM;
What is here?

edebe kabat hal ›=Èu? Ÿuƒ NM::
Here is a cupboard.

6. yedebe minhal? ¾እÈu? T>” NM;
What is there?

yedebe kitab hal ¾እÈu? Ÿ=ታw NM::
There is a book.

 Ñ@Ãc=“”u? ²=ƒŸ}v¨< ›?N^ ›?kÉ Ÿ=M}NÃu? }Ÿ}u< Ñ>` Sd’” conversation
Ã¤<“K<::
ምሳልለ፡ A) ሱምኻ ሚኒንታ
B) ሱሜ አብደረህማኒንታ
B. Yes/ No Questions with pronouns
Concentrate on the following model questions and answer.
1. ¨MÇ‹ ›¥¥‹È Ç=Ì;
Have the children arrived here?
›= ›¤› x›<::/ T@እ ›¤u?kÉ ›MÇ=ÌU::
Yes, they have/ No, they haven’t yet.
2. ¨MÇ‹ ¿KUÆx³M ›ታÃ }[¤v;
Have you got school for them?
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›= }^¤u::/ T@እ: ›M}[¤vU::
Yes, we have/ No, we haven’t.
3. +óà ²=“^¨< ›Ñ˜§ V kuØ§;
Have you got what you were looking for?
›= #mÖ?µ¨U ›Ñ˜“::/ T@እ# ›NÉg=›=U ›KÑ˜“U::
Yes, we have / No, we haven’t.
 Ñ@Ãc=“”u? ²=ƒŸ}v¨< ›ß’@¨<T K›Ãª }NÃu? Ÿ}u?’¨< Ñ>` Sd’” Ã¤<“K<::
The Yes/No Question is in the anticipation of response in affirmatively positively  or in
negative . The speaker responds in positive with in agreement or negatively in disagreement.
The words to agree to in Harari and disagree are given below:

Positively

Agree ›= Yes, / ›=OK< yes right /›= ¾m”u? Yes, certainly.. etc including
alayukh ›K¿¦ ? to mean why not are just few.

Negatively

T@

(No) /T@እ T@እ (No, no),/ Lእ, never/ ›MታU not/ Lእ!Lእ No,and never

Ngእ not at all (Never) /›uÅ” never and ever.

Exercise Respond positively or negatively according to the facts you know
Yes/ No question
SƒŸNMK/›MSƒ"NM/ ~n³¦Ÿ<ƒu? ›`ÑwÑ> (›¨<#›=j¨<ƒ)ƒ¤=c¿RM
1. ›¤¦ N^g=” }¦; Are you a farmer?__________________________________________
2. ›²=Á‹ Ñ@Ã” ÃÇ=ÍK<; Are they coming to Harar.__________________________________
3. ›vÃ¥ Ò`u?” NK<; Is your mother at how?______________________________________
4. S]—‹¥ Ã’w]’K<; Are your friends available? __________________________________
5. ²=Vታ ¨^v ]¤=T ~m’¦; Have you ever seen a dead hyena?______________________
Wh Questions N=w]Á‚¨< S<MK<šc=“”u? ›`ÑwÑ> (›¨<!›=j¨<ƒ ¾ƒ¤=bÄLM)
(1) c<U¥ T’>”ታ: ›²?¦ T’>”‚; _______________________________________________
(2) ¨MÇ‹ U” SÉKÓ Ã¤hK<; ›¥¥‡¦; ______________________________________
(3) Ñ@Ãc=“” SÅ[du? T” ¾ƒK=UÇM; __________________________________________
(4) N[] SNKn‡ T” dS‚¿; _______________________________________________
(5) Ñ@Ãc=“” SƒK?SÉ” +¤g¦V Ñ@Ã ታ]¦; __________________________________
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CHAPTER EIGHT
NOMINALIZATION AND ADJECTIVIZATION
8.1 Adjectivization in Harari c<U ÅuM Š¤KAƒ
c<U ÅuM ›NÉ N[Ó ›=T” S<MK<እc=“” ›<eÖ<u? Àu<¨<›=S c<S<¨< ¾u=“³K=”
ታ:: ›=”ÓK=´ c=“”u? Adjective ›=T” ›¦¥እ SƒÖ[N ²?ÃÑKu?Ã Ÿ<ƒu?
““¨<”VÇ=ð¾`” ÀKANM:: Tእ“µU ›NÉ c<UK›Ãu? Ÿ=M+ÅxL Sእ“µ¨<
¾u=Ã`“³K<©”ታ:: Qoram

"The adjective is simply sifa (c=ó) and “Adjectivzation is the transformation of
any expression, whether nominal, or pronominal or adverbial or a verb (i e a
nexus, Complex), into an adjective1. “The adjective verb in Harari, discloses
immediately its nominal character by being a complex, susceptible of consistently
assuming the suffixed pronoun"

Any word whether it is noun, adjective, verb or adverb that precedes a word, is functionally an
adjective. This modifier could establish noun phrase of subject or object. As adverb modify
verbs, so does adjective modify nouns. So, we realize adjectives and function of adjectives.
Adjectives are words to tell quality and quantity. Ñ<Ê`: kÜ”!

[²=”! ²ÒQ! Functional

’>K¿³“ c<Uu?kÉ Ãu<›=³L‹ mÖ? Ûp+Á‡” ::
(1) mahawachu zenasa aba izerent. SNª‡ ²=’c› ›v ›=²?_”ታ::
Notice zinesa ²=’e› “who took”, relative clause to refer to the man.²=’c› is adjective.
Coming before the noun aba (›v)
(2) garziyo be yenebregn zinaru stuz Erer letu Ò`²=¿u? ¾’w\˜ ²=“\ ›<cታ´ ›?^` K?Ö<::
The man (who sheltered me to live with) went to Erer.
(¾’u\˜ ²=“\) is adjective for it comes before the noun Staz. እeታ´
(3) jameyabe zedykhayu kitabach gey tarikh yet limdalu.
ËU›u? ²Ç=Ï¥¿ Ÿ=ታv‹# Ñ@Ãታ]¦ ¾ƒK=UÇK<::
“²Ç=Ë¤¿” which you brought refer to the books. Ÿ=ታv‹
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8.1.1 Degree in Harari Adjectives c<UÅuM
Adjectives are words explaining, intensity or magnitude (quality/quantity) Dr. Qoram offers the
degree in adjectives in first degree (adjectives) comparisons in second degree and superlatives
refer to and third degrees. Here I have extended it with due slight adaptations meaning
There are people in Harar
There are many people in Harar.
There are so many people in Harar.
 Sentence S<MK<እc=“”

Adjective c<UÅuM

Ñ@Ãu? uÍ=Q ›<cእ

uÍ=Q

NM

Ñ@Ãu? ò´u? uÍ=Q ›<cእ

NM::

Ñ@Ãu? *`Ÿ<ƒ ò´u? uÍ=Q ›<cእ

NM::

ò´u? uÍ=Q
›`Ÿ<ƒò´u? uÍ=Q

 ²=KNÉ¥ u`+ ›<Ò: ÃK=Ø³M ›<c<እሌ NÜ]”ታ::
²=KNÉ¥ u`+ ›<Ò ÃKØ³M ›<cእK? *`Ÿ<ƒ NÜ]”ታ::
²=KNÉ¥ u`+ ›<Ò ÃKØ³M ›<cእK? *`Ÿ<ƒ ò´u? NÜ]”ታ::
 l^e Ò`²=— d}M Ò`µ }ªk[T ›qSd::
l^e Ò`²=— d}M Ò`µ }ªk[T *`Ÿ<ƒ ›qSd::
l^e Ò`²=— d}K Ò`µ }ªk[T *`Ÿ<ƒ ò´u? ›qSd::
T>´ Övu<” ::
T>´ ò´u? Övu<”ታ::
T>´ *`Ÿ<ƒ ò´u? Övu<”ታ::
 ²=p K=Í=²? ›pK= NL::
K=Í=²? kNƒ²?u? OK<õ ›pK= NL::
K=Í=²? kNƒ²?u? OK<õ ò´u? ›pK= NL::
KÍ=²? kNƒ²?u? OKõ *`Ÿ<ƒ ò´u? ›kK= NL::
 ›Ç=M ›Ç=Lu? Ñ<Ê]”ታ::
›Ç=M ›Ç=Lu? OK<õ Ñ<Ê]”ታ::
›Ç=M ›Ç=Lu? OK<õ ò´u? Ñ<Ê]”ታ::
›Ç=M ›Ç=Lu? OK<õ *`Ÿ<ƒ ò´u? Ñ<Ê]”ታ::
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Ñ<Ê` ò´u?Ñ<Ê`  *`Ÿ<ƒ ò´u? Ñ<Ê`
Övu<  ò´u? Övu< *`Ÿ<ƒ  ò´u? Övu<
1. uÍ=Q

ò´u? uÍ=Q

ò´u? *`Ÿ<ƒ uÍ=Q

2. NÜ`

ò´u? NÜ`

ò´u? *`Ÿ<ƒ NÜ`

3. ›qSd

ò´u? ›qSd

ò´u? *`Ÿ<ƒ ›qSd

4. aNn

ò´u? aNn

ò´u? *`Ÿ<ƒ aNn

5. ›QTKL

*`Ÿ<ƒ ›QTLL

ò´u? *`Ÿ<ƒ ›QTLL

Activity which is prefereable
›Ã ÃƒSKPM ›c’<x
 ¨ÅM -*`Ÿ<ƒ ¨ÅM- ò´u? ¨ÅM
 ¨ÅM- ò´u? ¨ÅM- *`Ÿ<ƒ ò´u? ¨ÅM
 ¨ÅM- ò´u? ¨ÅM- ò´u? *`Ÿ<ƒ ¨ÅM

8.1.2 c<UÅuM Sእ“Sd×
Do you have ideas on the following words?
A. Give meanings in one word in collocation
Sእ“²=¿ UdMK ²=d× Ÿ<ƒu? c=Ø
UdMK S“ÜN- ›NÅ ¾lUc=T Ãƒ[እ³M ›<e›<U Ã¤h³M”ታ

(1) “d _______________________ ______________________ _______________________
(2) NÇ= ______________________ _______________________ _______________________
(3) ¾Ñc= _____________________ ________________________ _______________________
(4) q^U ____________________ ________________________ ______________________
(5) ›=SMT“ _________________ ________________________ ______________________

B. Give explanation for the following.
U”vÃ+”}¿ ›u?Ã`’>T Ÿ=}w/u=
UdMK- ÃT>Nc=- vÃ+ ³M ¤<”+u? ³ÃÉu? ²Ãƒ¤i ö˜ SK?× ›Mታ” ²=Ã}¤g ö˜
Æp³Á” ታ

(1) Ã³ÃÉ ____________________________________________________________________
(2) Ã²`ò ____________________________________________________________________
(3) ÃÖwm ____________________________________________________________________
(4) Ã¤ò ____________________________________________________________________
(5) Ãª] _____________________________________________________________________
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C. Establish collocation (word group) with the following.
N=ÀÃ‹vQ ÃKÃÖ=³K< Ûp+Á‹ (collocation) Ç=uMT Ÿ=}w/u=
T>dMK ›ƒªk[- ¾c=“³K< ›ƒªk[T ›c?’“/›ƒªk]T Ÿ=}w
(1) ›QTKL _________________________________________________________________
(2) ›qSd ___________________________________________________________________
(3) ›TÍ ____________________________________________________________________
(4) ²=ƒðKd _________________________________________________________________
(5) ²=ƒ“kd _________________________________________________________________
D. Frame complete sentence for the following .
›Ue+ ÅuM Üp+Á‹ ’>cእT S<MK<እc=“” ŠÃ¦K=u¿:: Tእ“ Á]³M Ÿ<ƒu? Ûp+¨< ›<¨<Ý
NÍ=e Ûp+Á†T ›Lp¤<¿ Ñ>` l^c Ûp+ Ÿ=ታu? óÝ¿

(1) [n _____________________________________________________________________________
(2) ¨_Ó ____________________________________________________________________________
(3) ›m ______________________________________________________________________________
(4) ^Ò _____________________________________________________________________________
(5) ¨ÅL _____________________________________________________________________________
(6) Ë[”______________________________________________________________________________
(7) Ñ<˜ _____________________________________________________________________________
(8) lj _____________________________________________________________________________

8.1.3
1.

2

Adjectivized words in Harari

Adjective
luijzo
gider zo

Harari
©Ïµ
Ñ>Ç=`µ

Meanings
children, the
big one

zigidadarazo

²=ÑÇ^µ

the bigger

beih usu
yibazizo

uÍ=Q ›<c<እ
Ãu²=N=µ

many people
most, of

yanis zo
yansiziyo

Á”c=µ
Á”c ²=¿

the smaller
smaller ones

abzah usu
yigadarizal zo

›w³Q ›<cእ
ÃÑÉ]³Mµ

many people
bigger one
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The suffix ‘zat’ (³Ø) shows property ,belongingness, as examples in the table.
Collocation (zat) Possession (Harari)
›« ³Ø
awe zat

Meaning
belongs to dad

English
Father’s

wijach zat

©Í‹ ³Ø

belongs to children

Children’s

afocha zat

›ö‰ ³Ø

belongs to afocha

Afocha’s

mugad zat

S<ÒÉ ³Ø

belongs to mugad

Mugads

The following statements show possessions, trace where the possession indicator falls on. The
expansion of statements show the omitted (ellipsis) presumably understood.
ÀÃ }NÃu? ²=ƒÖ[O S<MK<እc=““‹ ³Ø“ƒ Á] S<MK<እc=““‹u? ²=ƒŠ¤L‹”}¿
SN?Í ¾ƒ¤=iÂRM::
1. indoch iraz wa aboch zat yasimalu ›=”Ê‹ ›=^´ª ›x‹ ³Ø ¾c=TK<::
They sell women’s and men clothes.
indoch zat iraz (›=”Ê‹ ³Ø ›=^´) aboch zat iraz (›x‹ ³Ø ›=^´).
Notice the noun iraz (›=^´) to mean cloth is not repeated, and subsequently omitted as ellipsis.
2. ragach hasawa ziyu mugadzatbe fizbe yitlayumel
^Ò‹ Ndª²=¿ S<ÒÉ ³Øu? ó´u? ÃƒL¿T@M::
The conversation of old men does not differ much from that of the mugad.
ragach zat

( ^Ò‹ ³Ø Ndª)

mugad zat

(S<ÒÉ ³Ø Ndª)

Here again, the noun Neª is not repeated, (omitted).
3. megal zatachu nahdegeyue.alaybe mesanan halbena T@ÑM³×‡ ’QÅÑ¿:: ›LÃu? Sd’”
NMu“::
Let us leave aside the first ones and dicuass the other.
megal zatachu (T@ÑM ³×‡) athari zatachu (›ƒN] ³×‡)
Notice እ”Ê‹: ^Ò‹: T@ÑM...come before nouns function as adjectives
The language experts state three types of adjectives:
(1) Construction of Adjectives and substantive in familiar common to describe quality/ quantity,
The usual, Ù—U#u<MK<: ¨ÅM: NÜ`: uÍ=Q: Ñ<Ê`: u=`˜:.. I assume in Harar as c<U
ÅuM T>dK=” }¿::
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It is possible to name them proper adjectives.
Adjective  noun

Harari

Meaning

1. gidir gar

Ñ>É` Ò`

big house

2. qechin uga

kÜ” ›<Ò

narrow alley

3. ruhuq zeman

\Op ²T”

old days

4. gudor tinfash

Ñ<Ê` +”ói

long breath

5. hals zewerditi

NKe ²=¨[Ç+

avail to praise

Exercise Find the adjective and state what it does in the following sentences.
›NÉ

እeታ ¢*ƒ c<U ÅuM Üm+¨ óßT c=ó (proper adjective) S¥“µ

(functional) ›<ÝT Ÿ=ታv/u=.
S<MK<šc=“’‹

c<UÅuM

ÇLÔƒƒNLƒ

a) Ù—U: ›<c<š

}›w ÁhM:: _____________________ ____________________________

b) ¾Ñ<c= ›<c<š:

\Qµ¨< }›w ÁhM:: _______________ ____________________________

c) Ÿ`dU ›<c<

NUe+ ›Öu=— ÃÑÉKNM:: _____________ _______________________

d) Ñ@Ã c=“”: Ñ@Ã ›Ç: Ñ@Ãðk` :Ñ@Ã ³Ö=”}¿ :: _______________ __________________

(2) The second type of adjectives is the modifier, words followed by noun, any word preceding
the noun. The word preceding is assumed to be adjective functionally, and so does it modify the
noun coming after it. In the following table noun + noun, the first noun is functionally adjective.
Noun  noun

Harari

Meaning

1. dawa dukan

Åª Æ"”

pharmacy

2. toya usu

„Á ›<c<እ

neighbor

3. gey sinan

Ñ@Ã c=“”

Harari language

4. wai diwan

VÃ Ç=ª”

claim court

5. moi gir

VÃ Ò`

working place
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I have to use few elaborative sentences in two elements; adjectives framed any word coming
before noun.
c<U ÅuM: eUu?kÉu? Ãƒ[¤vM: T@ÑMc<U ÅuM u?N?`µU c<U Ÿ= u</u=
S<MK<šc=““‹
1) ›mM kNƒ Ÿ=M ›?kÉ ÃÅÏu? ³Mu? +ƒo[Nƒ::
2) Ñ>É` ›<c<እ ¾ÑÅaT Ö=ƒ ^QSƒ Áj ¾ƒ¤=hM::
3) [n T>g+ ›x‹²?c=]¨< nÜ {Ýƒ::
4) [n ›x‹ ²=NÇ[u?¨< ¨` ÁhM::

c<UÅuM

c<U

1) ___________ ____________
2) ___________ ____________
3) ___________ ____________
4) ___________ ____________
5) ___________ ____________

5) Ñ<Ê` ›<Ò S<Ö=¤É ÃK=ÙT@M::

(3) The third, Harari adjectivization is established through the construction of adjectives and
prevails (integrated) in the verb. It is essential to identify the elements first the feature orients the
peculiarity, Harari Grammar that integrates certain grammatical elements is illustrated in the
following table.

Integrated

Harari

Meanings

1. zediju usuach

²=Ç=Ì ›<c<›‹

those who came

2. zitroja kitab

²=+aÍ Ÿ=ታw

stolen book

3. demzow zekoa

ÅUµ¨< ²¢*

who shed blood

4. yesuchzal ayna

¿c<‹³M ›Ã“

aromatic odor

5. badzo zitkhatara

uÉµ¨< ²=ƒ¥}^

defended his country

The integration stem (root) verb dija (Ç=Í) comes, and zidija (²=Ç=Í) those who came; to make
adjective prefix, and the noun usuach (›<c<›‹) is specified to mean who arrived. In a similar
token zal (³M) in yesuchzal (Ãc<‹³M), to mean odorous, zal (³M) modify the word socha (f‰)
which is a verb. Would you appreciate this concept from the following table?
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Adjectivzation

Harari

Meaning

Explanation

1. sasa somenzo

cd fS”µ

30 days in fasting

noun days quantified

2. wij weldiw

©Ï ¨MÇ=¨<

infant body

child defined infant

3. gar hawaz

Ò` Nª´

house hold

family in entirety

4. zit roja eraz

²=ƒaÍ ›=^´

stolen cloth

cloth identified stolen

5. yi usach

À እ›c<›‹

these people

demonstrative in plural

6. ziquru garach

²=k\ Ò^‹

remaining families

families identified partially

7. darma mugad

Å`T SÒÉ

boys mugad

mugad distinguished

8. yitmisasalzal

¿}T>dcM³M

similar language

language as identical

sinan

c=“”

9. gey waldi

Ñ@Ã ¨MÇ=

Harari son

son specified as Harari

10. derma mugad

Å`T S<ÒÉ

youth mugad

mugad not of girls

Exercise Here under few sentences describe something express the function as quality,
quantity or ability. Identify

c<UÅuL‹ Ç=KÒ²=¿ T>”ታ

(u=´N/ lUd/ ò^¢ƒ) LÃT ›<g<u¿
lUd 

ò`¢ƒ

_____ 

______

______ 

c) ›ታLÃ ›KÃµu? NK<õ \Qµ¨< ¾ታLM:: _____

_____ 

_______

d) ›mM uÍ=Q ÃÖ?’u=T Ö=ƒ ¾d“M::

______

______

_______

e) Á[u?Ä¨< Ñ<˜ ª li ›~g“::

______

______

_______

a) [n¨< ›mM Ë`Ë^¨< Ë[” ¿gK“::
b) uÍ=Q ¿KARM u=LÃ uÍ=I ¾d•T@M::

u=´N
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8.2 Nominalization in Harari Relative verb
“Noun being understood as a generic term, embracing substantive and adjective, Nominalization
consequently comprises sustentative and adjectivization.
Gideon Nominalization is a process by which any expression may be formed into a noun or into
a construction assuming the function of noun a syntactical means from one grammatical category
to another “… In marking of plural too nominalization in Harari uses freely the nominal plural
marker with the relative as with any other noun.
The relative as a term is in auxiliary the perfection on the phenomenon of complete the
nominalization in Harari runs around the markers such as (nat /’ƒ) to tell the idea of abstraction
,(zo/µ) articles and (ach/›‹) to mark plurality.
Possessive that ascertain the connection to belonging ness, marker manifested in (zo/µ)
(zium/²=¿U) suffix for pronoun plural verbs and postposition [le/K?].
A. The nominalization manifested in [nat/’ƒ] express idea, feeling, and thinking concepts not in
tangible ideas such as examples of gizman [Ñ>´T”] wish khishona (¤=j“) desire, mewdad
(S¨<ÅÉ) adore, metla (SØKእ)-loath etc are in nominalization by themselves, but nat (’ƒ)
and others are suffixed on words to establish, nominalization as we realize in the following
examples.
ÀÃ}NÃK? ²=eÖ< S<MK<እc=““‹u? ŠÃ¥KA¨<ƒ ²=Àª Sእ“c<U ›u?Ïv
1. mugadach ahadnat wa dedle fequr halyu S<ÒÇ‹ ›GÉ’ƒ ª ÅÉ²=¿K? ðk` NK¿::
From the word ›GÉ- nominlized word ›GÉ’ƒ comes to mean unity.
2. mesamesanat gidira yirekhbal. Sc Sc’ƒ Ñ>É^ ¾ƒ[¦vM::
From ScSd to mean equal ScSd’ƒ is nominalized to mean equality
3. zeman walenet sitawa melmed yekhashal ²T” ªK=’ƒ c=× ª SMSÉ Ã¤hM::
(ªK=)-singer, (ªK=’ƒ) nominalized to mean the singing.
4. “ahadnet, quriagnnet, hulugnnat, alazalalu gir”, yilal Abdulafiz
“›NÉ’ƒ#l^˜’ƒ OK–’ƒ ›K³LKA Ñ>`” ÃLM ›wÆMNò´
The underlined words are nominalization from the preceding words respectively.
›GÉ  ›GÉ’ƒ#, l^—  l^˜’ƒ#, G<K< G<K–’ƒ
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The peculiarity in Harari grammar is worth attention. Now let us high light four features to
process nominalization. They are (’ƒK?), zalbanet (³Mv’ƒ), zeltanet (²M}’ƒ)and zo (µ) and
the possessives are focal points..
A. nat +le ’ƒK?

describe rationalization reason due to, because, since.

a. toyach dug zashonatle mechenqzo yikibazalinta
„Á‹ ÆÓ ³j’ƒK? SÛ’pµ ÃŸ=v³K=”ታ::
³j’ƒK? zashonetle from verb asho ›j
b. ¨MÇ‹ }c ³À¨<’ƒK? óQ’> Ãƒ]u¿RM::
²¿¨<’ƒK?zayewnetle from teszayew }cvÄ©
c. ›NÉ ª ¢›~ ²Ãò["’~ ›’<U ›<n¦::
²Ãð["’~  zeyfrakanatic from fraka ð["
Then ³j’ƒK? # ³À’ƒK?# ²Ãò`"’~¨< are nominalization words.
B. zalba+nat ³Mv’ƒ
1. SƒN?u`T Vn ²Mv’ƒ ›Ö=µU ¾S<dT@M::
(³Mv’ƒ zalba + nat) Vn NLv
2.Ñ@Ãu? SƒK?SÉ ³Mv’~ Ò^‹²=¿ ›?SÊ::
(²Mv’~ zalba+ nutu) VnNMv SƒK?SÉ NMv...
D. zalta nutu- ²M ’ƒ
1. mÖ?g=እ

u?nÉ ¾c=•³M Ÿ=´ ²Mታ’~ ›?SÉ}˜::

(²Mታ’~ zalta natu-(negative) Ÿ=´›MታU
2. +UÅ˜³¦ ¨` OMK< ²Mታ’~¨< ›‚¨l“::
********
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Nominalization with possessive suffixes
C. The suffix –(zo µ)
a. zegadara zo metlemadinta. ²=ÑÅ^µ SƒK?SÉ ›=”ታ::
 Teaching is the great (gadara-zo ÑÅ^) zo (µ)
b. metnasazo yerakhbal zal zagen behernta Sƒ“dእµ Ã[¦v³M ²Ñ”µ u?N?]”ታ::
(Sƒ“cእµ) to mean the marriage,
c. belechu tesit megderzo yikhunazal nekha behernta
uK‡ }c+u? SÓÅ`µ Ã¤<“³M ’>"I u?N?ሪ”ታ
The celebration occurs after nekhah. (SÓÅ`)celebration ( µ , the)
d. metnasazium zegen wa nekhah asho girta

Sƒ“c²=¿U ²Ñ” ª ’>"G<¨< አህዴንታ::

Metnasa zium Sƒ“cእ marriage ²=¿U (zium)
e. abzahzium sabti yansizum alhad duq yelalu.
›w³Q²=¿U cw+# Á”c=²=¿U ›MNÉ: Æp ÃLK<::
(›w³Q²=¿U) most of them, (Á”c=²=¿U) few of them.
The suffix-ach (›‹) is plural, Leslaw, ascertains that “The relative imperfect-ach is also used as
qualifier”. He explains- ach (›‹)- as qualifier (modifiers) could be connected with-wa (ª) and
conjunction that is normally used with noun in an idea that connects leads to nominalization.
Here in the nominalization, (ach ›‹) as a qualifier through the suffix to establish noun to
express number and describe quality in Harari expressions.
ÀÃ ¢*ƒ S<MK<እc=““‹¨< ’N?Ë¿T w´N c<T‹ ›‹Š¤KA¨<ƒ²=¿ ›LÃ NKታ‡U
’u?Ï
1) yitimzal mablach nirana ¿Ö=U³M SwK›‹ ’>^“::
(SwLእ) noun is qualified the suffix “ach (›‹)” tell number and types and quality dishes.
So, ›‹ express plurality as well as quality.
2) yesegdizalach usuach begihntyu.

ÃcÓÇ=³ል ›<c<›‹ uÍ=ሂ”}¿::

(ÃcÓዲ³L‹)- those who pray, different people perhaps in age young, adult and elderly and
numerous.
Derivation (nominalization) from verbs and substantiate excellent sentences from Dr. Qoram’s
illustrations. First view the table.
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Word

Harari

Meaning

Nominalization

1. sababa

cÅv

insuted

c=ÇÅv

2. kataba

Ÿ}v

wrote

Ÿ=ታ}v

3. chekhala

Š¤K

built

ˆ¥¥K

4. mahata

SNጣ

cheated

T>NNጣ

5. nahata

’N×

shake

’>ሐሐጠ

Here are five sentences in the applications nominalization Give meaning for underlined
words.
c<UÅuM’ƒu?

²=ት¨KÆ

Ûp+Á‹

T@ÑM}NÃµ¿u?

ሸØ

›<g/g=

u?N`µU

Sእ“²=¿c=Ø/c=Ü.

1) Sሐ× ›<cእ<

›KÃµ ¿¬ÇT@M: Cheaters are unwanted by others.

_____________________________________________________________________________
2) ›<c<እ

¨ÇÇ¨< ›ላÃµU À¬ÇNM:: Those who like others are liked too.

______________________________________________________________________________
3) ›²? Sሐጠ’ƒ²?u? ¨¥v‹ cŸ<u?:: As cheater she lost her customers.
_____________________________________________________________________________
4) ›LÃµ#¨¤v‹: T@ÑMÛp+ c<UN=Ò˜ ¢*ታ˜ Ûp+ c<UÅuM”ታ :: ƒƒouK=’¦;
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
5) ¨ÇÇ ›=j¨<ƒÁ] Üp+ “¨ÇÇ” Sእና c<ሚ”ታ

V ›MታU;

ታ : ________________________________________________________________________
›MታU:
_____________________________________________________________________
6) ¨ÇÇ c<UÅuሊ”ታ :: a) }"NM/ b)›=uM::
a) ___________________________________________________________________________
b) ___________________________________________________________________________
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CHAPTER NINE
HARARI COMPOUND SENTENCE
The previous chapter have clarified the ingredients, of sentence: the subject, verb of course the
with and other complementing components. The significance of perception takes us to the
compound sentence. Short sentence tell facts, Compound sentences explain facts, events or
phenomenon. You could tell the major idea and so do you need to supplement it with in minor
ones to persuade in single compound sentence.
I will have short definition of Dr. Qoram to the relevance of my topic the compound sentence as
“Æu<M S<MK<እ

c=“” ¢›ƒ k` S<MK<እc=““‹ ›NÉ ²=Scc ›ƒªp] Ûp+u?

²=ƒK=PNÆ c› Ãƒ[¤w³M S<MK<እc=“’>”ታ ::” Qoram

The compound sentence is combination of two complete sentences joined together by connector
to make complete sentence. Here S<MK<እc=“” is a sentence, (k`) is single ›ƒªp]
(conjunction) and Ûp+ is (word). So, it is two sentences connected together to make Harari
compound sentence.
The major feature of compound sentence, is its containments of two clauses (the main and the
minor clause,). The main and subordination clauses is the principle, and yet the exception is in
coordinating clauses to two equal ideas in single sentence.

In the context of Harari compound sentence I realize the different clauses of the subordinating
clause such as (ma, T) sa, (d) beherle (u?N?`K?)---are subordinating and the, as message
prevails in the main clause.
Now let me approach the Harari compound sentence first the breakdown the sentence. These
clauses are already discussed in the level previous chapter in the of clause I take sample
sentence, explain the clauses, provide the structure in tenses, and provide variation I will start
with identifying the clauses and draw the lines between clauses and still remain in single
sentence of in compound sentence in Harari Grammar identifying clauses is significant for
meanings.
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9.1 Break down of the compound sentence in to clauses
Based on Wolf Leslaw idea of analysis, the main clause is without ma clause and the minor to
identify the ma clause.
1) Ÿ=ታw ²K?L Åõ}`µu? ²=Ÿ}u?¨<# Ò`µ ›Ñu›?¨<T ›ucK?¨<T Ç=LÒ x›u?¨<::
 Those without book, wrote it in notebook, and took it home studied and gained knowledge
and got employed.
The two clauses
a) Main clause: ›ucK?¨<T Ç=LÒ x›u?¨< .(N[Ó)
b) Subordinate clause: ›<’<eN[Ó
Åõ}`µu? Ÿ}u?ው (1) Ò` ›Ñu›??¨< to lead to the main event.
c) Notice the sequence of events, (Ÿ}v) and the last ma, in (›Ñu›) connects(›ucK?¨<) and
the final ÇLÒx›u?¨< are in single sentence. Events are inter connected to lead to final, event
2) ›« Ã¤j³K<¨< SK?Ö²=¿ ሰአ ›?SÆ’T : N[« ¨[ÆT! lÖ=Á‹ K=nkS<T# ›=L
Ç=_Åª ›Ç=Ì::
Father informed us, the cause went to Haraw gathered herbs and came to Dire Dawa.
a) Main clause: lÖ=Á‹ ›=L É_Åª ›Ç=Ì::
b) Subordinate clause SK?Ö²=¿¨< ›?SÆ’T! ¨[ÆT!
c) The compound sentence holds two minor and events to clarify major event.
Notice Verbs to inform events
(1) Ÿ}v: ›Ñv›# x›u?¨< # in the sentence (1).
(2) ›?SÆ“: ¨[Æ# ›Ç=Ì in sentence 2) are in perfect (past) verbs.
3) ›<cታ´ ›wÊi fœ²u? Nõ v¿T T©` N\T ¨Ñ` እ”Ü ›Ñu›<::
a) Main clause

¨Ñ` እ”Ü ›Ñu›<::

b) Subordinate clause f*²u? Nõv¿: and T©`N\
4) ¨MÇ‹ እeታÇ=ÄU N\T Ÿ<v }ôk\! u]›?N?^‡ ›TÌ¿T Ñ@w ›Ñu›<::
In example 4) the double underlined is the main clause and single line lined is subordinate clause
of the sentence compound sentence clause however ,the essential is to realize events connected
by ma are details.
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Here are few sentence to elaborate with additional examples
Exercise: Read these sentences and provide the main clause first and the subordinate next
g=›=i+ Æu<M S<MK<እc=““‹ K<¦‹²=¿¨< SL¾T S¡}u? V[É
(a) N[Ó (S<MK<እc=““‹) (b) ›<’<e N[Ò‹
ÀÃƒNÃu? ³K< 3 S<MK<c=““‹ ²=c× ›ታÃu? N[Ò‹u? LÃT Ÿ=}v/Ÿ=†u=

(2) ›=²?_ ¨MÇ‹²=¿ dS~T N[h‡ T>Ã ¾c‡Ÿ<ƒ ›?S\¿::
a._______________________________ b,_________________________________________
(3) Ÿu=`: Å[d‡ ¾lUc=³M Ç=u?ƒu? ÃŸƒu<T Á\¿Ÿ<ƒ K<Q cÖ<¿ ::
a. _______________________________ b, _________________________________________
(4) ªN‰‹: lUcK? OKªN]`u? Ãg?KS<Ÿ<ƒ '›Á‹ ›ö‰' N}ó¿::
a. _______________________________ b, _________________________________________
The important inside compound sentences is first quality and standard writing in maintaining
how to manipulate the minor, details to continue the main ideas. Then it needs to separate the
minor sense the major. It quality writing second the skill of connecting them the device to learn
from third it is first step to persuasive writing to win audience.
The compound sentences are about event (major and minor) with in time dimension. It is
important to probe the close events in time. Here are few examples to enrich the simple
imperfect in compound sentence. Realize the time dimension in present tense.
N=ÃÁ‹ g=›=i+ S<MK<እc=““‡ m^›T ²=›ƒªp] ›=j¨<ታ‡ ›u?Ï
(5) VÃ SÒL ÁeK=T# ‚ƒa” ¿¨<¤=u=T Ñ“òÁ‹ ÃlÝÝM::
Every day he goes to magala, buys abujadid and the ganafis.
(6) T>g?ƒ Ò` ÃÑu=T# +”óg ÁÜT ¨MÅ‹µvQ Ãƒôk^M::
In the evening gets back home, takes break and chats with his children.
(7) ²=³— cœ: ¨MÇ‹µ K<Qª Ç=u?ƒ²=¿ ÃKQÆT l`›” Ñ@Ãu? Ãƒ[¤vK<::
As dawn breaks his children hold plate and ink avail in quran ge.
In each sentence, three events occur in habitual frequency. Here again to reduce these compound
sentences to simple declarative statement in. ›µ Ñ“òÁ‹ ÃlÝÝM: (1) ›µ ¨MÇ‹µ vQ
Ãƒôk^M::(2) ¨MÇ‹µ l`›” Ñ@Ãu? Ãƒ[¤vK<:: (3) All three events happen duly and
always to the established habitual events.
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Exercise find the connector of the two clauses
²=cÖ< NT>e+ Æu<M S<MK<እc=““‹u? ›ƒªp]ª Ûp+Á‹ ²=¿¨ ›<ß/Ü
›ƒªp]

Ûp+Á‹

1) T>Q[µ¨< ›T”u? ÅKÓ“# Ã¦’>TU TQ¾ ›‚’c¤=u’:: a) __________
2) dT> ð×” K=Í=”ታ# ÃK? vÃ+U Sክታ}v‹u? ›TÍ:: a) ________

b)_________
b)_________

3) ›¨<¥ T>”K? Ç=KÒ ›Ãc=Ö¦: ›=S<¦ T>”K? nÜ ›ÃÑ>ð[¦; a) _____ b) ________
4) S¡ታ}vŠu? uÍ=Q k[¤<x #ኢcታµU uÍ=Q Öw Vh Ã¤hM:: a) ____

b) ________

5) ›NÉ g=›u? S¡ታ}w ›NÉ K<¦u? ›NÉ }Qc=u? V[ÉU SdSƒ Ãƒ¤=hM::
a) ______

b) ________

9.2. Compound sentences with nara “^
Compound sentences in telling habitual events in Harari in construction of nara (“^) singular,
naru (“\) plural realized in [imperfect + nara] used in [simple imperfect  ma.] The
concentration verbs are in auxiliary “to be”. Realize the compound sentence and establish the
language to change the relative (helping) verb sentence to action words as it is given below.
Notice the changes the emphasis is to change one type of sentence to another.
1) mugadach gar le gar yiwaluma tunsus zalba garbe yitfeqru nara.
(1a) S<ÒÇ‹ Ò`K? Ò` ¿ªK<T# Ö<”c<e ³Mv Ò`u? Ãƒôk\ “^::
The nar “^pattern can be charged into action as word sentence.
(1b) S<ÒÇ‹ Ò`K? Ò` ªKK<T Ö<”c<e ³Mv Ò`u? }ôk\:: Notice that the tense
decides meanings an important element of compound sentence for meaning.
The tense (Ö<”c<e ³Mv Ò`u? Ãƒðk\ “^): (imperfect +nara) as the main clause and
(Ò`K? Ò` ÃªK<T) [simple imperfect +ma] is subordinate clause to establish (ªKK<T) and
(}ðo\::)
Exercise: Change the nara into action as given in the above model example (1b)
g=›=i+ Æu<M SMK<እc=““†¨< “^u? ²=ƒŠÃ¤L† Ÿ=U *j¨<ƒ S<MK<እc=“” ö˜
›“¨<Ö=/Ü

1) ›Á‹ uK‡ Ò` ÃO\T cK=Ø ÃNg< “`::
_____________________________________________________________________
2) Å`T‹ NõL‹u? Ãƒ[¥u<T ÅvM Ág< “`::
_____________________________________________________________________
3) ›ª ¨KÇ=: ÌT› *`+ l`›” Ãk\T ›=h›=²=¿ ÃcÑÆ “^::
_____________________________________________________________________
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In the above aspect sentences depicted through framing compound sentence in containment of
clause are connected with ma T clause and the principal (main clause), with out ma. What are
principal verb and ma verb “the succession link ma- clause can be interrupted by a subordinate
clauses” sentences are artistic writing for emphasis in persuasion subsequently, in stead of 3
chopped sentences the compound sentence is effectual.
¨MÇ‹ ÃKUÆT: Ã]gÆT Ñ@ÃK? ›=T” vÉK? ÃÅMÒK<::
Notice the first two (ÃKUÆT)# and (Ã]g=ÆT) are with in the ma clause yet separated as
events and still in minor clause of compound sentence to end in (vÉK? ÃÅMÒK<): to terminate
(finish) the sentence. The main message comes to the end of the sentence.
Concentrate on the following three compound sentence
g=›=g=+ ²=Ö[O Æu<M S<MK<እc=““‹ ²=KNÊª ²?ƒŠÃ¤K<x¨< ›u?ÌT ÃƒT>dcM Æu<M
S<MK<እc=“” Ÿ=}w/u=
1) ›<eታÉ Ÿ=ታv‹²=¿u? Ãk\T: ÖwÃK<T SÉ[d‹u? ¾+hK<::
2) Ÿ<h¨< Ãƒ"NKAT: ²Ñ” ÃcxT: ’>"I ÁÓÆT ›\´ ¾ÑuRM::
3) NKc ~`Ç=³~¨< ÃÖ<pc<T: ²=¨[Ç=+ e› dK? ÃcÖ<T# u?N?`µU ¨_Ñ>ƒ ›ታÃ²?
²=`ÑÑw+c› SUdcª SMNÉu? ¢›ታ” ¢›ƒ ›Ç ðk`µ ÃS<nM::
›¤እ

Ç=’ƒ¥¨< ²=ታ Æu<M S<MK<እc=“” ŠÃ¦K=/ኺ::

i) ________________________________________________________________________________
ii) ________________________________________________________________________________
iii) ________________________________________________________________________________
iv) ›ƒªp] ²=}¿ Ûp+Á‹ §¨< Ö=[Q::
1) __________________________________
2) __________________________________
3) __________________________________
iv) Æu<M S<MK<እc=“” ¥K?: ²=ƒ“ó›¤=v¨< (subject) ›<`Ç=::
1)__________________________________
2) __________________________________
3) ___________________________________
v) S<MK<እc=““‹ ¥K? ›=j¨<ƒ ¨p+ (tenses) Ö=[QT ›<`Ç=::
1) ___________________________________
2) ____________________________________
3) ____________________________________
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Exercise: Answer the following discuss it with your friend
N=Á‹ c=Ée+ Su?Ã[” ³Mv¿ ’<p×† Vnª SƒÅKÓK? S[—‹¥vQ }N?[ÓT ›`ÑwÑ>
1) Ö=ƒ Ö=ƒ ¤<”+Á‹ ¾ƒK=NNÉT ›LÃ ›NÉ ¤<”+ u? S¡}w S}ªk` ›NÉ Æu<M
S<MK<እc=“”u? Su?Ã[” q^U’ƒµ U”u?”ታ ;
_______________________________________________________________________________
2) g=›g+ ²=c=››Ç ¤<”ታÁ‹ ›=eS<Ö= S¡}w ›<cእK? Ãu<›M::›<cታዞም ÃkwL³M g=›=
NM:: T>” ¾kwLM;
________________________________________________________________________________
3) NÜ` S<MK<እc=“”u? (short sentences) S¡}w Ÿ<~w c?’ƒK? k^›=K? U” Ñ>` Ò^ ÁhM;
________________________________________________________________________________
4) Æu<M S<MK<እc=“” (compound sentence) S<MK<እc=“” Ÿ<~w K? Ñ>Ç=` Ñ>`Ò^µ ›Ã ›ታÃu?”;
_______________________________________________________________________________
5) S<MK<እc=“” ÀÃƒK=NNÉ³L‹ U”ª U”’ }¿;.
(1) __________________(2) ______________________ (3)_______________________________
6) S<MK<እc=“”ª: Æu<M S<MK<እc=“”: SÇvMT S¡}w Ãƒð[Ÿ=“M;

›= _________________________________________________________________________
T@›? _______________________________________________________________________

9.3. The “if ‘and’ when” clauses in Harari compound sentence
The conditional clause “if clause” ( in the meaning of) and ‘when’ “before or after” express
sequences in cause and effect meanings. Thus, the urge to high light the succession (sequence of
events) of subordination clauses and link together with conjunction make the discussion relevant
First, the Harari “gir (Ñ>`)” clause in compound sentence mean ‘when’ as framed below.
Notice how the if clause changes to when c› clause.
T@ÑMu? ²=c× Æu<M S<MK<እc=“” "d›" u? ²=ƒŠÃ¤Kc›:: S<MK<እc=“”µ "œታ˜u? "Ñ>`"
²=ƒŠÃ§§L”ታ:: ¢›ƒ²=¿U ›NÉ Ág¿³Mª ÃK¾¿³M oÖ?¨<U ›u?Ï

1) “›u?¨<” ³¿ c›# “u`+u? ›`ÑÑu?’>¦” ÃM³M cT›Ñ>` S`ÑÑu=”ታ ›Mታ” u`+u?
ÃƒªnÖRM::
1a) Ö<”ec< Ò` Sx›K? ›u?¨< ³¿¿ eœ “u`+u? ›`ÑÑw’@¦” ›L¿Ñ>>` ÃƒªkÙT@M
(Ãu<*RM)::
2) ~^´UK? Ãƒ¤=i³K: mÖ?¨< ›ƒTK* Ñ>` Ñ@Ã +K=nƒ::
2b. Ñ@Ã +Kn³ƒ ~[´UK? Ãƒ¤=i³M mÖ?¨< ²ƒTK› c›”ታ::
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In the above compounds the first (1), (2) and (3) are periodic sentences in Harari for reason
sentences start with clauses. In 1a, 2a and 3a sentences are normal sentences of S-V-O .on
differences in meanings (gist). They mean the same, and yet the difference are in emphasis.
However, the structure needs attention
In these three statements the framed structure consist the first verb ÃƒªkÖRM (1) ÃƒqÝM
(2) +Knƒ (3) ›ƒTK* followed by ma as connector; the second verb }cT› (1) }’Ÿ+
(2) ›ƒTK* (3) are followed by gir (Ñ>`) clause. The meanings are, substantially where the
conditions stated are met, the consequence occur for each of these three events respectively.

Exercise Change the following Harari "Ñ>`" clause to "d›" clauses
‘Ñ>`’ N[Ò‹ u?²=ƒŸ}v‡ Ÿ=U ‘d›’ N[Ó ö˜ “¨Ö=/Ü
a) If you hear “Berti be”, you turn your back._________________________________________
" u`+u?" ÃL³M cT>¤ Ñ>` +`ÑwÒ¦::
b) If you touch the halasit, she runs away. ____________________________________________
NKc=~ ’Ÿ¤= Ñ>` +c"ƒ::
c) If you write it correct you understand well._________________________________________
q^Uu? Ÿ}w ¤=Ñ>` ›<cK? Ãu<›M::
d) Do you think when (d›) and (Ñ>`) mean the same? _________________________________
S<MKእc=“” ‘d›’ ›=S<¦ ‘Ñ>`’ u? Sƒ“ª¨Øµ Ñ>` U” ’>ó*ƒ NL;
The compound sentence with sa (d›) when, can be used to frame compound sentence consisting
two clauses. The following three example illustrate
(1) ²=ƒ"NKAT ²=qà d› uK‡ ÃÇ=ÍM:: sentence hold the event T@ÑM Ãƒ"NKARM
next comes u?N`µ ÃlàRM and the remaining event uK‡ ›µ u?N` Ã¤<“M:: The main
clauses is uK‡ ÃÇÍM comes after the two even occur.
(2) Npu? ²=ÅKÔT Ç=’ƒ ²Ñ™ c› ¨KÇ= ¤ÉK?U Ã}`óM::
(3) ²=ƒN?[ÔT ²S’<x c› ›cK= ª ›deµ Ãª^M::
The first verb in each sentence ²=ƒ"NKA (1) # ²=ÅKÔ# (2) and ²=ƒN?[Ô (3) : are followed
by ma T the verb is in relative perfect is followed by sa d clause establish the compound
sentence contained of at least two events. Few variation in utilization of sa. (cœ) to mean
“when”
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ÀÃu?}NÃK? g=›=i+ “d›” N[Óu? ²=ƒŠÃ¤L‡ S<MK<እc=““‹ ’u?Î¿T: N=Á‡
ÃSeK= ³L‡¨< S¡}wK? \Q²=“¨< Öw ’<i::
i. SŸ=“ Ñ>`Ñ>` ²=¨[É¤=T: SÒL Æp³¤= d› :Ÿ=U ÆeSÒL }l^¦::
ii.T>h Ò`²=¿u? ¿ÛT:„Á ›<Ò† ²=SK›<c›: Ÿ=UuÉ] u] ö˜ "u`+u`+K?" ÃK=×K<::
iii ›õµ¨< Ã¤É•T: NUc=+ Åmn N=cw ²=NÅÔ c›: q^U Ÿ<ƒu? ÃucLM::

In the above example (1) (2) (3) clauses start the sentence, (in the beginning) emphatic to attain
concentration of reader. The clauses of compound sentence applies the thematic frontal to bring
the persuasive clause to the front position, sentence contrastive Normal sentence.

Now change the sa (d›) there sentence (i), (ii), (iii) to gir (Ñ>`) with out change in meaning
g=›=i+ Éu<M S<MK<እc=““‡ Ÿ=U Ñ>` S<MK<እc=“” ö˜ ›NÉg=›U Öw ²Li¥u?
Ÿ=}w/Ÿ=†u=::
(i) ___________________________________________________________________________
(ii) ___________________________________________________________________________
(iii) __________________________________________________________________________

9.3.1 The Iss...behrle (›=c...u?N?`K?), “after” and “before” clauses in compound sentence
Event that under take preceding and coming after in sequences are clear to understand by
themselves logically from the lexical meanings of words “before and after”. The context is to
identify the main and the subordinate and to characterize by itself, to realize the tense in the
dimension of framing the sentences devoid of confusion. Thus, the topic shades light on three
compound sentences and unfold inherent features accordingly.
›=c=... u?N?`K? N[Ó ²=ƒˆ¤K< S<MK<c=““‹ UdM Vgu? ¢*ƒ ›=j¨<ƒ SMNÊµ
¾m” ›<i/g=.
(1) ŸK<µU ¾[Ó²=T: ðN’> ›=c[¤x u?N`K?: SMSÉö˜ ÃK=ÙRM::
(2) Sc’”T Ÿ=N=K= Ã[¦xT :›=e+ÇuKA u?N`K?: SK?n ÃN=cxRM::
(3) ©Ë’ƒu? KSÊT ›=q¨<ƒu? ›=cK?q u?N`K? : vÉ¥ÉK? SƒNÝ ¾m”u? ÃÇ=ÍM::
The first is the structure the first verb [“ ›=c-u?N`K?” + perfect] is followed by… the second
verb. The tense in perfect (›=c [¤x) , (›=c}ÇuKA) #(›=cK?q) imply the anticipation of
events to another event.
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The underlined words are in past the other clause verbs too are in past. Further clarification can
be attained from the following sentences.
Exercise change the following to sa d› clauses
N=Á‹¨< S<MK<እc=““‹

እe u?N`K? N[Óu? Ÿ=U "d›" N[Ó ö˜ ›“¨<Ö= ²=KNÈ¨< K<¦
Sƒ“¨Ø ›?MvU::

i. ›õÖ=`

cuK*T :nIª ›=ccŒ u?N`K? : S]˜ Ò`ö˜ ÃK=ÙNM::

_____________________________________________________________________________
ii. NKc=+ ²=¨[Å+T : dK? ›cÙ u?N?`K? : ¨_Ñ>ƒ ›ታÃ²? +`ÑwÒƒ::
_____________________________________________________________________________
iii. ò]¨< S`Óõu? ÃKpVT : ›=c›Å[q uN?`K? :ÃðÚRM::
_____________________________________________________________________________
iv. T>¡ó‹u? ÃÑ<KAT ›=cSff: SMNÉ u?N`K? ÅvM †õ†õ Ã’w^M::
_____________________________________________________________________________
iv. Ãƒ“c›<³L‹ Sƒ"NM# Ÿ<h Ýƒ V¨cÉ # ²Ñ”u?N`K? ’>"Q ÁiRM::
_____________________________________________________________________________

Here are minor events in logical sequence complete them.
›<Ñ<Mu? ²=ƒqÛ S<MK<እc=““‹ ›ƒTL¿T Ÿ<S<M ÆwM SMc<c=“” ›ƒ_¦u= ¢*ƒ *j¨<ƒ
SMNÉ ³Mv¿’ƒ ¾m” ›<i/g=

1) ÖÁ^u? Ç=_Åª Æp ÃKAT ›¨<„u<c ÃdòaT _________________________________
2) ›=U+P” OK<õ ¾KAT ¿’y`c=+ _____________________________________________
3) S¡ታ}u< ¾u<`ÊT Öu< እc›ju?N`K? ________________________________________
4) ›\´ ›Ãµ Ÿ<h SƒN?u`K? +K=Ö=T __________________________________________
5) Ÿ<g Ýƒ Ác„T ²Ñ” ›=c›?cxu?N`K? _________________________________________
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9.3.2 The compound sentence “while” sal (dM) /zal (³M) clause.
The unfolding topic in provision view the window with sample sentences besides, furnishes the
perception of meaning and structure behind the compound sentences in Harari “while”. The
following might elaborate and serve the purpose.
"³M" N[Óu? ²=ƒŠÃ¤K<: g=›=i+ Æu<M S<MK<እc=““‹ Su?Í ¾ƒ¤=hM(1) ¢*ƒ ¢*ƒ
›=j¨<ƒ ²=KNÅ S¦“²=¿¨< (2) Ñ>É` ›=j¨<ƒ ª ²=ƒÅuK ›=j¨<ƒ SLÁ (3) "Ÿ=M" ª
"³M" ²=ƒªkðlxª ²=ƒªÇÉx¨< ¾m”u? SMNÉ ¾ƒ¤=hM:: ›NÉ S<MK<እc=““ N[Ó
›LÃ ¢*ƒ Ã¤<’<³M N[Ò‹ (’<›<e) Ã’w[K? Ãƒð["M::
(1) Ë²?u? kÇÇ S<K<እ N¿ ÖMÖM ታh³ƒ ! ðÖ”ðÖ” +M ³ƒ Ÿ=M Ñ@Ã }k“ƒ::
(2) ¢›ƒ K=Í= S<ÒÇ‹ Ÿ<ታ ²=¿ ÃKwc<T ðk`µ¨< ÃmN\³M: Ÿ=UGKc=ƒ ÃcMNK<::
(3) ¨_Ñ>ƒ Ÿ=M›kÉ ²=cKN+ e›# S<ÒÇ‹ Ÿ=M ›?N?`# ¨_Ñ>ƒ ²=n’’+ c› S<ÒÇ‹
Ÿ=M ›?N` ÃcMNK< ! ¨_Ñ>ƒ g=`³+ c›U

Ãƒ¤?}K?T g=` ÃLK< ::

Exercise Bring out the main and the subordinating clauses.
Ãu?

NÃK? ²=cÖ< ›ታÁ‹u? Ñ>`Ò^Ág= N[Ñ< L›ÃK? ²=cÖ< g=›=g=+ S<MK<እc=““‡ Ö=^Q

1. a) Main:(N[Ó)______________________________________________________________
b) Subordinate clauses(›<’<e N[Ó)_____________________________________________
2. a) Main clauses :(N[Ó)_ ______________________________________________________
b) Subordinate clauses(›<’<e N[Ó)______________________________________________
3. a) Main clause :(N[Ó)_ _______________________________________________________
b) Subordinating (›<’<e N[Ó)__________________________________________________
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The short sentence have two events embodied. Break down each sentence into two complete
sentences with subject and verb.
N=Á‹ 5 S<MK<እc=““‹ ¢*ƒ S<MK<እc=“” ö˜ K=Á¿T Ÿ=}w¿/u=¿ T>dM K? ›NÉታ˜
}ÅLÑ.
1. ÃK=Ø³M Ÿ= w ¾k^M::
1a. ›v ›<Ò ÃK=×M::
2. Ãc¡³M ›=“‹ ö˜ Ç=Í::
2a_________________

He reads book while he walks.
1b. ›v Ÿ=ታw Ãp^M:: ¢*ƒ *j¨<ƒ (ÃM×M/Ãk^M)
He reached us while he was running.
2b_______________________________________________

3. ›`~¨< ÃK=Ø³M ÃNÉ^M:: He passes the night while he travels .
3a____________________ 3b______________________________________________
4. f² Ÿ<ƒµ ¾ucK=³M ›=L ›Y] c› ÃpvM:: He stays until 10 o’clock while he revises.
4a______________________4b_____________________________________________
5. Ç=KÒ L›Ãu? ¿M³M ¾ƒ[እTU uÍ=Q ›<c

ÃóMdT@M::

5a______________________ 5b_____________________________________________
My readers might appreciate few more examples to clarify ideas are provided here under.
Exercise change the following into two complete sentences with out change of meanings
›NÉ

ÆwM

S<MK<እc=““‹

²=ƒ

Ÿ}v¨<

¢*ƒ›ታÃu?

c?ÇT

Ÿ=}w::

¢*ƒµU

እeS<ØÖ= ›¨< (subject) ª *j¨<ƒ (verb) Ã’w[¿ Ãƒ¤=hM::
(1) ›ö‰‹ gNÇ¨< ¾ƒÑ>^Óu<³K<! ›x‰‹ Í=“›=´K? ›?N?^ ›?kÉ ÃK=×K<::
1a ______________________________ 1b_________________________________
(2) Ãƒª¤u<³L‹ ›LÃ Æ"“‹ ¿u<›<³K< ’>]¿R“! ›²=¿‡U Ã\“PM::
2a______________________________ 2b__________________________________
(3) Ñ@Ãu? ›=dM¤< kÇÇ=” ›=MT>¨< ²=ƒ¤=ታ}M¤<xታ ¨p+ ›Sታ‹” }¿::
3a______________________________ 3b__________________________________

Exercise Give your own sentence of events (sequences )
1. Now give 5 sentences with sal dM and zal ³M.
"dM" ›Mታ” "³M" u? ²=ƒŠÃ¤KA NUc=ƒ S<MK<እc=““‹T Ÿ*ƒ ›=j¨<ƒ ²=LNÇ†¨< Ÿ=ታw/Ÿ=}u=

a) __________________________________________________________________________
b) __________________________________________________________________________
c) __________________________________________________________________________
d) __________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise Sentences are given below join their into single sentence
NÚ`NÚ`u? ²=ƒŸ}v‡ Ÿ=UÆu<M S<MK<እc=“” ›“¨Ö¿ ›NÉg=›=U ³MkuLu? ›¨<
subject ª ›=j¨<ƒ S”u`+ NKv¿
1 a) Ñ@ÃSÒL ²=ታ¨n ታ]¦ NK?::
b) uÍ=Q Ñ@Ã ›<c<እ‹ Ñ@Ã SÒKu? Ã’w^K<::
__________________________________________________________________________
2. a) Ñ@ÃÒ` Ng= ›<”u? ‡¤<K=”ታ::
b) Ñ@Ã Ò` ›<\fµ: Ãu`ÆT@M: ÃS<lT@M::
c) Ñ@Ã Ò` Ç="µ Ñ<Ñ<v ›ð`u? ²=ƒ Ndd”ታ::
_________________________________________________________________________
3. a) ›g<^ ÁT‹ Å`T‹ lK<እ Ãcw^K<::
b) ›g<^ ÁT‹ ›<c<እ g<` ÃÖõoc= ÄLM::
c) ›g<^ ÁT‹ ¨^vK?U g<` Ö<w ÃKPM::
d) ¨^vU c<S<ƒu? g<\ ÄLM::
_________________________________________________________________________

Join there in to one sentence
NÜ`u? ²=ƒŸ}v† S<MK<እc=“” Sƒªp[u? (conjunction) ›NÉ S<MK<እc=“” u?
Ÿ=}v¿::
1) ሐረር Ñ@Ã ›Ç²?u? +ታ¨nƒ:: N[` Ñ@Ã Æ”Á ¿n³M ታ]¦ NK?:: ›NÉ Æu<M
S<MK<እc=“”ª ’<›<e N[Ó Š¤K=T ›ƒ_¦u=::
___________________________________________________________________________
2) "Å`Tg?¦" NK~! (SwL²¨<)! Öuµ¨<U Ãታ¨lT@MT ›<cእ ÃÛ’nM::
›NÉ ›<c<›<U ›MKSÈ¨<U. ¨[vU ÃÇ=ÍM:: Å`Tg?¦ ÃK<T Ác=•RM::
___________________________________________________________________________
3) ›ö‰‹ uK‡ª ›S<}K? }" ›=”}¿:: S<ÒÇ‹ ðk`u? Ñ@Ãc=“’< ¾’>^K<:: kNƒ
S<ÒÇ‹ c=’ƒª lUd NK¿:: ›Á‹ ›ö‰ ›S<ታ oc= uL‡K? ÃÛ’lT@M::
____________________________________________________________________________
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Integration of Harari Grammar in the verb “to be”
The recapitulation draws the time line of past, present and future the model sentences initiate
with Harari sentence and direct meaning provided in English, in (affirmatives and negatives).
The variation of pronouns such as He (azo,(*µ) and (Oª) huwa), similarly she (aze (›²?) and
hiya (NÁ) are used side by side as alternatives with out adverse effect in meanings. The
compound sentences incorporated are in variation of ellipsis (omission)
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The Harari verb be (Simple Declarative Sentence)
S¦“/›MS¦“

I.

}˜ }“ }¦ }i }¤<

4. }“/›M}“U

1. }˜ / ›M}–<U
1. a) ›” ›<cታ´”}˜

4. a) ›=“‹ N[]”}“::

(I am a teacher).affirmative

We are Hararis

b) ›” NŸ=S<SM}˜ /›M}–<U

b) ›=“‹ ›[u<SM}“

I am not a doctor. (Negative)
c) ›” NŸ=S< SM}˜ ›<cታ´”}˜::
I am not a doctor, I am a teacher .

We are not Arabs.
c) ›=“‹ ›[u<SM}“ N[]”}“::
We are not Arabs, we are Hararis.

(compound sentences)

2 . }¦/ ›M}¤<U

5. }¤</ ›M}¤<U

2 .a) ›¥¦ g<ô`”}¦::

5. a) ›¥¥‹ ©Íˆ”}¤<::

You are a driver, (Affirmative)

You are children.

b) ›¥¦ S"’>Ÿ<SM}¦::
You are not a mechanic (Negative)
c) ›¦¦ S"’>Ÿ<U ›M}¦ (ª)
cªm”}¦::

b) ›¥¥‹ S<ÒÇ‡SM}¤<.
You are not mugads.
c) ›¥¥‹ S<ÒÇ‡SM}¤<ª ©Íˆ”}¤<
You are not mugads you are children .

You are not a mechanic, you are a driver.
(compound sentence)

3. }g/›M}g<U
3. a) ›¥g ’`c=”}i
You are a nurse.
b) ›¥i Ê¡}\SM}g ::
You are not a doctor.
c) ›¥g Ê¡}\SM}i ’`c=”}i::
(Second subject omitted)
d) ›¥g Ê¡}\SM}gª: ’`c=”}g::
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ታ/‚/}¿
ታ/›M} (U)

}¿/ ›M}¿

1.a) ›µ/ Oª/ Ê¡}]”ታ::

3.a ) ›²=Á‹/N=Á‹/ ›=Iታቺን}¿::

He is a doctor.

They/ These are sisters

b) ›µ ’`c= SMታ (›Mታ)

b) ›²=Á‹/ N=Á‹ ©Í‡SM}¿
They/ These are not children.

He is not a nurse.
c) ›µ ’`c= SMታª Ê¡„]”ታ::
He is not a nurse, he is a doctor.

c) N=Á‹ ¨N‰‹ S<ÒÇ‡SM}¿ ©Íˆ”}¿
They/These are not girls mugads they are
children.

‚/›M‚
2.a ) ›²?/ N=Á/ ’`c=”‚::
She is a nurse.
b) ›²? Ç=_c\SM‚::
She is not a dresser.
c) ›²? Ç=_c\SM‚ª ’`c=”‚::
She is not addresser, she is a nurse.
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Verb be Past

“`¤< : “`“: “\
II

1. a) ›” ›`Ôu]u? “`¤<
I was in Argoberi.

4.a) ›¥i ›eTእÇ=” u]u? “`g=::
You were in Asademberi.

b) ›” SÒK?u? ›M“`¤<U::
I was not in Magala.

b) ›¥i uÉ] u]u? ›M“`g=U::
You were not in Asedimberi.

c) ›” SÒK?u? ›M“`¤<U ›`Ôu]u? “`¤<::
I was not in Magala, I was in Argoberi.

c) ›¥i uÉ] u]u? ›M“`g=U
›eTእÇ=” u]u? “`g=::
You were not in Bedroberi you were in
Asedimberi.

“`“ ›M“

“`¤/ ›M“`¤U

2. a) ›=“‹ ›`Ôv u]u? “`“
We were in Argoberi.

5.a) ›¥¥‹ ›=Èu? “`¤<::
You were here.

b) ›=“‹ SÒK?u? ›M“`“U::
We were not in Megala.
c) ›=“‹ SÒKu? ›M“`“U

b) ›¥¥‹ ›µÅu? ›M“`¤<U
You were not there.
You were not there, you were here.

›`Ôv u]u? “`“::
We were not in Magala we were in Argobari.
“`¤=/ ›M“`¤U
3. a) ›¤¦ ›`Ôv u]u? “`¤=::
You were in Asumberi.

“\ ›M“\U
6a. ›²=Á‹ ›ÃÈu? “\::
They were there.

b) ›¥¦ c<Ñ<É ›Øu]u? ›M“`¤=U::
You were not in saqutat beri.
c) ›¥¦ c<Ñ<É ›Øu]u? ›M“`¤=
›c<T> u]u? “`¤=

6b. ›²=Á‹ ›=Èu? ›M“\U::
They were not here.
6c. ›²=Á‹ ›=Èu? ›M“\U ›µÈu? “\::
They were nit here they were there.

You were not is suqtatberi, you were in Asumberi.
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III Future

›<¤<“¦ ’<¤<““ ~¤<“¦ ~¤<“i Ã¤<“K<
›<¤’¦/ ›<¤<’<T@¦

5.a) ›¥¥‹ ›=¢•T>c+ ~¤<“¤<::

1. a) œ” ýaôc` ›<¤<“¦:

You will be an economist .

œ” ýaôc` ›<¤<’>u?? NM¤<::

b) ›¥¥‹ ›<eታ´ ~¤<’<T@¤<::

I will be a professor.

You will not be teachers.

b) œ” }K=c ›<¤<’<T@¦

c) ›¥¥‹ ›<eታ´ ~¤<’@T@¤<!

I will not be careless.

›=¢•T>eƒ ~¤<’¤<:

c) ›” }K=e ›<¤<’<T@¦ ! ²=p ÅLÑ> ›<¤<“¦::
I wont be lazy I will be busy.
’<¤<““/’<¤<’<T@“

~¤<“ƒ/ ~¤<’<T@ƒ

2. a) ›=“‹ ›=eታ³‹ ’<¤<““:

6.a) /›²=/ NŸ=U ~¤<“ƒ::

We will be teachers.

She will be a doctor.

b) ›=“‹ N^g= ’<¤<’<T@“::

b) /›²?/ ’`c= ~¤<’<T@ƒ::
She will not be a nurse.

We wont be farmers.
c) ›=“‹ N[g= ’<¤<’<T@’ (ª) ›=eታ³‹

c) N=Á /›²?/ ’`c=U ~¤<’<T@ƒ!
Ê¡„` ~¤<“ƒ::

’<¤<““::

She will not be a nurse she will be a doctor.
~¤<“¦/ }¤<’<T@¦

7.a) Oª/ ›µK? Ã¤<“M::

3. a) ›¤¦ ’Í` ~¤<“¦

He will be a singer

You will be a carpenter.

b) Oª/›µ u“” Ã¤<’<T@M::

a) ›¥¦ u“” ~¤<’<T@¦::

He will not be, mason.

You want be a mason.

c) Oª u“” Ã¤<’<T@M ªK= Ã¤<“M::

b) ›¥¦ u“” ~¤<’<T@¦ !’Í` ~¤<“¦::

He wont be a mason he will be singer.

You wont be mason you will be a carpenter.
8.a) ›²=Á‹ ’`e Ã¤<“K<::

4. a) ›¥i Ÿታu= ~¤<“i
You will be a secretary.

They will be nurses.

b) ›¥g ›<eታ´ ~¤<’<T@i::

b) ›²=Á‹ Ç=_c` Ã¤<’<T@K<::
They wont be dresser.

You wont be teacher.
c) ›¥i ›<eታ´ ~¤<’<T@i

c) ›²=Á‹ Ç=_c` Ã¤<’<T@K< ’`c= Ã¤<“K<::
They will not be dresses they will be nurses.

Ÿታu= ~¤<“i::
You wont be a teacher you will be a secretary.
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CHAPTER TEN
PARAGRAPHING: WRITING
(Start to write)
10.1 Paragraph Writing Definition and elements
The current text has gone through (words) Ûp+ (clauses) N[Ó, sentence S<MK<እc=“”
compound sentence Æu<M S<MK<እc=“”. These elements develop to the basis Paragraph
writing. Harari students need ideas on paragraph to communicate based on conventional and
standard of writing. Paragraph is group (c<S<ƒ) of sentences (S<MK<እc=“”) on one idea
(^›Ã ታQc=w) on a topic title, issues, or agenda to communicate. Writer frames idea in
sentence in structure of, S-V-O. Writer need three types sentences (topic sentence) ›?kÉ
S<MK<እc=“” the three supporting (Ñ>`Ò^ Ág=) sentences one more sentence to conclude
SN?KÉ the paragraph. Paragraph has group of sentence, (five sentences) topic sentence, 3
supporting and a concluding sentence.
T>dMu? T@ÑM
The topic, Harar is a historical city “Ñ@Ã ታ]¦ vÇ=”‚”:: writer needs topic sentence ›?kÉ
S<MK<እc=“”. Here is one topic sentence Ñ@Ã ¾’w]u?³M ª ›LÃ ›<Sƒ#

ታ]¦

ባድS¦’²?¨< ዩውnM:: This is proposed idea in single sentence. (topic sentence). Next three
supporting sentences and that justify or explain the topic sentence follow.
Another concluding sentences comes last

I. Topic sentence (›?kÉ S<MK<እc=“”) Ñ@Ã ›<c<እ Ã’w]v³M ª ›LÃ
›<Sƒ ታ]¦ vÉ S¦’²?¨< ¿¨<nM::
II. Supporting Ñ>` Ò^Ág= S<MK<እc=““‹
2 Ñ@Ã ‡¤<L‹ ›<S]²=¿ upLˆ”ታ::
3. u?kÉ ¨p+ ¾ÅLÑ<x ²=“^ SNKn‹ NK<::
4 Ñ@Ã ›<c<እ ¾ƒN=ÇÉ\ ²=“\ ›T>^‹: ›KUu? Ãታ¨nK<::
III Conclusion SƒN?KÉ S<MK<እc=“”
Ñ@Ã ታ]¦ ³K?’~ UNESCO ›S’@¨<T }ouK¨<::
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10.2 Model paragraphs
Harar is Historical City

N[] Ñ@Ã ታ]¦ vÇ=”‚

Su?[”
1. Topic sentence
(›?kÉ
S<MK<እc=“”)
Ñ@Ã ታ]¦ vÉ’ƒ²?
Ãታ¨nƒ::

2. Supporting
(Ñ>` Ò` ¾g=
S<MK< c=“”)
Ñ@Ã Ò` OÖ<^‹
ª u]Á‹

3. Coins
SNLn‹ ›ÁT‹ ª
›T>^‹

4. Support

T>dM Ÿ<~w
Harar, the city where gey usu lives is widely known a is a historical city
ሐረር

Ñ@Ã

Ã’w]u?³Mª ›LÃ ›<Sƒu?: ታ]¦ vÉ

S¦’²?

Ãታ¨<nM ::(1) First, the Harari people lived in historical uniquely
built residence in the historical walled city. T@ÑMታኝ!
Ã’w\x³M Ò^‹µ#

N[]Á‹

Ñ@Ã OÖ<^‹ª u]Á‹²?vQ upL‹ ›Sታ‹

u?kÉ ²=“\x SÒL”‚::(2) Second, Hararis trade coins, in their
making holding

historical dates and names of Amirs show Harari

history. SÉuMK? !+Í^ ÃÅMÑ<x ²=“\ SNKn‹ ²=Ùa ›ÁUª
›T>^‹

c<U²=¿

N[`Ñ@Ã

ታ]Ÿ<¨<

Á^K<::

(3)

Third’ the

Historian documents on Harari history in Arabic, Italian…etc are in
libraries in the country and abroad. ›LÃ SÉuMK?# Ñ@Ã ታ]¦

›[w ª ÖMÁ’>u?
²=ƒŸ}u< OÍ‹

›mÁ‹ ›[w ×M¾’>u? ª ›LÃ c=“”u? ²=ƒŸ}u<Ÿ=ታv‹ vÉª

5. Concluding

were recognized and accepted that UNESCO registered it accordingly

(SN?KÉ
S<MK<እc=“”)

N=Á‹ ²=ƒokK<: ª ›LÃ OÍ‹ ›deu?# ¿’@e¢ ታ]¦ uÉ’ƒ²?¨<

UNESCO u?

nÜu? Ÿ=ታwÒ^‹u? Ãƒ[¤vK<:: (4) Thus, these historical facts

}ouK?¨<T +ƒo[N=Ÿ<ƒ }qÚK?:: (5)

ƒƒo^QŸ<ƒ
}qÚK?::

 ÃL›Ãu? ²=ƒŸ}u< 5 S<MK<እc=“”‹ û[Ó^õ (Ö=ƒŸ<~w) Ã¤<“K<::
 ›?kÉ S<MK<እc=“” topic sentence,
ii (2), (3), (4) (supporting) Ñ>`Ò^ Ág= S<MK<እc=““‹ Su?Ã[”u? K<¤< ÃUÇK<::
iii (conclusion) SƒN?KÉ S<MK<እc=“” ²=ƒokK< Ÿ<K<¨< ÃdU+T ÃN=MÇM::
 T@ÑM# SÅuM: ›LÃSÉuM: SN?KÉ (transition words to build coherence)
²=UdcL‹ c<S<ƒu? ›NÉ ^እÃ Ã[¦u<KARM:: u=`˜ ²=ታ K<¦ ¾[¦vK<::
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ÀÃ S¡ታ}w c=’~ T@ÑM ›de: V[ÉK? #›NÉ N[]Ñc=“” S<Ö=u? ²=k[v Ÿ<~w
’u?Ï:: "N[]’ƒ" ÃM³Mu? } Ÿ}v::
(1) T@ÑM !›?kÉS<K<እc=“”u?! N[]’~¨< ÃUÇ=³M S<MK<እc=“” kÅT:: (2)
ƒ¤?}KT N[]’~¨< Á]³M’~ Su?Ã[”K? g=›i+ OÍ‹ }Ö[N:: SN?KÉu?U ›NÉ
S<MK<እc=“”u? }¤}T ::

N[]’ƒ
Su?[”
(1) Topic
Sentences
Ñ@Ã›<c<እ’ƒ
N[] SKÁ”}¿
(›?kÉS<MK<እc=
“”)

(2) Supporting
Ñ>`Ò^ Ág=
(S<MK<እc=“”)
Ñ@Ãc=“”
(3) Supporting
Ñ@Ã ðk`
(4) Supporting
’Çv:×oƒ
›õLKª...
(5) Concluding
SwLእ: ›=^´

T>dM Ÿ<~w
(1) N[]’ƒ N[] ›LÃ ›<Sƒu? ÃƒLÃv²MT Sd S”u`+µu?
²=Ç=Í T”’ƒµu? ÃcS›³M ታNc=u=+” : (2) ›NÉታ˜# ሐረሪነት
Ñ@Ãu? ª ›LÃ ›ƒታÃu? Ã’w]³M N[] ›<Sƒ Ç=’ƒµ ²=ታT
¾d’>v³M N[] c=“” ›NÉ SL¾µ”ታ:: (3) ¢*ታ˜# ታ]¦: ª
›Åµ¨< Á`L³M N[] ðk^‹ NKe# SeKQ ª ÅvM }¤M
K=uh‹µ N[] ›<c<እ S<ØÖ= ³Ö=”}¿:: (4) g=›=gታ˜# N[]
S”u`+ Ò`µ: ²=x*T ðƒ^ oc= ²=ƒÑ@uKA d› : ›?kÉu?
Ãƒ]›=³K< S<ØÖ=¨< SokMK? ’Çv‹# ×oታ‹# ›õLKª ›LÃ
²=UdeL‹

ÆS<U

Ñ@Ã

›<cእ<

SƒLÁ‹µ”

}¿::

(5)

Sx^ÉK?U# SwLእµ (N”Ñ<`µ)# Mvh‹ª ²=SdcK< SLÁ‹
N[]’ƒ ታQc=xƒ

ÃŸULK<::

Ñ@Ã ›<c< ’ƒ
(i) Topic sentence (›?kÉ S<MእK<c=“”) : N[]’ƒ ›LÃ ›<Sƒu? ÃƒLÃv³M }Ic=u=”ታ::
(ii) Supporting g=›=g+ S<MK<እc=““‹u? (N[]c=“”# N[] ðk` ª# N[]Ò` }Ö[O...:)
(iii) SN?KÉK? Conclusieon ›LÃ }ÅuKu?¨T (SwLእ# ›=^´) }N?KÇ::
(iv) Transition/ connector S<MK<እc=““‡ SƒK=PNÉK? :
(›NÅታ˜: ¢*ታ˜# g=›=iታ˜:Sx[ÊK?U...) ›kÖ=^u? Ÿ=M›u?Ã[’ }Ö[N::
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Sƒ¤}Mu? ›NÉ NÜ` Ÿ<}wu? Sp[እT: SÓKÓM SÑ@u?ƒK? Ã¤<’>³M ’>NÏT
SƒN?u^‡ Ñ@Ã c=“”u? ’`ÑwÒ“::

„Á ›ö‰

Su?Ã`”
(1) ›?kÉ
S<MK<እc=“”
(Topic sentence)

T>dMK Ÿ<~w
(1) N[] ›<c<እ
„Á

(Ò`)

g=`+µu?
(2) Ñ>`Ò^ Ág=
S<MK<እc=“”
(Supporting)

g=`+µu? Ãƒ[¤w³M ›<c<እ

›ö‰

NL::

Ã’w[³MvQ

*`Ÿ<ƒu?

Í`’ƒu?

¾ÑÉ^M::

ªôo¨<Ñ>`

Í^‹ª

(2)እcS<ØÖ=

(3)

„Á‹µuQ

›vƒu?:

¾ƒ^œ³M

„Áu?

vQ ÃÇvL³M

›NÉ
Ã¤<’>T

¾”u`TU

Ò`

›ö‰¨<

Öu=p²=ታ NÍ
NK=

SóÚu?:

ÃƒªÖ›PM:: UdM SeÖK?:: „Áu? ›Mታ” ›NÉ Í`µu?
(3) SN?KÉ
S<MK<እc=“”
(Conclusion)

’<ÓÇ VታÑ>` ¾NØxT ÃŸ=õ•T ÃkwaRM:: (4) uK‡ª
›S<ታ Í`µu? ªðo¨<Ñ>` Ò`µ¨< qõ Ág=T kMu=›NÉu?
NÍ³MÁ‹K?

ÃÑõ^M::

(5)

N[]

›<c<እ Ñ>Å`

›ö‰¨<

S<ØÖ=¨< SM}ª Ò` ›ö‰¨<U *`Ÿ<ƒu? ¾¤hPM::

T>dM

Ñ@Ã (u]nÜ) N`g=Á‹

N[] N`g=Á‹ “dÃ õ] Åˆ’ƒ²?u?”

Ñ@¿ ¾+¨<o “\:: Ÿ<K<›wmM ²=ታ ›ð`²?:

¾lUc=³M oQ ›ð`: ²=Lm Lm Å[Í ²=“_¿ *T>h‹²?¨< ›<cእ oÖ? ÃóMc¿ “`::
›=ƒÀåÁ ÅS<Uu? ²=ታ¨l S<K<Q ¤<Å^‹²? ›Uv: u<`~¥”: S<´: ²?Ã~”ª Ñ>g×
²=UdcL‹ ²=ታ¨l “`:: ¿¬q³M ›<c<እK?: Í^‹K?: S]—‹K?U: NÇ=Á’ƒu? ÃcÖ< “`::
U”ÃÖ=T>ª ¿c<ˆ u<”²? “N[` u<“” ²=ታ¨nT kKQ ²T” u?nÉ ]‰`É u`}”
²=T>deL‹ ›KÒ‹ ²?Ÿ?u<KAT ²=ƒðLc! ›¤µU Ãƒ¨ÇÉ³K=”ታ:: “¾N[` c”Ò” U
¤’Ñ>` qõ cS<U ›M“^:: Ñ@Ã ›<c<እ

N[g=Á‹µ ³Ø ›\eµu? S¨×እ Ÿ=M›uK?¨<!

›vƒµª Ò` ›?N`µu?: ›Uv: u<`~¥” ^N’<U ³Mk^u? ¾upLM::
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Ñ>wታ˜
1. ÃÖ=ƒ Ÿ<}w ²=ƒN?KÅu?¨< (concluding) S<MK<እc=“’< Ÿ=}w/u=::
__________________________________________________________________________
2. ÃÖ=ƒ Ÿ<~u? ›?kÉ S<MK<እc=“’<µ¨< Ÿ=}w/u=::
__________________________________________________________________________
3. ›?kÉ S<MK<እc=“’< SN?KÉ ›ታÃ SÈÍ Ãƒð[Ÿ=“M;
_________________________________________________________________________
4. Ñ>`Ò^ Ág= supporting S<MK<እc=“”‹ u=´N NK¿: Sw³Q²=¿u? ¾k•³M ›Mታ”
/¾kwKA³M g=›=
NK¿;
K) ›=: ¾k“K< _____________________________________________________________
N) T@: ¾kwLK< __________________________________________________________
5. ›?kÉ SMK<እc=““‹ ›?kÉ ’LTU Ÿ<~w Ñ<+u? Sƒ[¤w Ãƒð[¡³M
ÃSScK¤=/g=’M;
_________________________________________________________________________
›=L›¥: ²=]’@¿ N[ƒ (paragraphs) Ÿ<~v‹ Ÿ<K<²=¿U ÃƒK=ÃÁK<:: ›=cS<ØK? ÃƒÑ@uLK<::.
²=ƒK=Á¿ (topic) ›=cS<ØÖ= (paragraph)

S¦“T SƒÑ@u?M²=¿ Ç=`m”ታ :: NÍ=e

}Qc=xƒ ¥“ Ñ>` NÍ=e S<c×[u? (new line) ÃÓK<T: ÃŸ}xRM:: NÜ`u? (1)
S<MK<እc=““‹:V[É# (2) g=›=i+ Ñ>`Ò^: Áh³K< S<MK<እc=““‹ Sƒ¤?}M# ›µ
Ÿ<ƒµU

(3)

SN?KÉK?

›NÉ

S<MK<እc=“’u?

SƒqðM

NMv::SMK<እc=““‹

SƒK=PNÉ NMu¿::

Ñ>wታ˜ 
Ãu? ታNÃK? ²=cÖ<u? Ñ@wታ”u? ›=L ›¥ ²=KNÉ’@¨<u? Ÿ<~w ’>ÓK=u¿R“::
Ñ>wታ˜ SMSÇ=+Á‹
Exercise Writing  Ñ@Ã S<ÒÇ‹# ›Ç¨< SK?nK? ðk^‹ “_À:: Ö<”ee Ò`u?# ›=Éª
›[ó ›ÁT‹ª NõL‹u? Ãƒôk\ “`:: Ã›dc: Vhu? ²=Ö[O ’<pÖÁ‡¨< }¤?}MT
S¡}w ›?ÓK=::
1) T@ÑMu? ›?kÉS<MK< እc=“” Ÿ=}w/u=.
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
2) Ñ>`Ò` Ág<M—M +L³¤</g< g=›=g+ S<MK<እc=““‹ NÜ`u? Ö=^Q/N= ²=cÖ<¦
’<q×‡ Ö<”c<eÒ` ›[óª NõL‹ Sƒôk^† Ÿ=U S<MK<እc=““‹ ö˜ ›“¨<Ö=T Ÿ=}u¿::

i) ________________________________________________________________________
ii) _______________________________________________________________________
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iii) _______________________________________________________________________
3) ›NÉ SN?KÉK? ¾ƒò`Ÿ¦ ³M S<MK<c=“”u? Ÿ<~w ¥¨< ›qõL:: (NUeታ˜
S<MK<እc=“” Ÿ<~u¥ SN?KÉ NMv::) ²=cÖ< ›ታÃu? ›¥› Ÿ=}v::
i) ________________________________________________________________________
ii) _______________________________________________________________________
iii) _______________________________________________________________________
4) S<MK<እc=““‹ ²ƒK=PNÉ¤=v Su?Ã[” Ûp+Á‹ ¾ƒ¤=g<¥MT“ SKQ¦::
Ÿ=}w/Ÿ=}u=
____________________________________________________________________________
Ñ>w ˜ 
›g<^ ›ÁU ÃƒÑÇ`³M ©`h„: g=›=gƒ ›=j¨<ƒu? ÃƒÑÅ^M:: lK<እ
SwKእ

Scu`! g<`

ª ¨^v g<` Sƒu?K›=”}¿:: ÀÃ¬ ÃUÉ³M ›NÉ Ÿ<~w Öw›<i::

1. ›NÉ ›?kÉ S<MK< እc=“” Ö=[IT ›<\Ç=::
_________________________________________________________________________
2. g=›=i+ Ñ>`Ò^Ág= S<MK< እc=““‹ Öw ›<i:: L›ÃK? ²=cÖ?¦: ’<p×‹ g=›=i+
S<MK< እc=“” ö˜ ›’¨<×¿:
_________________________________________________________________________
3. ›NÉ SN?KÉ S<MK<እc“”u? N?MÇ=::
_________________________________________________________________________
4. SƒK=NNÉ Ûp+Á‹ (connectors /transition words) Sƒ[› NMu¿::
_________________________________________________________________________

10.3 Coherence and connectors
10.3.1 ²=ƒSK› Ÿ<~w K<¦ Sc×K?ª Su?Ã[”K? Ãƒð[¡v³M ¢*ƒ g=›=Á‹ SØ[I
¾Ãƒ¤=hM:: ›²=Á†¨<U SƒK?NÉ ª ›NÉ’ƒ+¿::

S¡ታ}w c=’~ SMSÉK?

›dcu?: ²?ÑM“ e› “’>Ÿƒv³“ ›<c<እK?”ታ ” \Q ²=“K? SMታ: ÃM³Mu? SS”NMu“::
’>Ÿƒv³“ g=›=oÖ?¨< Su?Ã[”u? SƒÑ@uM NMv:: Ñ@Ã c=“”u? SƒŸ}wµ S<ØÖ=
K<¦µ¨< ›ƒታÃ ¿u<[ÆT@M::
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¾ƒ¤=hNM v“:: (1) ›NÉµ transition/connector S<MK< እc=“”

²=Ÿ}w’@¨< ¢*ƒ g=እ

›LÃ S<MK< እc=“”vQ Sƒªp` ¾ƒ¤=hPM:: (2) ¢›ታ˜µ coherence ›NÉ }Nc=xƒu?
SØÖ=u?

²=dS~

S<Mእc=““‹

¾ƒ¤=hPM::

S<MK< c=“’< Ãu=Ã^“K< u=LÃ ›LÃ g=እ
g=›=

S<MK<እc=““‹

mÖ?²=¿U#

›?kÉ

Ãcu<T@K<# ÃmpK<T@K<:: NÜ`u? ›NÉ+

S<Ö= ÑM Ñ@w ÁhK<:: Ã¨< S`¤uK? ›ƒªp]Á‹ VnT Sƒ“ð

NMu“

›ƒªp]Á‹ ÀÃu?}NÃu? ’u?Ë¿T ’ƒÇKÓu¿::

›ƒªp]Á‹ Transition Ûp+Á‹
First ›NÉ
Firstly T@ÑMu?
First T@ÑM
To begin (to strat)

second ¢*ƒ
secondly Ÿ› ˜u?
further SÉuM
to continue

Thus g=›=i+
thirdly g›=gታ˜u?
further more ›LÃ SÅuMK?
to finish

in addition
The first fact,
›Nታ˜g=›=:

one more
the second fact,
¢*ታ˜g=›=:

besides
the last fact
g=›gታ˜g=›=

I have listed the connectors, what Dr. Qoram labels as ›ƒªp], to mean the conjunction word
to word ²=Sce ›ƒªp] to the idea to join, link and flow ideas
“ ²=Sce ›ƒªp] ¢*ƒ Ûp+Á‹# N[Ò‡¨< ›=S<¦ ¢*ƒ Sce S<MK< እc=““‡¨<
Áƒªp^M vÃ”+”ታ ::” Qoram
The definition of connecting Úp+Á‹ (words) N[Ò‡¨< (clauses) S<MK< እc=““‹
sentences. Could you identify the connectors or transition words from the following Qoram
sentences?
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10.3.2. ›µµ ›NÉ dƒ+ u?ÃkÉ K¨<¦Ñð[K?˜ “` ¾¦’>TU ›=L ›¤¤› Ëªw
›Kg¤<KA¨<U::
The following are transition words connectors with Harari equivalent
ÀÃu? }NÃK? ²=cÖ< ›ƒªp]Á‡ ›u?ÏT ›Ö?Q’¿::
 Contrast (SƒT>³³”) Su?Ã[” in category
But, yet, however, nevertheless, in spite of, despite, on contrary. On one hand, …
on the other hand …¾¦’>TU: ›=f µU::
a) ¨MÇ‹ ÃKUÇK<: ÃŸƒvK< LŸ=” ¾d’<xT@M::
The boy attend, take note yet they don’t speak.
b) ›<cታÇ‹ ÃUÇK< Á^K<: ¨LKŸ=” ¨MÇ‹ ÃÑ>w~Ÿ<ƒ ’c=w ÃcÖ<¿T@K<::
Teachers instruct and explain, however, they don’t encourage student participation.
 In choice (disjunction) T>LRƒ (T@SÉ/ Su?Ã[”) Express choices or options.
Or (›=T”), otherwise (›LÃŸ<ƒu?) or else, (›=S<¦) The other choice, the other option
›M ”/›=T”/ ›=T’<U
a) ¨MÇ‹ ÃKUÆŸ<ƒ ’c=w Sc×# ›Mታ” ’ƒK=UÇ³“ Å[c= ›ታÃ ›MSx[Éµ¨< Vn NMv“::
Allow participation for of students or realize weakness is its pedagogy:
b) ²T” Ã¤h³M Ÿ<ƒu? Ñ@Ã c=“’< SƒK?SÉ ›=jƒu?! ›=T” ÃTË³M ›<Ò¨< SØ[Q
Ã‹¤=hM::
One ought to instruct in modernity other wise, suggest better solution.

 In compromise SƒŸ=PNM Su?Ã[”.
Although, (Ã¦’>TU) though, even though (›=c µU) despite, inspite of
Two ideas in one sentences positive/ negative in compromise.
a) Ñ@Ã ›<c<
©K=እ

N=Mmu? ›<’<c Ã¤’>TU ታ]¦µ Ñ>Å` ²=ታ

›<Sƒ+”ታT ታ]¦µu?

Ãታ¨puPM::

Although Harari is minority number wise’ it has significant history Ethiopia.
b) Ñ@Ã ›<c<አእ SMSÉª +Í^u? ²=p ›=cታµU : Âp³M oc=u? Ñ@¿ ›LK?oU::
Though Hararis play significant role in education and business, Harar has not benefited as such.
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 In conclusion SN?KÉ/ SƒN?KÉ Su?Ã[”
So, thus, (›²Ÿ<ƒ) therefore, consequently Ãu?U Subsequently, hence: ÃK? vÃ+:

 Give decision in one sentence in conclusive and definitive manner.
a) Ñ@Ã N[g=›‹u? }Ñ—³ƒ: ›=SMT“oe ²=“kcK?# ~[c=ƒ ›=”Æcƒ]¨< ²=ÑNª ²=pu? SƒÇKÓ
Ç=`m²?ታ ::

 The status quo ante of Harari farms is unattainable so, let us utilize the tourism adequately.
b) \Q¥É SƒN=ÇÇ`µ ¾m”u? ›de ¤“: ›µŸ<ƒµ ›=j¨<ƒu? ¾m”VhT vÉK? SÅKÓ
Ãƒ›?kvM::
The self administration is realized thus, so does the realization to work for people and country.

 In coordination ….,
Either (Á )....or (›Mታ”): either way ¢›ƒ µu?U Not only (S<ØÖ= SMታ) but also
(¾...U..”) Neither (¨L).... nor ( ¨L) : Both ¢*ƒµU ... and (ª)
a) "SMSÉ ³Mv ©Ï Æñ” SÉ[e Sx›µ¨< Ñ>Ç` S¦“µ S<ØÖ= SM

: ›cx*

u?N`K? ÃNÓÉ³K< ©Ë‹ NMm ²=¿U Su?Î NMu¤<u?:" ÃKARM::
 One is advised to evaluate not only on the number children to school, but also the number
of drop out.
b) ¢›ƒ g=›=Á›‹u? ›NÅµ¨< SUKQ ¾ƒ¤=hM! S”ÓY+ Ç=LÒu? ›<SƒK? SÉKÓ
›©” \Q¥Æ Sõ[ŸT ²=¤j¨< SÅKÓ::
 You have the option to serve your people in government or establish your own job.

Ñ@Ã c=“”u? S¡}w ›=j¨<ƒu?# c=’ƒµ SMSÉ T@ÑMK?: ÃL›Ãu? ²=ƒ[SÆT ²=k[u<
SnÖ` (›ƒªp]) Ûm+Á‹ ’>LÁ¿T ’>ƒ“ðu¿³“! ›NÉ Ûp+ ª Ûp+ (word to
word) N[Ó ª N[Ó (clause to clause) S<MK< እc=““ª S<MK<እ c=“” sentence to
sentence ›µŸ<ƒµU paragraph

ª paragraph Sƒ^›²=¿ Ÿ<~w c=’ƒK? É`m Sታ¨p

NMu¿:: ›NÉ NÍ: ^›Ã T@SÉu?

Su?Ã[”u? ›LÃ NÍö˜ ›=g?Ãƒu? smooth flow

kKU²=“¨< SK?ÖK?# k^›= Ãƒ¤=ታ}K’Ÿ<ƒ: Vgu? ›µ Ÿ<ƒµU Ÿ<~u< Sƒ›?S”K?
(persuasion) ታ¦ Ãc×K<:: ÃK? vÃ+U Ÿ<~w c=’ƒK? ›cc=”}¿::
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ሐረሪ c=“” ª Ÿ<~w c=’ƒ ›<Ñ²=¿ Ñ>Ê`
Su?Ã[”
Introductory
paragraph
(Sx›)

T>dMK

 N[] Ÿ<~w c=’~ SK?nK? ›cK= ª ›de

}Nc=xƒ Ã¤hM:: N[] c=“”

kª›=É (Grammar), Ûp+ (Word): N[Ò‹ (Clauses) S<MK< እc=“” (Sentences)
NMu¾:: ¾u=Ã`’>¿³M: terminology Ÿ<S<Mu? S[¦w NMu¿:: SÉ[du? ¨MÇ‡
›=eታÉµK? (teaching

›deu? T@ÑMT SƒK?SÉK? ²=ƒT>‰‡: ¤òõ ²=¤“!

Supporting
paragraph
Ñ>`Ò^ Ág= (1)
(sounds)

guide) SØ[OU ¾ƒ¤=hM::
 N[]c=“” Öv‹ (Sounds) 24 S¤’²=¿ ª ÃN=Ó’¿³M Öv‹ ³K<’~ Ê/`
›wÆ[QT” SNSÉ q^U Ÿታw²=¿u? ’Ÿ›<K<“:: ›LÃ c=“” ²T”K? ²=ƒT>‰‡
c=““‹ ›=L 44 Öv‹ ¾ƒ¤=hÄRM:: Ñ@Ãc=“” Öv‡ (Sounds) ታ¤M NKታ‹²=¿:
SL¾T SØ[QT SƒK?SÉ NMu“:: ›=eታÉ´ q^U ²?ÑKA¨< ’MNÉT
Ñ@Ãc=“’<¨<U ’ƒT>‰‰T (vowel, consonants, diphthongs) Öv‡: Ñ@Ãc=“”: ›LÃ
c=“”u? ÃƒKÃv³M c=ó¨<U (NLታ‡)’<`Ç=T: ¨MÇ‹ ÃKSÆŸ<ƒ ¾ƒKSÉv³M
›<Ñ¨< Ãታ¨pT ¾ƒÖ[NŸ<ƒ ¾ƒ¤=hM::

 Supporting
paragraph
Ñ>`Ò^ Ág= (2)
(minimal pairs)

 Ñ@Ãc=“” Ûp+Á‹ uiui ²=}¿ oc= S¡}w N?[u? SØ[QK? ›=c ›NÉ
Öv‹ SƒK?SÉK? SƒT>‰†: ¾ƒ¤=gÄRM:: T>dMK? N/P: Öv N=/Q : O/R
²=UdcK< ª ›LÃ Öv‡U ÃƒK=¾Ãx³K<! ÃÖwm³K< Öv‡ stress! Ñ<Ê` ª
NÜ` Öv‹ (long & Short) }MT>³‹ ¿l¿Ÿ<ƒ (minimal pair) ²=T>deMK‹
Sƒ“ðእT ¤òõu? SØ[N: SƒK?SÉK? Ãƒð[Ÿ=Ÿ<ƒ Vh::

 Supporting
paragraph
Ñ>`Ò^ Ág= (3)
clauses sentence
N[Ó/S<MK<እc=“”

 Ñ@Ã c=“” ›NÉ K<¿ ²=ታ (T clause) N[Ó: Ñ@Ã Grammar u? Ñ>Ç=` ›ƒÃ
³L’~: V¨n! ›ƒªÉÇ= preposition ›ƒªp] conjunction
/application SƒK?SÉ!

*µŸ<ƒµU

S<MK< እc=“”!

Æu<M

Sƒ“ðእ

usage

S<MK< እc=“”!

²=Æu<M Æu<M S<MK<እc=“”! S¡ታw N?[µu? (Grammatical rules) ¾ƒL¿³K<
’<p×‹ V[É:: N[Ó (main) ª ›<’<e N[Ó
SƒouMK?

Sእ“እ

¾’Ÿ<³M’~:

(Su?Ã[”

(subordinate) K<¦ Sc× ª
›Mታ”

SÚKU)

V¨nT

SƒK?SÉ É`m²=—” ::
 Ñ@Ãc=“’< SƒK?SÉK? ª Ñ@Ãc=“”u? ›LÃ Å`c= SƒK?SÉ ²=ƒT>‰† ª
²=¤ðó ›<¨Ñu? Sg?N” (organize) Ã¤hM:: "ª" Ñ@Ã ðk` ¨[ÃÑ>”ታ: Ÿu=`

 Concluding
paragraph
SN?KÉ
spoken & written
Harar

›wÆMS<N?ÃT>”

³ÂŸ<ƒ!

"T"

Clauses kª›=ÉK?

Ñ@Ãc=“”

Grammar K?

Nu<µ”ታ:: Ñ@Ãc=“” Spoken (Sc’”) ª written Ÿ<~w NK ‡: SKÁT: V[É
Ç=LÒ ©K=›=”ታ:: Ñ@Ãc=“” ª Ÿ<~w NKታ† c=“’<¨< Lm Å[Íu? SK?kK?: ›ታÃ
Sx[ÉK?: Ñ<Ê` ›<Ò Ãpu’PM::
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The Harari (Ûp+Á‹) features



Collocation with ›h/ vÁ/ ¥“



The unique (ma T) clauses



Copula in Harari ›=” / “^/ NM



The S<MK< c=“” (Sentence)



The Æu<M S<MK<šc=“” compound sentence



Paragraphing in Harari



Composition
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